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Preface
An international workshop on
Breeding Strategies for Resistance to
the Rusts of Wheat was held at
CIMMYT/Mexico June 29-July 1,
1987. It brought together an eminent
panel of internationally recognized
specialists charged with the task of
reviewing the current situation and
defining a broad breeding strategy
that could be implementeC in the
future to incorporate the necessary
level of resistance to control leaf,
stem, and yellow rusts (Puccinia
recondita Rob. ex Desm. f.sp. tritici
Eriks, Pucciniagraminis Pers. f.sp.
tritici, and Puccinia striiformfs
Westend) in wheat.
In the first seven chapters,
authorities from Australia, Canada,
Europe, and the United States focus
exclusively on the three rusts and
discuss among other points the role
of specific genes, diversity, and the
use of polygenic, partial, and durable
resistances.
Chapter 8 addresses disease
management through variety
mixtures, based on experience with
barley powdery mildew-a concept

that has obxious aplication to the
rusts. Chapter 9 outline, current
approaches at CIMMYT in breeding
wheat for rust resistance.
Chapter 10 summarizes the
discussions in the preceding
chapters in the context of a defined
strategy. The outcome represents a
general consensus on future breeding
strategies that should be employed
to incorporate resistance to these
three serious wheat diseases.
We hope that this document sheds
new light on wheat rust resistance
breeding and, as a result, will be a
very significant contribution to the
scientific literature.
We should like to thank the
International Development Research
Centre (IDRC) of Canada for the
support it provided to make this
workshop possible.
Norman W. Simmonds
Sanjaya Rajaram
Technical editors

Chapter 1
The Role of Specific Genes in Breeding for
Durable Stem Rust Resistance in Wheat and
Triticale
R.A. McIntosh, Plant Breeding Institute, Castle Hill, Australia

Abstract
Breeding'for resistance to sten ruI-st in wheat has been suiccesslul. The
resistancesdeployed in agLriculturc have depended oin single identifiable
genes and combinlations of identil'ablegenes. The adult plant resistance
,g'en, Sr2, has contributed to durable resistance in inany areas. Stemn rist
resistant wheats for the northeastern wheat areas of Australia have
depended o1 the use of resistances which aire replaced lfllowing the
detection of virulent pathotypes. The deployment olgenes in this way
depends on relevant pathogenicity survevs, a knowleoge of the genes present
in wheat cultivars, and industry cooperation in rapid culti var replacement.
Genetic vulnerability to stern rust in the CIMMYT triticale p)rog*ran can be
reduced by using inlbrinationgenerated in Atustralia. The narrow generic
base lbr t,,sistance can be widened by the use of Euiropean t11,.
rYe,
and wheat. riwever. genelic diversity between wheat and triticaleshould be
maintained.

Introduction
Disease resistances and, in
part:.cular, resistance to one or more
of the three rust diseases of wheat
(and triticale) represent a ,small part
of the genotype package that must
be delivered by the whcwtt breeder.
Whereas it is not difficult to find or
to produce ru ;t resistant materials, it
is difficult to combine high levels of
resistance ta multiple diseases with
other desired characters. One only
has to refer to recent issues of the
CIMMYT Review in order to gain all
appreciation of what these characters
are and some indication of what they
may involve. Clearly, many of them
are more elusive and more difficult
to achieve than rnst resistance. Thus
it is inperative that the rust
resistanc, ohieel ive be kept relatively
simple,
Breeding wheat, and presumably
triticale, for resistance to rusts is
relatively easy. The problens come
with the genetic plasticity of the

pathogens. So often, we no sooner
have resistance when virulent
pathotypes increase in frequency and
either render the resistant cultivar(s)
vulherable to disease or actually
cause crop losses. Thus, we get the
"boom and bust" cycles of which we
are often reminded. The recent
occurrence of stem rust in triticale in
Australia )rovided a timely reminder
of the potential of this disease. On
the other hand, we should
acknowledge the success of wheat
breeders in reducing the fear of
widespread stem rust epidemics.
This has been achieved by a
combination of disease escape
mechanisms such as earlier maturity
and alternate host eradication as well
as genetic resistance. This success
has been supported by the
continuing research effort that has
been devoted to stem rust in contrast
to many other disease problems
addressed by intermittent effort as
individuals and funding
organizations make short-term
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contributions and then abandon
them as researchers gain
promotions, or are distracted, or
retire.
Breeding for rust resistance
continues to be largely experimental
in approach and it involves:
" The identification of potential
sources of resistance.
" Assessment of their effectiveness
over sites, seasons, and
pathotypes.
" Incorporation of them into
cultivars.
" Introduction of them to agriculture
with cultivar release and
recommendation,
The eventual test of a successful
resistant cultivar will involve some
measure of how widely it is grown,
and the time for which it remains
resistant.
Features of Resistance
There are two important criteria of
resistance, namely durability and
diversity.
Durability
The time for which a cultivar will
maintain its resistance in a
particular area, or at a particular
time, cannot be predicted. Various
strategies to extend the period of
effectiveness of -i resistance source
have been suggested but, on a global
basis, experience seems to vary. If
we could identify a source of
resistance with adequate effectiveness and total durability, then only
that source of resistance would be
required by all wheat b-,:eders.
Diversity
There is a diverse range of rust
resistance genes. Many of them have
been used, and continue to be used,

in various ways. In practice, genetic
diversity is used as insurance against
a lack of durability and thus as a
means of reducing genetic
vulnerability.
On the assumption that we have no
durable sources of stem rust
resistance giving adequate protection
under all conditions, we must
attempt to increase or prolong the
effectiveness of the resistances that
we have. This will be supported by:
9 A knowledge of the epidemiology
of the pathogen in relation to the
prevailing agricultural practices.
* A relevant pathogenicity survey.
*

A continuing research effort on
host resistance.

Epidemiology
Stem rust occurs in various
epidemiological regions in the
varmer wheat-growing areas.
Epidemics are contingent on
conditions of favorable moisture,
high levels of initial (source)
inoculum (by implication, virulent
pathotypes), and by susceptible
hosts. Epidemics can be continental
or local.
Pathogenicity Surveys
Over the last 60 years, it has been
customary for rust workers to
conduct pathogenicity or race
surveys. There is no doubt that these
have proved useful in epidemio
logical and evolutionary studies, but
they have been of only limited value
to breeders.
Several factors influt-ice the
distribution and frequency of
pathogen genes and genotypes in a
particular area.
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Migration/introduction
New genes can be introduced from
outside the area. Clearly distinctive
pathotypes of Pucc.-ia framinis f.sp.
tritici were found in Australia in
1926, the early 1950s, and in 1968
(15). These presumed exotic
introductions became established in
different regions, but subsequently
spread to other aicas. Comparative
studies of the putative 1968
introductions with collections from
southern Africa, ant meteorological
data, indicated that uredospores had
been wind-transported to Australia
from Africa (16).
The evidence for periodic
introduction to Australia of new
pathotypes is supported by various
introductions of new diseases. These
have included Puccinia graminis f.sp.
secalis in the 1950s (14) and
Puccinia striiformis f.sp. tritici in
1979. Once the new diseases arrived
in Australia, they became
established and spread quite rapidly,
and evolved to form new pathotypes.
Within a year of its occurrence in
Australia, yellow rust was found in
New Zealand where it subsequently
formed pathotypes different from
those found in Australia. However,
yellow rust has not been reported in
Western Australia.
The original yellow rust introduction
came from Europe (8), presumably
transported to Australia by man (17).
Thus both natural factors and man
are significant elements in tei
movement of diseases or particular
pathotypes to new areas.
Mutation
Surveys worldwide have provided
ample evidence indicating the role of
mutation in the origin of new
pathotypes. This has been
demonstrated in Australia for the
various historic groups of the wheat
rust pathogens (8, 15). Mutations are

the most likely and most predictable
events that contribute to short-term
rust pathogen variability. Such
changes can be anticipated provided
there is genetic knowledge of
resistance and can be simulated by
mutation experiments in the
laboratory.
Recombination
The sexual cycles of rust pathogens
!have obvious implications both for
the evolution of new pathotypes and
for the seasonal carry-over of
inoculum. However, in the absence
of alternate hosts, there are
established mechanisms of asexual
variation. In Australia, somatic
hybridization between P. graminis
f.sp. triticiand P. graminis f.sp.
secalis was probably involved in the
origin of a group of rust3 commonly
found on Agiopyron scabrumn and
barley (Hordeum vulgare). In
addition, both pathogenic (6) and
isozyme data (1) point to a somatic
hybridization origin for one
evolutionary pathway of P. graminis
f.sp. tritici characterized by
pathotype 34-2,11. However, somatic
hybridization probably plays only a
minor role in the evolution of rust
pathogens.
Selection
The genotypes of the predominant
commercial cultivars as well as those
of the wheats, barleys, and grasses
on which rust survives between
seasons will influence the pathogen
genotypes that survive.
Chance
Pathogen populations go through
mammoth boom and bust cycles
between crop seasons or, in the
longer term, between epidemics. The
survival of pathotypes in particular
areas and between seasons is
influenced by seasonal and
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agronomic factors. After Cook wheat
was infected bv P. graminis f.sp.
tritfci pt. 343-1.2,3,4,5,6 in 1984, it
was rapidly withdrawn from
cultivation. The frequency of this
"Cook" pathotype also quickly
declined, despite the fact it had tile
pathogenic abilities of its widespread
progenitor, 343-1,2,3,5,6. Was this
decline due to chance because it was
relatively localized and failed to
establish or was tile mutation event
contributing to its origin associated
with reduced fitness such that it had
a survival advantage only when
present on Cook wheat?
Uses of pathogenicity surveys
For breeding purposes, a relevant
pathogenicity survey should do the
following things:

* Provide the pathotypes to be used

in the breeding nursery. A new
pathotype can be used in the
breeding nursery before it causes
damage in agriculture.

With a relevant pathogenicity survey
and a reasonble knowledge of the
genetics of resistance, induced field
epidemics required for testing can be
based on one or few released
pathot ypes. The use of a nixt ure of
all available pathotypes is an
insurance against ignorance. Multi
lathotype nurseries have problems
in that pathogen coml)onents
probably do not increase to
equivalent levels: the breeder is then
uncertain as to which components
are present. In practice, each
I)athotype in the field nursery should
be increased on a host genotype to
which it is specialized.

Indicate what pathotypes are
present, where they occur and,
with cautious interpretation, in
Genetics of Resistance
what frequencies. The inlforationl
will be in pathotype codes or as
At any particular time, breeders
pathogenicity formulas from
have access to resistant cultivars,
which avirulence/virulence
resistant materials at various stages
frequencies for single genes or
of developnient and potential
gene combinations can be
resistance sources. The primary
determined. Single gene
objective of a genetics program is to
frequencies are not adequate.
understand the expression and
inheritance of resistance and to
" Indicate and/or confirin when
know the range of genetic diversity
pathogenic changes relate to
that is present in agriculture and in
commercial cultivars. Thus the
breeding programs. Most resistance
value of surveys will be enhanced
breeders will demand resistance that
by a knowledge of the genes
is sufficiently effective and stable
deployed in those cI!tivars.
and that can be selected by means of
a single assessment in the disease
* Act as an early warning to
nursery.
extension and advisory services
involved in cultivar
I recognize two types of resistanet,
recommendaiion. There is usually that effective at the seedling
stage
a lag period between the detection and that coming into effect
at post
of a new pathotype and the
seedling stages. Obviously, potential
occurrence of crop losses as a
resistance sources must confer
consequence.
resistance at growth stages
corresponding to those when damage
is likely to occur in the field
situation. Some genes that are
effective in seedlings do not confer
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adequate levels of adult plant
resistance (e.g. Sr8a, Sr25, and
possibly Sr13).

frequently recognize individual genes
and can accurately postulate genes
from an array of low infection types.

There appears to be some
misunderstanding of the processes of
selection and the use of genes
effective at the seedling stage. Genes
effective in this respect usually also
confer adult plant resistance. Genes
for adult plant rc3istance cannot be
detected in standard seedling tests.
However, the breeding approach is
different. The breeder is interested in
resistance sources. These are initially
detected or confirmed in field disease
nurseries. If such sources also
display seedling resistance and, if
genes responsible contribute to
resistance at both growth stages.
there seems no reason for not
combining seedling and adult
assessments in the breeding
exercise. It is usuai to manipulate
adult plant resistances in field
nurseries, although they could be
selected in the greenhouse.

Specificity
A practical inethlod for identifying
genes in resistance sources is multi
pathotype testing. Genes can be
postulated from the correlation of the
responses of selected resistance
sources with those of controls.
I lowever. this classic application of
the gene-for-gene relationship has
involved problems which include
misinterpretation of the concept,
misinterpretation of the data because
genetic control lines developed in
one geographic location were not
applicable in another, use of poor
data, and the use of pathotypes
inappropriate for breeding purposes.

Methods for Establishing

Genetic Diversity
Long-term resistance to stem rust is
dependent on a continuing
availability of resistance sources.
Various procedures assist in
establishing that potential resistance
sources carry new or different genes
for resistance,
Pedigree
While useful for postulating genetic
diversity, the breeder must be aware
that apparently unrelated sources
may carry the same gene(s) and that
pedigrees might not be as stated.
Response
Different seedling or adult plant
responses are indicative of different
genes. Experienced rust workers can

Multi-pathotype tests often
accurately identify those genes
which arc usclcs for breeding
because the important field
pathotypes are virulent. However,
they may not identify the potentially
useiful genes because these will
provide resistance to the entire
array. Moreover, the tests are usually
performed on seedlings and
important adult plant resistances
may not be recognized. Despite such
shortcomings, multi-pathotype tests,
combined with relevant field
monitoring, remain reliable and
efficient means of distinguishing

among potential resistance sources
for use as parents in breeding
programs.
Genetic studies
The most accurate way of
demonstrating diversity is by
conventional genetic analysis.
However, this method is time
consuming because up to four
generations may be required. In
addition, tests of allelism may be
necessary. Known associations of
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genes can be important in aiding the
identification and manipulation or
resistance genes. For example,
wheats with Sr24 will always carry
Lr24 and, if derived from cv. Agent.
will be red-seeded; hexaploid wheats
with Sr9 usually will carry Yr7:
wheats with Sr3l will carry Lr26
and Yr9, will display two instead of
four chromosome satellites in mitotic
chromosome preparations, can be
identified by a unique isozyme
pattern, and cannot have brown
chaff. These associations can be
useful when attempting to identify or
manipulate the individual
components of multigene resistances.
Genes of greatest potential will be
those that are effective against all or
most pathotypes in the area of
interest. Some genes likely to be of
current worldwide interest are
discussed below:
" Sr24-The "Agent" gene produces
LIT'2 =" to "2", Australian whiteseeded wheats possessing
Sr24/Lr24 were derived from Dr.
E.R. Sears' 3D/3Ag transfers Nos.
3 and 14. Isolates of P. graminis
f.sp. tritici virulent for Sr24
appeared in South Africa in 1984
(4).
* Sr26-This gene on chromosome
6A/6Ag produces LIT"; I ". It is
present in several Australian
wheats and has been deployed
over a large area since 1967.
Sr3O-The Webster/Festiguay gene
with LIT'2" to "3" became
ineffective in Australia after
several years of use. However
virulence in the pathogen has
declined and certain of the newer
wheats including Banks, Vulcan,
and Sunstar, probably possess this
gene. Singh and McIntosh (10)
identified It in Klein Cometa and
its presence is suspected in certain

CIMMYT-produced wheats such as
Inia 66, Pavon, and Cheel.
Virulence for Sr3O has been
relatively common in South Africa
(5).
Sr31-The Kavkaz/Aurora gene in
chromosome 1BL/1RS conferring
LIT"; 1-" is very common in
European winter wheats and in
spring wheats developed by
CIMMYT. It occurs in
approximately 60% of lines
distributed in the 17th
International Bread Wheat
Screening Nursery. Virulence in P.
graminis f.sp. tritici has not been
reported. This gene is present in
one Australian biscuit wheat but
is unlikely to be exploited further
because of fear of the dough
stickiness problem that appears to
be associated with the presence of
chromosome IRS.
Several other genes conferring
resistance to a wide array of
pathotypes are being investigated.
These include Sr22. Sr32, Sr33,
Sr35, and a gene present in VPM 1
and its English derivative,
Rendezvous. It appears that few
additional highly effective resistance
genes will be found in hexaplold
wheat but, if required, further genes
could be obtained from non
hexaploid wheats and related genera.
Adult plant resistance
Probably the most important and
most durable source of stein rust
resistance in hexaploid wheat Is that
transferred from tetraplold wheat
resulting in Hope and H44. Many
studies in the 1930s and 1940s, plus
more recent work (2, 3) showed that
both seedling and adult plant
resistance genes were involved. The
seedling resistance genes Sr9d and
Sr17 provided resistance only to
certain pathotypes. On the other
hand, the adult plant resistance gene
Sr2, although less effective, proved
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to be a durable source of resistance
for many parts of the world. Sr2 is
present in many spring wheats and
some winter wheats and its presence
is shown by its association with head
and stem melanism known as false
black, or pseudo-black, chaff. This
melanisin can become excessive in
sonic en\'ironnments and may be
confumsed with other disease
problens.

While wheats with low coelficient- of
infection in niultilocational tests
frequently possess multiple genes for
resistance, the number of genes or
type of gene interaction operating at
each site has not been determined.
I lowever, information of this type
will be essential if breeders are to
assemble a diversity of such
resistance as a means of achieving
greater stability.

Sr2 is very common in wheats
developed by CIMMYT. hese
inclu,.e Sonalika, Inia 66, Lerma
Rojo, the Bluebird series. Pavon, aad
the Veery series. Consequently, it is
present in wheats grown throughout
the world. Sr2 is recessive and its
slow-rusting response permits the
development of variable levels of
disease. There appears no doubt that
Sr2 provides a desirable genctic
background into which more
effective, but less durable resistance
genes can lbe placed.

Stem Rust on Triticale
in Australia

Multiple gene resistance
)uring the 1960s, Rajaram (9)
conducted a genetic study of several
wheats displaying low coefficients of
stem rust infection on a worldwide
basis. Resistance in these wheats to
Australian pathotypes was
determined by combinations of
known and unknown genes. More

General observations
Stein rust first appeared on triticale
(x 1'riti'osccal, Wittmack) in
Australia in 1981 but it was not
until 1982 that we showed that a
unique P. gramiiis f.sp. tritici
pathotype was involved. The gene
present in the affected triticales was
Sr27 which had originatcd from
Imperial rye. Comparative studies
vith selected P. grarninisf.sp. tritici
cultures showed that 67% of entries
of the 12th International Triticale
Screening Nursery (ITSN) possessed
this gene. Moreover, Australian
commercial cultivars and CIMMYT
lines with Sr27 were extremely
susceptible to pt. 34-2,12 (--,12"
refers to virulence on seedlings of cv.
Coorong) as adult plants (7). In 1984.
a further mulational change

recently, Singh and Mclntosh (11)

resulting in pt. 34-2,12,13 (--, 13"

reported that Kenya Plume
possessed eight genes (St2, Sr5, Sr6,
Sr7a, Sr8a, Sr9b, Srl2. and Srl 7).
Its field resistance to the
predlominant Australian field
pathotype was determined by Sr2
and possibly by an interaction of
Sr7a and Srl2. These authors (12)
also attributed field resistance in
Chris wheat to Sr7a:Sr12 interaction.
In order to test this conclusion, the
Australian National Wheat Rust
Control Program has initiated the
transfer of Sr7a to wheats known to
carry Sr12.

refers to virulence on Satu) caused
severe rusting on Satu and Toort and
moderate ruIsting on Ningadhu
(Drira), V nus (Beagle), Currency,
and Samson (Ran). In seedling tests,
the IT'' 12" response of Ningadhu
was distinguishable from IT"1 +3 +"
displayed by Venus, Currency, and
Sanson and the IT'3 + " of Satu and
Toort.
1I11984, a grant from the Australian
Rural Credits Development Fund
enabled the appointment of Dr. S.J.
Singh to investigate the genetics of
rust r-esistance in triticale, to provide
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rust screening services to triticale
breeders, and to initiate a
backcrossing program to transfer
resistance genes to rust susceptible
genotypes. Tbe genetic findings are
listed below:
* The genes Sr27 in Coorong and
2
rSatil ill Satl are allelic (13).
" A second allelie series involves
genes in Tt'eori-lIkagle (P-' I + N''),
Ningadhii (IT' 12"), and Juanillo

100 (IT'23").

" A gene in 14th ITSN No. G4 and
15th ITSN No. 99 (IT;I-) and a
gene in 14th ITSN No. 122
(IT":1-2--) appear to he
independent of the above grou)S.

Additional studies have shown that
Satu triticale carries a leaf rust
resistance gene, LrSatu (IT; 1")
showing 11% genetic recombination
with SrSatu. Preliminary evidence
suggests that this gene contributes
to the adult plant leaf rust resistance
of Satu and many CIMMYT lines.
Whereas CIMMYT materials are
generally resistant to leaf rust in
Australia, European Iriticales are
often very susceptible. Thus, the use
of European triticales as sources of

stem rust resistance will require
close monitoring in orde: to prevent
loss of resistance to leaf rust.

Conclusion
Despite the spectacular break-down
of stem resistance in triticale, several
further genes for resistance are
" A highly effective gene occurs in
available in CIMMYT lines and
17th ITSN No. 78 (IT''"). This
materials developed elsewhere. An
gene may be derived fron a Polish awareness of the high frequencies of
triticale. Other studies have
Sr27 and SrSatu in CIMMYT
indicated high levels of resistance
triticales and the knowledge that
in Etiropean triticales to pt.
virulent J)athotypes are present in
34-2,12,13.
Australia should enable rapid
progress in broadening the genetic
" Wheat genes Sr9b (13th ITSN No. base for stem rust resistance in the
33) and Sr36 (University of New
CIMMYT triticale population.
England) have been identified.
Although some wheat resistance
genes occur in triticale, geneic
" There was no evidence for the
diversity for resistance between the
presence of Sr31 in triticale.
two crops should be maintained.
The adult plant responses to pt.

34-2,12. 13 in the field closely
correspond to the seedling responses.
Comparisons of chromosomally
substituted and complete triticales
listed separately in the 17th ITSN
demonstrated that terminal rust
severities for the complete group
were generally lower than those for
the substituted entries. While this
undoubtedly reflected the higher
frequencies of the Ningadhu and
Venus genes in the complete
triticales, other genes may be
present. There was no evidence for
adult plant resistance genes in
triticale.
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Chapter 2
Resistance to Leaf and Stem Rusts in Wheat
A.P. Roelfs, Cereal Rust Laboratory, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Research Service and the University of Minaesota, St. Paul, Minnesota
Abstract
Although the cee-eal rusts have been able to overcome manv of the resistant
cultivars developed during the pasi 80 years, many other cultivars have
been successfully grown on large areas. Stein rust has been controlled by the
use of resistance combinations that include Sr2 transferredto Hope and H-44
from emmer ov McFadden in 1923. Sr25 (from Agropyron elongatum), Sr3l
(Secale cereale), and Sr36 (Triticum timophcevii) seem to be the most
effective single gene resistances worldwide. Thatcher (resistancefrom T.
durum) developed by Haves el a]. in 1934, also has a useful level of
resistanceii, most areas. Leaf rust has been successfully controlled by
combination of Lr13 and 34. These resistances were first used in the
cultivars Frontana(Brazil 1934) amd Americano 44D ,Uruguav 1918). This
cene ccmbination continues to be used in recent durable cultivars Chris,
Era, Ciano 67, Pavon 76, etc. Assumptions about the genetics and durability'
oftsomc types of resistance has hindered selection and development of
resistancecultivars.

Introduction

range. The failures or

This chapter contains a plant
pathologist's view of resistance in
wheat to P. recondita f.sp. triticiand
P. graminis f.sp. tritici. The specific
work cited in this m.'nuscript is
referenced. However, many of the
ideas and concepts were developed
over a period of years of experience
and through numerous contacts with
fellow workers. The latter are
difficult if not impossible to cite. I
gratefully acknowledge co-workers,
technicians, and graduate students
who stimulated these ideas.

disappointments have often been
emphasized by both breeders and
pathologists. This had led to a series
of suggestions that another 'type' of
resistance was needed, Programs for
breeding using slow rusting, minor
genes, horizontal resistance, etc.
were proposed and some were
undertaken. In the discussions of
these alternate mechanisms of
resistance, it was assumed or
perhaps hoped that they were
somehow different and therefore also
better than the resistance previously
used.

Breeding for Resistance

Field Evaluations

Although exceptions exist, most
breeding for rust resistance has been
done using a series of field tests,
with disease notes taken near the
peak disease severity. This type of
evaluation of disease has produced
many resistant cultivars some of
which proved to have a durable
resistance over a range of
environments for many years.
However, many other cultivar; vere
not as successful over the lc.'i-

Field evaluations for rust intensity in
the nursery consist of taking a
severity reading (% of tissue of a
tiller or flag leaf infected) and the
host response (the size of the lesion).
The percent disease severity and the
host response were combined into a
single value, the average coefficient
of infection. To do this, the disease
severity was multiplied by a
numerical notation for host response
where immunity = 0.0, resistant =
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0.2, moderately resistant = 0.4,
mixed = 0.6, moderately susceptible

number or lesions per unit of leal or
stem area (receptivity), size of

= 0.8. and suseeptible = 1.0. Thus,

sporulating arca of file urediwl,

miat erial toget h r in the lltltsCY'y o

Sportila)tiol fr

length of latent period (time from
infection to sporulation), and length
of' sporulating )eriod. The genes for
r(sistance that have been studied in
detail may afftet one or more of
these counponen.s. Sr2 reduces the
n mher of lesions bl not evenly
throughot the plant life span n r on
all host tissues f8, 31). SrSa reduc's
ot ih llnlumber of,
Ihe size bt
lesions. Sr36 lengthens the latent
depend more on its neiglhbors (ihanl)er'u(I a d, with nlost ('ultures, also
reduCcs the nootber of pust1'.le., (24,
on its genotype foir rust resistalice
25). Resistances, such as Si-23. that
(28). Perhalps it is time to redesign
ire expressed withIli lorosis or
'f
t
oui- urseries lor sonic yps
otten have shorter p'ciods of
nccrosis
similar
g
blockii,
by
resistances

a 60MR (60 x 0.4 = 24) and 20S (20 x
1.0 = 20) give a similar average
coefficient of in t'ction value. Are
these equal? Combining sevci tv and
host res)onse can bhus obscu'e
differne es in suseeptibility and
resistance. Also, differenccs ii host
response arc based on lesion size
and characteristics, not on spore
production potcntial. The severity oI
a resistant lill e in a norscrv may

inerting a bordr row bet\veell test
plots an1d
ht
planting Ii.e-row
"or
line
limitiig notes Io the cientcr row. For
Sonie typos of resis.aln"c it will he
necessary to redesign complet 'ly oi r
*io rseries for disease Cvai:ition (seW

Rowe ll and McVey (26)1. T ls, to
test for resistnct: due to a longer
latlent period or lower recepliivi v
(fewer lesions) il itiav be necessary to
illoCtlate iti itlll11V a IorserV over a
short pcciod (1-7 clavs) and lien
sco-, host respo'ni, 1-1 to 21 days
later. To he eff( clivtc this nufserv
In tist be isolated rolli otlicr

a giVell ulle(iulon.

EarIl1' telia forllation is anlottier
exailltple Wf this type of resislance
111C IMtaIlisAl . Thus. knowing how the
rirsista nec is expressed shoulId ntake
test
1
it (.asIe. to( design t ie proper
a111d to follow it through a bleeding
pro)gralm. lreeding for resistance
iav nOt bI made easier: in fact.
Mi(re 1ow p licated notes 1ala be

required but lite end result may be
better. Notes mnay have to be taken
al different times or an different ways
depending on the cross. A uniform

ilnoCtllnl soolrices.

lest or level of resistanice across all
(eosses may be licit Iicr (1Vsirable nor
poss i b le .

Components of Resistance

Gene-for-Gene Relationship

Perhaps the first stage in breedin ,

Although all resistan'e'o may not be

for r'esistanCe is the 'iarefo
observation of lhel)ro)ose(l
resistance. We mu1nlst ask why tio we
want this as a resistait pareit?
Under what conditions wet e wC ablC
to detect the resistance? Then we
must design ,excrilnents or
nurseries (uiing the sante or sin ila
conditions) to allow fot the etc,, lion
of this particular resistance iii
progenies. It may b easier to do th is
if \e look at the mechani.sils
(components) of resistance. Four
factors thai can be ineasured are the

oil a gene-lor-gene basis, many are.
Understanding il conlplexit v of the
iI'a,?lion is important in breeding
or discas, resistance. It is often
assuled that genics for resistaiee
are dominant. Our expCrience would
indicate that most resistance gelles
are expressed as inconplete
domiivints; a few are almost
recessive. Thus, in a breeding
program the heterozVgous
individuals will )robal)Iy be more
susceptible than the resistant parent.
Temperature, inoculum density. and
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host growth stage usually have some
effect on the expression of resistance.
Genes tor virulence. likewise, are
assumed to be recessive but this is
not always ihe case. The typical
geIlc-for-gcne interaction is shown in

Table 1. The representation is oversimplified in that the heterozygous
genotypes of both ]lost and pathogen
are omitted. Additionally, the disease
response ischaracterized only as a
high or low ilifectioll
Low
infection types result lype.
(assu'ilf
resistance is dominant and
avirtilence is recessive) from
hoinozygous and letcrozy'gous
avirulent pathogen cultures with
either i hom1ozVgous or helterozv gous
resislaiu t host gClotypc. The
hon icizygous viru11let1 cuiltire with
alnyV host gellotype or n.lily
pat hogcn

with the susceptiblc host r(Slts ini
high in i ctior types (13).

Table 1. The gene-for-gene
interaction as frequently shown
with infection types represented as
highs and lows
Pathogen
S1)P

Rt_
Host

Low

-High
_pair

yr

1 igh

tigih

The simple gene-for-gene model in
Table 1 is expanded in Table 2,
showing the interaction between
Sr7b in the host and the
corresponding virulence/avirulence
locus in the host. Note that, in Table

2, when the heterozygous pathogen
or heterozygous host is involved in
the interaction, detectable change in
the low infection types occur (21).
This is probably the usual case. A
change in infcction type often occurs
when the tenlperat tre is altered (4).
1
The'7b[7b
pathogen genotype
interaction vith the three possible
lost genotypes in a segregating F
2
population could be fitted to a 1:2:1
or 3:1 ratio. The P)7bP7b pathogen
gcnotype interaction could also be
scored as a 1:2:1 or 3:1 ratio;
however, the 3 + and 4 infection

types might be combined giving a
1:3 ratio of resistant to susccptible
plants. This variation in infection
type due to
could cause heterozygous
the apparent individuals
loss or
reduction in effectiveness of
resistance when a heterozygous host
genotype was evaluated or when a
heterozygous culture was substituted
for the homozygous avirulent
culture. A range of phenotypes in the
F2 is assumed to indicate polygenic
control. However in a F 2 population
with a single host-pathogen gene
responding to the pathogen, at

least five different infection types

Table 2. The gene-for-gene interaction for Sr7b
and p7b
Pathogen

P7bP7b

Host

P7bP7b

P7bP7b

R7t)R7b

2

23

4

R7)r7fb

2+

3±

4

7br7b

4

4

4
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usually occur. If the test were
performed under field condition7,
additional phenotypes would be
induced by an environmental effect
on the host-pathogen interaction.
The range of phenotypes is even
more evident when two genes in
both the host and the pathogen
interact (Table 3). Many wheat
cultivars in the rust-prone areas )I

Interaction between
Genes and Genomes
Many accessions of wheats or wheat
relati, es with lower ploidy levels
have often been looked to as
potential sources of resistance to
rusi. l)crivatives of some of these
sources have been very useful, e.g.
l'iatcher and Iiopc to stem rust.

the world have many genes for

llowever, many such attempts have

resis!ancc, e.g. NlM.rquis released in
1911 (Sr7l). 18, 1 , 20, X), Selkirk in
1953 (Sr6. 7b. 9d. 17, 23, 2) and
Centuik in 1972 (Sr6, 8a, 9a, 17):

been disappointing. As the resistance
is trans.'erred to successively higher
ploidy levels, the expression of the
resistance decreases (6). This would

thus a single cultivar can resullt in a
wide range of infection types and

sel
to be a 'dilution' effect.
Perhaps this can be overcome in the

interactions if a wide spectrum of
cultures is used.

future by transferring the resistance
to anoth er holnocologous pair so that

Table 3. The gene-for-gene

interaction for Sr6 and Sr7b

P 6 P7b P 6 P7b P 6 P7b P 6 P7b P 6 P7b P 6 P7b P6 P7b P6 P7b P6 P7b
P 6 P7b P 6 P7b P6 P7b P6 P7b P6 P7b P6 P7b P6 P7b P 6 P7b P6 P7b
R6 R7 b
R6 R71)

0:

R6 R7b
P6 r7b

0:

1R6 r7b
1Z6 r7b

0:

0:

1

1

1

2

2-

4

0:

0:

;1

:1

:1

23

32

4

0:

0;

0;

:1

:1

;1

4

4

4

R6 tIR71
"6 R7b

I+

1+

1+

X-

X-

X-

2-

2

4

R6 IR7 1)
r6 r7b

1+

1+

1+

X-

X-

X-

23

32

4

R6 1 7 1)
r6 r7b

1t+

1+

1+

X-

X-

X-

4

4

4

r6 R7b
'6R7b

2-

2

4

2-

2

4

2-

2

4

r(6 R7b

23

32

4

23

32

4

23

32

4

4

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

r6 r7b
r6 r7b
r6 r7b
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four alleles of a resistance gene could
be present in a cultivar. The
'dilution' effect is especially
important for wheat leaf rust where
broadly effective genes for resistance
are few in hexaploid wheats and
high levels of resistance exist in
Triticum monococcurn and T.
clururn. The resistance in these
species is apparcitly effective and
durable.
Recently, Dyck (unpublished) has
described a suppressor gene for
wheat stem rust on the 7D
chromosome. This suppressor gene
appears to be the same as, or very
closely linked to. the Lr34 locus,
Fortunately, the Lr34 resistance
allele is an indication of the presence
of the non-suppressed stein rust
genotype. A great deal of work needs
to be done in this area. Are there
other suppressors? To what extent
do fhey affect leaf rust resistance'?
Are they primarily on the D genome
where they affect leaf rust resistance
transferred from T. thrurn and T.
fllOCoColin?

When Lr13 (adult plant resistance)
was combined with Lr16 (resistant at
all stages), cultures virulent to Lr16
were avirulent on seedling plants
with Lr13 and 16 (29). In fact the
low infection type produced appeared
to be similar to that of a culture
avirulent to Lrl6. The enhancement
of Lrl6 resistance by Lrl3 is an
exciting discovery and should lead to
the evaluation of many specific gene
combinations. Gcpn.rally,
combinations of resistance genes
result in an effect similar to the more
resistant of the genes in the
combinations. However,
combinations of a gene that produce
few pustules, i.e. Sr2 combined with
a gene that produces small pustules,
i.e. Sr24 results in fewer and smaller
lesions.

Durable Resistance
Durable resistance is that resistance
which has been adequate against the
disease for a number of years over a
range of environments and pathogen
cultures. It should not be assumed
that it will always be adequate in the
future nor that it will be effective
against all cultures. However, the
use of a resistance that has been
effective ovr a range of
environments, cultures, and years is
certainly more likely to lead to a
resistant cultivar than untested
resistance and certainly more apt to
succeed than resistances that are
known to have failed. In case of stem
rust, there are several known
sources of durable resistance related
to a 'single' gene while, for wheat
leaf rust, most durable resistance is
associated with gene combinations.
Wheat Stem Rust
Sr2-This is an adult plant
resistance (not effective until around
the boot stage) which was derived
from Yaroslav emmer by McFadden
(17) and is generally available
through the cultivars Hope and H-44
and their derivatives (Table 4). In
North America, the spring wheat
Selkirk and the hard red winter
wheat Centurk have this gene in
combination with others. This gene
does not provide immunity and,
under high inoculum densities, is
often characterized by susceptible
type lesions near the nodes and in
the spike and awns (8, 31). Cultivars
with Sr2 in combination with other
genes have been grown on millions
of hectares in the northern Great
Plains of North America without
serious disease for nearly 30 years.
Eagle, a hard red winter wheat from
Kansas with Sr2, was grown on over
a million hectares for 5 years
without stem rust losses. In
combination with other effective
resistances, Sr2 is difficult to follow
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in progenies. The brown necrosis
associated with Sr2 has often been
used to follow the resistance.
Sr26-This resistance, which was
derived from Agropyron clongatum,
has been an effective resistance

against cultures obtained worldwide.
It has been widely used in Australian
cultivars (Table 4) which have been
grown on a million hectares annually
for over 10 years (14). This
resistance should be easy to follow
using standard breeding techniques,

stem rust
Table 4. Cultivars with selected genes for resistance to wheat
Viri
Weiquc
\Vetllzel
Wiintletou
Yan 7770-4
Yi 78-4078
Zorha

Iai~ht (K)s
I [IaItoL
Kalkcc
Kt oyai atle
Kc'v!\'a 'lnhnnc
lticet
I mt\'r tlcc
Itcrita R()jo G-I
Mad(lel
Newthat('li
Nuri 70
()l tiawa
]Pc" timl
1,'(,tian
Rtowil

Sr3l
Advokat
Agra
Altmis
Alomira
Aurora
Balkani
l- lnnlo
lczostava 2
Burgas I
Blurgas
Ctubece 97
Clemenlit
Cordillht
Iliahia
I)ispotict

Loric
Lovrin I10
Lov.'in 12
Lovrin 13
Lovrin 2lMagistcr (' b)rco
Nlaitii
Merkit "
Mildrcs.s
Millleam Iinia
M ironovskawIt 10
Nizkoroskav'l
Natiui¢a
Od(e:sa
Odessa -I
Odcsskaya (6

Rc',l(uc

Ftldkrone

Odilo

liand

Scowt
Scowl i6i
S(lkirk
Sotalika
Sotgtlge
Stllt a
Stitikola

Feng Kaig 2
Fcng Kati.g 8
tCng Kani 15
Ftndulea 29
Fundulca 2G2
llo.
Gait
(enlaro F 81
G1 liiiis(i %181
CGot-1 z

Orla(o
Pakistatn 81
I'etseUs
Poleska va 71
I rcdugorttaVta 2
Roxiltai
Salitia
Saladtill
Sal Z1111 tt(i 1-1/4-1

Idacd 59
Kenosha
Mendos
Mengavi
Oasis
Ramona 64
Roughrider
Shortiiin
Sotiglen

Graiada

Sclkta

"l'imgalen

1laileh't
I lclios
M cinfnlett
Iis
Istra
Jing Dlan 106
,Jugoslhviala
alhvan
Kiavklz
Kl ontt'il cl
Lieallil,
[lnia I
li los

Scri 82
Soric
Shlortn
Sion xland
Skoroclka
Skorospelka 35
Shlvia
Solaris
Snt jeska
!'raisilvauia I
Ures T81
Urban
Vcrv 'S'

Timson
Tiinvera
Timwin
Wigle
Zaragosa 75

Sr2

Sr26
Avoct
Bass
Bladc
Eagle (Aust)
Flindcrs
I larricr
I lybrid Titati
Jaliru
Kil
Kilt
Sutiteg
Takari
Terra
FI-oll BablOs (1). I I

Sr36
Abc
Arthur
Arthur 71
Cook
Dipka
Flaniok
Gouritz

1 Roelts l10). luig (14). and M('Vey (unpublishi'd
and
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screening either seedling or adult
plants for resistance. Its
disadvantage is the narrow
-agronomic background of the
cultivars in which tile resistan*e
currently exists,
Sr3l-This gene was (lerived from
Imperial rye. It is currently widely
spread in the world I)op)lItioll in
many wheats (Table 4). This gele is
on ihe 113/1R translocation which
also carries Yr9 and Lr26, as well
having a sticky dougn, a poor Imixing
characteristic. Although the
resistance is useful, firthe, work is
needed to remove the undesirable
characier.

Sr36.-This gene has been
successfully used in much of the
United States but failed once in
Australia (15). It reduces the number
of lesions and increases the latent
period (24, 25). This resistance loses
its elcliveness at or near maturity.
Sources are shown in Table 4.
Thatcher--This resistance was

derived fron Ihunillo durun by
Ilaycs and others (9). Inl Thatcher a
resistance exists in addition to that
provided by ile combin:ation of Sr5,
9g-, 12. and 16. Brennan (2) thought
that was (Ille to two rcessive genes.
Nazareno and Roelfs (19) indicated
Ihat the resistance was often

Table 5. Known host genes for resistance
to wheat stem rust and their
responses to P. graminis f.sp. tritici
Response to an avirulent
culture a/
Seedling
infection
Adult
typeC/
plantd/

Chromosome
locatione/

'jsthum

.1
O)(;
. I '.23(
2.2,

NIS
MS

'l'li

313S
6lDa
2 1)a
4131.
-I131

2

MS

X

MS

6An

2.2:

NIS

2,
.1.21.2.

MS
It-MR
-MN

:2
2

'.213

Sr
gene Sourceb/
2
5
7a
7t)

1.
7'.
'.
T.
7'.

8a

T.

8b

T. aes'.tint1

9a

"'.ic stit

.91
9d
9c-

7". itcslittnt
T.
dlic'oCO'r1
T. dicocctuan

91

" T,aslit-1tnt

•

ttt
dtantl

6

dico,'cot
acit'11,
;tw t'itt111

,csth'mn
miilll
11

1I
T. it-stht 1
1
T.
I ics
,h111
12
1.
13
T. (11-11t7n
1 . "'. dturini
15
7'. t'slivrti
16..
'ltim
17
7. dicocot l
18
7'I. w'stivuin )
19
7'. af-sti l

.1 , N.XN
2-.2 t
:
XN-N
:2
I

20

"'. aestit'l,:

21
22
2:3

7I. tmoioimt-i
:1.21".
boo't' llt'm 0;,27'. aeslirunt
23C.1 1 C

2

: I , N 23 'N
:2-.2 4 3,:Xfttit
2-.2 *

12(C.23:

S (fI'w urcdlia)
U
U

MR

MN11S
N
INI
MR
MR-MS
MS-S

2131.

213l
2BL
21iL
2B11

'
6131.
313S
6Ab

II.

NI
'

2131,

MR
R-MR
MS-S,MR

worldwide

6Aa

7AL
211,
7131.
1)1.
2111.

MS

Effective

2AL
7AL
4IA

worldwide

worldwide
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associated with Srl2 in lines derived
from Thatcher. This resistance is
more effective in the field under low
to moderate rust epidemics where it
isgenerally rated susceptible, with a
low (5-30%) severity on the modified
Cobb scale; however in severely
diseased nurseries, severities ot
80-90% are common. On seedlings,
it prouducs an 'X'or 'X-' intection
type at 18 (Cbut is susceptible at
20 C. This resistance1has been
cffective illlhe niorthern Great
-Als
n
since Thatcher was rcleased in 1934
although, in the 1953 and 1954
epidemics, it was damaged when
grown in col junetion with the inore
susceptible Lc( and diirun wvheats.
It is probably present in most of the

Thatcher derivatives grown in this
area. Chris, Era, Neepawa, and
Columbus may be examples of
cultivars with this resistance. Many
of the CIMMYT cultivars from CIANO
67 onwards may ha\e some
resislance trom Thatcher. but this
has not been proved.
In Table 5 the designaled geres for
stem rust resislance are listed, along
with inlfectioil types produced on
seedlings by avirtlent cultures

chromosonal locations, sources of
resistance, and where thc gcne is
effective against th natural
population of P.tg'-wm/fluis.

Table 5. (continued)
Response to an avirulent

culture a/

-

Sr
gene Sourceb!

Seedling
infection
typec /

21

:. clolnlu
lrlllI

2-.2

MS

25
26
27
28
2)
30
3f
32

-1. e'hmn u urn
A. clillgati,,1
S. ccr,'ah.
T. 'lslit1lln
T. i|o'Ultmrn
T.ilestilrm
. ce iae
...
qua,-rosi

2-.2

Nis
M
UI-MR
R
R

Adult
plantd/

Chromosome
locatione/
DI.

7)L
:26Ab
I):
3A
21I.
2 .2MR
61)M
2-.2
MR
5t)t.
0:.2
1
1131,
2MiR
2AS
33
Ac . sQIrlill-il
2
MR
I I)I.
W 1T.ilos iconi1
3(. I C
.MS-S.NI,
2A
3.5
TF.
tioll('CCCIM) 0:
H
'3Aa
30
W
JOlJlf-c( Ii
0.0:1
O.1(: H.S (i\w tin'dial 213S
37
'1'.
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Wheat Leaf Rust
Leaf rust is probably the most
important disease of wheat oin a
\worldw idelbasis (28). Durable
resiatance to h'af rust is thought to
be more difficu!i to obtain thain with
stel rust but SOle Successes have
been recorded. Leaf ruils! is imiore
diverse for virulence than stem rust.
Tbhis diversity may be thc result of
ollV or more factoirs. First, the
t)opulatioll thal survives between
wheat crops prolbably is much larger
for leaf rust. SecCOnd, liet )athogen
populatlion size is curreiitly nuch
larger durig th crop season. Third.
rcsistl-nced el oyed against leaf rust
has oflten bo'l a single gelle at a
little. Thus Io)(pu lation sizes arc
large, which results ili a greater
probability (f tofuitants (30) and a
greater probabilitv that a greater
diversity of vi'uhe/avirtlhinee
collnatiotis call su -ve thellt o:wheat growing period. The usc of
CUltivars with single effective genes
Ior resistance permits mutations at
single l)athogen loci to render
resistances ineffective. The sexual
cycle of I'. r'ccondica f.sp. t'ilici is not
generally thought to have a major
effect (5, 27). Evidence that
parasextal rccombinants survive in
nature, if they occur at all, is
lacking. Although 1). recondita has a
wide range, the host range of P.
rCcondita f'.sp. lr,-it'i Seeims to be
limited to "l'tticim and perhaps a
few very closely related g ncra.
However. additional resear'ch is
desirable on the role of non-TitPicumu
species oii ,mrvival of P. recondita
Esp. tritici, es)eially during Ihbe
non-wheal growing period,

Leaf rust resistance provided by the
single genes (Table 6), with the
exception of Lrr,
r- nadequate by
themselves. Lrl9 resistance has yet
to be tested on commercial ac eage
sO its durability is not proven.
Unfortunately, Lrl9 has usually been
associated with a yellow flour color.
The other genes listed are useful
only in combinations of t wo or more.
Durable Resistance

to Leaf Rust
The most durable resistance to leaf
rust is associated with a few gene
combinations (Table 7). It appears
that Lr13 and l)rhaps Lrl 2, both
adult plant resistances, in
combinations with Lr34, are the
basis of imiost of' this resistance The
original source of these genes is
unknown but a)parently Lrl 3 and
3-1 were present in Alfredo Chaves, a
land cultivar found in Brazil about
192 1. Americano 44D was selected
in 1918 from a land cultivar in
Uruguay. We have not determined
its gelotype for resistance, but it
probably includes Lrl2 and/or Lrl3
and Lr34. Thus, these two land
cultivars, which may be very similar,
have bcen the resistance source of
titost of the durably 'esistant
eultivars. It is assumed that these
land cultivars had a southern
European origin but no European
cultivars are known to have this
level of resistance. Resistance
conditioned by Lr13 or Lrl2 is
sometimes inadequate under
conditions that are very favorable for
the disease, il nurseries in which
in-oelum levels are very, high, in
areas where wheat is grown at high
teml)eratturcS, and in -ultivars
without other resistance.
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Table 6. Known host genes for resistance to wheat leaf rust and their
response to P. recond-ta f.sp. tritici
Response to an avirulent
culture a/
Seedling

Lr
gene

Sourceb

/

7'.u'etivin
T. l'civinr
T, ic t1ivtn1
2h
I'.uct'il
2c
'. siiviJi)i
3a1'
3(bg) T, icestir lif t)
3(ka) T. -icstiviin
bt'lhlfi ta
it.
9
T. lestivilill
10
stivilm
T.
1
11
1. ilcstiviti
12
T.acstivum
13
T. ticocco'l
Ihl
T. ic.stivlutt
1.'l
T. acstivrt
15
T. acslivtol
16
T. a'stivi'on
17
T. acstivcon
18
A. itttcrowdinmn
19
1. ;t.stiviltll
20
it. sItUUros;i
21
At. sq larrosa
22a
T. dirtni
221)
T. acstivtlt
23
A. v'ohlaItill
2,t
S. ccrcal
25
S. ccrcalc
26
'. ;1c.stivtut
27
Ac. spcltoidc's
28
A. inrtlicdifiutt
29
T, ;I'SIiviiI
30
T. a;Itivatt
8i1
ql 'osa
Ac. S.'
:32
T. acstivtiti
33
8,W(12) T'.ac.tiviihi
1
2,t

infection
typee/

Adult
plantd/

Chromosome
locatione/

0:
0:

H
k
<
P

51)L
21M
21)
21)a
6131.
6131.
6131.
613L
IAS
2A
-4A
213S
713L
7BI1
21M
,t,
2AS
511.
7 D,
7AIL

:1
IN
(),
:('
.(',23
12C
:(:,
0:
:.2
Y
X
x
;C
;1N
:1 f N
21
0
0:
0
-

0:1
0:
;N
0;
0:
0:
0:

:1
:1
I
23('

H
NW-NIS
MR
R

HM'IS
NIP
R

H
NIS
NIS
P

MS-NIH
MR-NIS

NIS
H

R
H

H

R
MR
,

Effective

in combinations

in combinations
in conbilnations

worldwide?

1).
21)a
21)a
213
3I)I,

in conbiations

lAb
NIP
H
R
R
NIHIlAh

NIH
NIP
NIS

113L
313S
4BI,
71)S
.111,

only with Lr31

only with Lr27

31)
IB3.
71)

in comibiljnaliolls

ltlrowd r (3) and I.nltg (ttlllllllistc'd)
I'lOcll
S
atnti Stc;lt'
- T.. ,,gqolc"rotj - A.., ihfJIS - Ac.. i-tesitill
tcinperlalulres (4)
ill olhtvir
oiletss
types irt";it 20)"C' v, l hc illlitc
I n/Ilfectiti

i/ LJI)(ltt(l

Tr/
iiin

d Ml N.lIloIst tSistalttcs,4 , c.- -ssc fIcclivc al high tCilcltrtl rts. higlh it
aid ll phlll ilattllrity. Vallilllits

P

rt-sistat.

occlil %%ith diffriht
l.lso

MIZ = inodhtratelY i-c-sislant. ,%

SliScctptijblt
S
0I lpdatcd [roln Mclltoshi (18)

ioct

tt dctisitics.
ivit'hln

gcil cltI background.

ptihlc. ilnd
llodelratlY Stlisc
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Table 7. Bread wheat cultivas with durable leaf
rust resistance
Name
Aiiezi-in ,,
Frondo,,a
Fronteira
Surtdreza

Habit

Source

spring

hunigiiiv

splriig firazil
spring t3rizil
spriing 13r azil
F'rOntnia
spiing 13rzil
La Prevision 31
spring Argentiin:k
La lPrevision 25
spiring Aigentia
La l'rc'ision 28 sliing Argntina
La Prtvision :32
spring Argti.nliia
Klein Aniivcrsiriio spiring Argeitina
Klein (rolli(ii
spring Argentia
Klein ltcelr)
.)riIIg
Arginlia
Elciu I'rogrcs.
sping Argt ntinii
Klein Nidlr
sirign
Argcntina
Klein Sinhvalho spirign
Argt almia
Klein Titai
spi-ing Ar g iati
Klein V 'eti di()
spring ai-gi iiiiii i
Ciaino G7
i
('IMMYT
llavon F-76
Mli t'IMNYT
Minter
wiiiteT USA
Strldy
wiiter LISA
G gc
wi to' USA
Redcoat
wiinir USA
Atlas 66
witr
USA
Chris
spriig USA
Era
slruing USA

Released
I18
I t)93
1,9:4
193.1
19-13
193 5
19J37
i, 35
19.45
191t2
1950
1937
195.1
-

1925
1925
1967
1976
I)19,
1160
1-9G3
1960
19-18
1965
1,970
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Chapter 3
Pathogenicity Analysis of Yellow (Stripe) Rust
of Wheat and Its Significance in a Global
Context
R.V. Stubbs, Research Instilut tr

Plant Protection, Wa.geniugcni, The

Net hcratnds

Abstract
1cllow (stripc) rst of 1lacilt (IPuceitlnI .strifiltis
We..,-tctld. lIsp. tritici) is
stiudied W, tih' l&st'carh Institute for Plant Protection (1I1O) oil an
interlationaI stale. Raccs (virucillenes) irc iclied
on st'cdlitrs of"a broad
set of, old '
(lld
'lew' li/fifr'nilal cultivars with sone ]known, but mlosth,
olnknot. r sistalicc etls linder cotntrolled ('O1)ditiotns. Virulence related to
tT't'-s)c'thiie
pilti
Ia n t esist. nc is ala Ivzcd illrace n r.-s'i 's(separate
ficld plois). "'hlc 1-clatioil.ship betww'Cfn lit distributiol ofpathog(e't viullne 's
:1d host r.sistalncs iscidrilt bu Itt utder-studied. Results arc prc'('Clt c
oll "in a 'sis of velHolln' ru.,t itllil'Ct
't triti'hls and cultirlt.s with rc,'sismlct'
(ICrIhcdIf(ie[i tVC'. Tllc' zolhll distribltiol of ye'llow 'lst r'C.s if)
rlop',
,fliC. ,.i,. and - olltlh At'ritI isdc'sribcd. il'titll
,IeC.survcvT of
'ot.
I,
ill
.tathoon'tn'iit'in t')'Cc pop)ulations is liL!h'lvt
rc'olttlwndc'd1ith
IC I41(1 to It ''tlingi' for UC'sist;tIC'(' ald the clvallatioll of host resistallce un1d"er
Cji/Clic tI c tll

tlllic'its.

Introduction
Ycllow (stritpc) rust, aitlisd 1y
tiniuim,
m1w
optiiumii, and maximum
PtI'cintia strilorhItisW'stci d.. is ot'
tcmperatures lot spore germiiation
Ililt
ul OI" rust
\Cr
di 'wases )"wheat:
are W)C. 9-12(C)( and 20-26°C
it ilso at t'iks lerl'\', re (Scalc'
rCspeIictivel' (24). Y'llw rust isalso
C''rC
'aIC'). and othcr frasses. As far as
cha-acterizt'd by its S.'stini' spread
is kin I\\'I, it' l'tillgtls (ICt's 11 attack illt eit'leal. S'Vt'l't' Iaf :lInd hca.d
Cits (A c'C'tta
silti';I). rice (O ''Zil
ilil'tctiolls IIIV cauiise total Iosses ill
sltiv ), or- llaize (Zea Inat's). The
vt'id. Of tlie t lirCe wheat rusts.
Itiorill
intct .ilg wvh'at is l(--crrcd ICCas 'vcllow iistl ap)ears to be leillost
.
l)striiimrtuis
1.s1). rit
ni and ilt' ricu'sensitivc to e'lit'ollllt'i l factot's.

iluftcting barley as 1'. sttiiforti.S Lsh).
hordei. Yellow rust has [it) allcri

stIchI as air olhtiin., which reduccs
grtfhcriina
iioiu of tirediosporcs (25).

host anid ltltatioll anid sollatic

Rtsistallce of the hlost is m1tiCh

i''olml)intatiol ar the Illcillisllis
tf \'ariabilitv. Itisassuniell that
Tlaiseauieasia isfile centr o origin
C1 the 'ltltgLS. Ft-o1t this C'Iit(r,
yellow rust dispersed in all
(irt'lioils, ' 'illiig A tlli'alia ol1\' illI
1979 (20). Yclhiw rtst is ,olsidercd
to be a low-teuihs'rat nrc patlogeli
and is st'i'iouts iu ar'as ittwhi'h coIl.

illcthieiicd by tcnipcratLure and light
wlich. in tii-ii influence disease
aisscssmicit of tlilt'
infected l)la
(26).

illoist weather p'\'ails. as in
llolrthwt'stcrln I"lr
totc and

illtrtiatiolal scale. Thelpresent
collecttin oIl"
vcllow, rust stpecill-enls

miioiintainiouis regions of Souith
America and East Alrj a. The

totilaius 5000 cultiucs 'roni 60
COtl1ntriiCs.

Since 1956. the Research Iistiitute
for Plant Protection (IPO) in
Wagenitigci. Thc Netherlands, has
bC'cti cugag(d in sludying the
pathogcnicity Cifyellow rust oi an
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infection (36) and being compatible
with P. striilbrmis f.sp. tritici, P.
Methodology in the seedling stage striifbrmis f.sp. hordef. and yellow
"'ust ol grasses (15), is commonly
Techniques of handling the
used for transferring the rust
pathogen-The techniques of
samples. However, it should be noted
handling yellow rust in the
that this species is resistant to P.
glasshouse in the 11O were
striilbrmis f.sp. hord'i race 57,
developed by Zadoks (4 1). These
prevalent in the Ind'an
1 Subcontinent.
techniques, slightly modified, are as
follows. Yellow rust cultures are
The generation time (time between
grown separately in plastic cages in
dale of inoculation and date of
a glasshouse held at 15 + 2°C.
sporulation) can be race-dependent
Daylength is kept constant at 16
as observed by Fuchs (8) who
hours by supplementing light with
grouped races into slow, normal, and
fluorescent tubes giving a light
faist. The difference between the first
intensity of 7500 lux. Yellow rust is
and last group is 4 days.
difficult to grow in late autumn and
winter, due to light deficiency which Inoculation of large numbers of
reduces sportlation intensity (18)
cultivars is done by atomizing spores
and to air pollution being relatively
suspended in mineral oil (Soltrol
high at the time. Spores, which are
170) which is somewhat toxic to
normally viable when samples are
barley. For barley,. therelbre, the
received within 2 weeks of collection, urediospores are mixed with spores
are transferred to seedlings of a
of Lycopodium. As the temperature
susceptible cultivar. Older samples
in the pre-inoculation phase
are placed in moist Petri dishes in a
influences resistance expression (4),
refrigerator to induce rcaporulation
the plants are groxkn in the pre- as
of the fungus. After inoculation, the
well as in the post-inoculation phase
seedlings are kept for 48 hours in a
in growth chambers under a
dew chamber held at 9'C and 16
day/night regime of 181'/151C and 18
hours light of intensity of about *'500 hours/6 hours. The light intensity is
lux and 8 hours dark. Urtdiospores
around 20,000 lux produced by a
appearing 10-14 days after
combination of high-pressure
inoculation are collected every 2
mercury lamps and high-pressure
days, dried, and then stored in glass sodium lamps. Depending on the
ampules in liquid nitrogen (-196 0 C).
generation time of the races, the
In contrast to leaf and stem rusts,
infection types are observed 14-17
urediospores of yellow rust stored in clays after inoculation and scoring is
liquid nitrogen do not need to be
done on the 0-9 scale (19).
reactivated by thawing in a water
bath at a temperature of 40 0 C. No
Identification of races
differences were found in
(virulences)-The study of the
germination when spores were
physiologic races of yellow rust is
thawed between 5 and 40 0 C.
not yet far advanced. A limiting
factor is the inadequate information
The wheal. cultivars used for growing on resistance genes in the
host
P. striifornis f.sp. tritici are Michigan
Amber, Taichung 29, or Morocco,
depending on the origin of the
pathogen. Triticurn dicoccun var.
tricoccum, being highly receptive to

which are necessary for identification
of virulence genes in the pathogen.
Attempts have been, or are being,
made to develop isogenic lines of
known resistance genes.
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Physiologic specialization was first
demonstrated in 1930 (1). Gassner
and Straib (9) introduced a system of
race identification and nomenclature
which was revised by Fuchs (8). and
was used until a new svstei was
proposed in 1972 (13). '1he old
system is still in use in the Soviet
Union (27, 38) and Iran (2). The set
of differential cultivars introduced by
Gassner and Straib consisted of 11
wheat cultivars, six barleys. OIl rye,
and onc Triticrn dicoccumn var.
tricocctn. In the nomenclature, no
distinction has been made in the
specialized forms. The reaction types
of 66 races on those differentials
have been summarized by Stubbs
(35). Noteworthy is the inclusion of
Pctkus rye which contributed
resistance to yellow, steni, and !',af
rusts in chromosome 1R (42) to
nany wheat cultivars l)resently
grown or being developed. Straib
(28) found only one race (race 34),
giving a susceptible reaction on
Petkus rve. but a resistant reaction
on all whfcat differentials. This race
may have belonged to f.sp. secidis.
Petkus rye unused for many years is
now included in our study of the
pathogenicity of vcllow rust on
triticalc.
In our rotitinc work on race
identification, wheat differentials are
used, as proposed by Johnson et al.
(13). 'Old' differential culkivars such
as B16 Rouge d'cosse and Holzapfels
Frh have been abandoned, which is
regrettable because they possess
resistance genes that may still be
present but unrecognizable in
cultivars presently grown or being
developed. In recent tests, virulence
and avirulence for BiW Rouge
l'Ecossc was clearly shown by nonEuropean yellow rust cultures. The
question is whether this virulence is
Inecessary' or 'unnecessary' in the
rust population. The sane applies to
the virulence to the oultivars which
have supl)lemented the standard set

of differentials. These cultivars are,
among others, Mexipak =
Kalyansona and Giza 155 (31) and
Anza (4", among others.
Registral'ii of these virulences is
important in the evaluation of host
resistance. However. the
consequence of adding new
surplCmentals is that hundreds of
od yellow rust cultures have
incomplete virulence formulas.
At present, much attention is given

to the analysis of samples from
triticale andl from wheat ctiltivars
with resistance derived fron rve
(1B/iR substitution or translocation).
The resistance genc Yr9 is a rye
gene and is present in differential
('ultivars Riebesel 4-7/51 (Criewencr
104/Pctkus rye) and Clenent
(Yr9 + 2?). The r,-sistance of the latter
was overcome iii The Netherlands in
the second year of its cultivat ion
(1974). Riebcsel 47/51 is stmcptible
in the so'edling stage but so far
shows a high degree of mature plant
resistance. Table 1 exemplifies the
analysis of samples from wheats
with resistance derived from ryc and
from triticale. Considerable
complexity is evident. Race 6EO was
found in Ecuador in 1985, infecting
both wheat with Yr9 and triticale (P.
Fox. pers. comm.). Race 6E 150
severely attacked triticale in Rwanda
(E. Torres. pers. comni). Race
140E 12 did the same in Zambia.
Race 134E 150 was also found in
Kenya on triticales (D. Danial, pers.
coininm.) which were much less
infccted than those in Rwanda (E.
Torres. pers. conii.). Race 234E171
overcame the re;istance of Granada
(SR/G13//Triticale/Thatcher/Taca//Jub
ilar) in The Netherlands in 1985, in
the second year of its cultivation.
Race 191E206 infected Lovrin 13 in
China (Yang 1-ha-an. pers. comm.).
All these races are virulent for Yr9
but mcact differently on Clement,
Granada, and Delphin. The latter
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two may possess resistance genes
kitf:ring from Yr9. In field tests, the
triricale cultivars Mapache and
Rosner showed resistance to Dutch
races with avirulence lbr Yr9 and
susceptibility to races virulent for
Yr9. This indicates the possible
presence of Yr9 in triticale. Thus
much useful information can be
acquired from maintenance of a
"bank' of pathogen samples.
Methodology ir the mature
plant stage
File analysis of pathogenicity of
yellow rust in the post-seedling stage
is done by the IPO in race nurseries
(41). The nurseries are inoculatecl in
the second half of April and,
depending on the disease
development, 3-5 observations are
made at intervals of 8-10 days. The
severity of infection is assessed on a
0-100% scale and the infection type
on a 0-9 scale (19). The disease
progress in each race-or isolatecultivar combination is expressed as
a compatibility index (41). The
compatibility index varies Irom 0 to
10O and, from the epidemiological

point of view. a compatibility index
above 15 is considered to be
dangerous (41). The value
100-compatibility index is used as a
parameter of lhe sc-called 'rest
resistance' which is assumed to be
race-non-specific (32, 41). The
susceptible checks are Michigan
Amber and Itana/Pl 178383 selection
Ill (S11) having one temperature
sensitive minor gene (26). The latter
is used toI detect change in infection
type and, consecuently, change in
the disease progress with change of
tempelrature in the race nurseries.
In Table 2, examples are given of
isolates that perform similarly on the
standard set of differential cultivars
in the greenhouse or growth room,
but differently on cultivars having
mature plant resistance. Accordingly.
the isolates have been named
'greenhouse races' and 'field races,''
respectively (41). Field races are
usually named after the culdiars
from which they were obtained. Most
of the cultivars hardly show iheir
race-specific mature plant resistance
in the seedling stage or, at least, do

Table 1. Seedling reactionsa of wheat cultivars with Yr9, and triticale
after inoculation with yellow rust races with virulence to Yr9
Wheat
Fed.4
Granada Kvk.d/
9? +?
9

Triticale
Salvo
Delphin
?
?

Raceb/

Virulence
formulaC/

Origin

Clement
9 + 2?

6E)

fi.7.9.A

tI'2uudol

I

S

S

6E1t50

2,6, 7.8.9,A

Rw Iri'lI

I

H

S

S

I.tOE 1 2

3.6,9.A

Z~tittIi9;

S

P

S

S

13,tE 150

2.6.7..9.A

KItva

S

S

S

S

23-1E 171

2.3.1.7,.9.StiC5

Nctlhcrltidls

S

S

S

S

S

S

175 E 142

1.2,3,6.7,9

('hinal'/

S

U

S

S

S

R

1

Fink'se/
9

S

S
S

taine b

Yang ][lt-anl

hInsillll

0 Plallt ]1lole
ot

l'ii, l. ]hijintg)i t le 1110

S
R

;i/ S = susceptihl (types 7-9); R
rUs stl
(typcs 1/6);
ii data
1)/ Noinctaturc after Jotinsft ct ,1].Ii 31
"I According to resistaice gemics Yr 1.2.3 (-Ir.. A
\voset ( 39), Sit - Si,' tlt 92. U5 / (arst-iiS"S'.
d Fdt(ralitnl/Kai%,vkaz developed by thti Phti, ltirttrlitig Iistit tilt. Castle i.ill. Australi;i
D'/
[)ai
ldt D ) I,. I)allii (CINMMYT. KeCiVt')i die 1tO
[i/ tal o
D

I

Table 2. Infection spectrum of races of P. striiformis
plant stage

Cultivar
(genotype)

32E0

32E128
32E0
32EOa
Albab/ Triumph Heine's7

f.sp. tritici on wheat cultivars in the mature

Race
32E128
106E139
36E132
Heine's7 32E128
Leda 36E132 Flamingo 106E139 Lely
-Heine's4

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Heine's VII (2+?)C/

0

0

0

48

49

50

34

40

50

50

H. Kolben (6+?)C!

0

0

0

1

0

3

73

64

0

0

Alba lAb+ ?)

0

54

1

7

0

31

8

6

0

40

D. Triumph (DT+?)

3

1

63

3

5

3

7

0

0

0

Heine's IV (H4+?)

0

0

68

0

43

46

0

39

0

0

Leda (2 + Ab + H41

0

3

2

1

0

33

0

3

0

0

Flamingo (2 + 6 + H4)

0

0

0

1

0

3

10

39

0

0

Lelv (2 + 7 +Ab)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

55

Check

a! Nomenclature based on seedling reactions of the standard set of differmntial cultivars (13)
b/ Trivial name
c/ Cultivar of the standard set of differential cultivars
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not do so at the temperature used for
identification of races. A few
ctiltivars may do so at other
temperatures wich indicates that
their resistance is temperature-

sensitive as well as race-specific (29).
It is worlthwhile to mention here the
causes of the hieak-down )ftie
resistance of l.cly which had a life of
6 years. reh:,tivci% long as compared
to other clt ivars (which often last
onv I or 2 years). Lely had two
e ffcc tive gencs (V r7 and VrAb) when
first ciultivated. 'Telien. in France, i'wc
106E 139 appeared and was virulent
to 'i7but! avl\irlehnt to YI'Ab. In
Frai(,

tits

race overcaelIc the

resistllc of tIlos ('ltivars
having
Yi-7 as the onll'v protection against
the prevailing race I 04E 137. The
),rogciuy ol race 106E 139, the
race, coinpletld dlit break-downLelyof
-esistailce of Ll ,y. Ihe question is
whelhcr tthe life til) )f Lely would
have hll tproloigeI if those French
('tiltiv;irs had tuot lecti growl within
Ihe e)id(hmiological zottc of yellow
rust iin iortlhwcstrn Europe.
Virund
,( to Alba has also been
observed outside Europe and its
presence there is probably due to
cultivars possessing tlh tesistance
gene(s) of' Alba. (ultivars with the
same specific resistance -asAlba
(such as Mado and Falco) have one
commlon alcestor, Juliana (33).
which is a progeny ofa cross with
Wilhelmina. also a common ancestor
of many ('ultivars now or formerlv
grown outside Europe. Investigating
the history of resistane is a matter
of' time"as well as of money, but
worthwhile to (do. In this connection,
Giunmann (10) may bc quoted: 'the
forms persisting to Ill(present day
might well be regarded as living
fossils." Yellow rust is one of these
fossils, not only revealing its own
hislory but also that of tie resistance
of its hosts.

Geographical Distribution
of Yellow Rust Races

In Europe before World War Ii,
studies of the geographical

distribution of races of P. striiformis
were mostly done by Gassner and
Straih in Braunschweig, West
Germany. Starting in 1955, these

studies were resumed by Fuchs (7)

in cooperation with Zadoks (41) who
conducted the Yellow Rust Trials
P roject. These trials, now named
trap nurseries," were sown in
almost all European countries and in
a few places outside Europe. A rust
survev oil a worildwide basis was

initial'ed in 1968 when a resolution
was taken at the First International
Congress in London to conduct a
worldwide survey of virulence in
plant pathogens. This survey is now
being made through CIMMYT's
International Disease Trap Nurseries.
lii 1932 Gassner and Straib (9)
stated that the distributions of races
are related to the local host cultivars
and that changes in cultivars will be

followed by changes in race
comrosition. Their statement
remains valid to this clay. The
following description of race
distribution therefore presents a
momentary snapshot of a changing,
or co-evolutionary process of two
biological entities.
The world distributions of yellow
rust virulences have been reviewed
elsewhere (35) and will now be
treated by areas.
Europe (Figure 1)
Based on data collected in
1932-195.5, Oort (21) distinguished
three zones in Europe, one of which
extends from England to Turkey, a
distance of about 2500 km. The
latter zone has been omitted in
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Figure 1 as many races in central
and eastern Europe I tave origin tld
in iiorthwestern EII()j)e. Ali

olthis is iate 1041-'137 which was
observed in Englnd in 1969 for the
first t~nl
(5) and bc'aum
ill northwestern Eu
'turope

dollnlilt
ill tih

following 4 *'ars. It gia(limllv
disaippealed frolli Ilit west bill
IIoved to tlit elst and beceillt.
l)rtvalent ill eIs[erl "ur11ope in tiI(
ilt 1970s Tlh smil
tru iravelle.d
to Austnili ini 1979 (20).
Norithwestern

uroIp

is (misi( e(l

ias ia sOuIC Of new ls
a;Sd
vilrlulelnces becss it is the scel

Striiforiis I.Sp. [ritw ill

lnlrIhwst(rnl EurI'),ope hils
lhstclibc(
I)v St lis
(35).

et(tl]

liii ratts of soliilrww slirt Europ.
S):ili mid Por'tulgal/) have beell
desigmated 1v Zadoks (4 1) as Ih(
.'crian i)ol)ilat io, Ibased on their
pei-'orinice ill Ilie tra ) ntrseries. A
tharaitenisie was tie ibsvncc o! Y-7
(I opt/linst en}-virt lenee,. This
rVilete is n(ow pre-SeIt its il result

of,

ilntelsive b'eccdinig
t"l
I'tarrsistlot'.
Almost all resistanee genes, citlher

sinugly or variously 'onlhiin(d ill
cultivars hIav bevil overecome bv (lie
pt Eilth)tell.
The evoltitill of V.

of1t l0[te inligi-grtion of' i-ate 6E1 6 from
no0l)rthwesLternl Afilica. It is pr'(valhtl
ini zone 2 aid diffTers from other
iE 1( rate(s by i).i ng avirui4nt to YrA

50

40

/

J.

5.

,5,
40

Figure 1. Distribution of races of yfllow rust In Europe.
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(Aiiza). but virulent to Sonalla also
possessing Y-A. Raccs illzoies 1
and 5 are axvirulelit to both Anza annd
Soralika. Dat a on lite ractes of zone 2
hav beel used illhe mie
a
vsis
' of Ihc
1978 t'pidrcni, of yvllow .list in
Spain (17).

East Africa (Figure 2)
he lhita of Zadoks (41) shovcd few
difTerences illpa hrgeri icity bet ween
the Levailpine a id the Kn vill
poptlations. A comoIn
clmracieristic was their conipaltibility
with Selkirk, being resistant il
Iirope. The data on races identiied
The rusts of zor u 3 have beel
inl Wagen ingeIn amid Bra nschweig
dcsignaeld l)i' a ldoks (4 1) as the
akso revealed [ew sfriking di f't-'ienc'es.
Greciain l)olila ion hraithg itsimilar
'liTh Iwo poptlhilations, however, do
iIlift'tioll spetlr'ii1
to t hat of it'
diftier illvirtileIr't' for YI'9, soniet hing
Ibcriai popultion. Yr7 Virilentie is
whiclh has iot vel bet
observed ill
In()w llso plesell
illthe dillanool
noIe 4. Raee I,341- 150, hax'ing
iaCts now prcxaihlt in GIccil
arYr-virIulencc (Table 1). is
insuilfiieni to link zone 3 to zone -1. wicespreacd illKenya and is also
piesnit illEthiopia. It may be
Rlust illzone *I has bcell d(esignit eld
expeetedc that
'e 1341{150 will
is rilte
1xVillexalit
population. diffc ring Illi
Irate to zolle 4. For Kenya, lit'
frontI')

lilt- pl-ex'ious two )Ol)ollliliOlls

1)xx'ir'lc
ol tloper/Tillsteill ( Yr7)
llid Sclkilk (.1
1). l'
dolilaring
race of zone ,1is GE 16 wi ll)xir'ilcrie
or avirillnc' to Aiza, Sonalika, Giza
155 (prcvioslsly resistit I E'1gypt .
or Niriniii (previoisly resistanl ill
Isrnl). 'rio (Moro)-\.'irnilciic. being
tbSthiri illzones 1. 2, 3, iand 5, is
rcpt'stnted by
1 rate H2E 16.
YrIO-rcsisna'c is irldigeirOw; il litis
zone (35) and xas irscd int)bretching
for esistanec ii tlit USA but w'as
sOIti (Wxt'i'oll . byt ilo' ptliogeri,

evolitioll of

vir'lltclwe

ill reIltioll

to

host recsistailt'c flias bCell sttudied ])
Hlhuiiis (3) in Wageningtn. ('he
elat ionship of Yi'9. 7. 6 iand/or
2-vi-nlene illrnes wil riesistimce
gcet's illwheat cultivars selected ill
Kcn va hias )erI shown by D.IU.
l)aiial (ptl's. c'ommi .). YrlO-virulenCC
'r'pre-ce'ilcd by race S2E16 is l)rescnt
iinzones 4 anid 6. According to I).L.
I)anial (prS. eCOMI.) lt'
I eultix'ar
KlnvI Polpo p)Osst'ss's YrlO. but lilt'
origilr of his genc.naxr bc ciffercri
fron lilt' one iintit' USA ctl' iar.
Mor). Tli lrscncr of ra'c 6E150
Zon' 5, 'ontiprising N)IWiiV. Sxx''.clcri
only in Rwanda and of rt-(e 140E 12
Finlaid, and I( xv('s'rlilPai of, the
illZaimbia (Tabhl
1), hoth tilknowi
Soviet 'lUnioni, has not bell deseribcd
b c lst'who''tc arid both
I iftCcling lic'
prcvion sly I)t'Catrse lie first sa l l)lcs
rrilit'ih l)eelphin, i rdicit('aI
scparatC
wer'' onlv r('tccix'.d ii 1979. ''llh'
divcrgotnl ('volition of lile rust inl
races idl(,nlifitd, 4EO aniong orlhi'rs,
zollc' 6.
are similar t) tlhosC dcseribcd bx
Shctrekolkova (26) and bx Tsikiridze Asia (Figure 3)
t al. 138) illthe SovietrInion. A
Zones 4. 5, '7' id 8 ovtrlap becise
i'lara('I('ristic'of li's' r'i's is Ilit
tihy ha'c a Itcw rac'es, (6E16,38E16,
x'iruhltceo ibr Yr6 whiioh is enr(ilonoI
aid 701 16, ano g oflicrs) ini
in sprirr whcilts stl- tas lhost
C'0IrIIrOr. The west (Zollc -) t casf
gr'oWli it; Filalnd
lliStlbbs,
(zonie' 8) IioiVt'(niidt of Virili'e s. arid
nil)ublisic'l). Zonc 5 overllis zo)ii(' 7 its caistCs liavc bc'i ch'soiibtd by
(shown in l,'igirc 3), as both zoncs
Saari anid P-cseolt (22) ard
navc tIli(sa n' raccs, 6E16 aiong
Nagarajari 1]6). At i-rtscn , zoic 8 is
ot hors.
characterizd bv tli widespread
pl-r'sence' )f ra'c' 7E 150 illPakistan,
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India (S. Nagarajan, pers. conmin.),
and Nepal. According to IPO's race
data (unpublished), race 71 150
appeared in Afghanistan in 1981 and
then moved eastwards. This race,
which is new to zone 8. infCcls the
commercially grown cv. Sonalika,
which appears to !c more
susceptible at high elevations tia 1 at
low elevations, as observed by If.J.
Dubin anid R.M. StLubbs in Nepal ili
1986. Pace 7E150 seens to occur

Cultivars Sonalika, Inia 66, and
Anza = WW 15 = Kartimu hav gene
YrA (39), but the last-named cultivar
may possess an additional resistance
gene, as suggested by tests with
cultures from North Africa. In Iran,
Ih1c resistance of lnia 66 was
overcome )y race B20A2 (2), which
is not identical to race 7E]50.

More Often ihan1

evolition of the pat thogen .

ot he

r acs

whic
II

are also vtiiln t oi Sonalika. The
firsi race may be more aggressive or
viruilent, or may have a wider
templ)erature adaptation than the
others,

Zone 9 is an isolated spot in the
Indian Subcontiienti with a separate
l)ata recently coliected by Yang Hua
art (Institute for Plant Protection,
Beijing, China) in the 11'0 indicate
that yellow rust in China (zone 10)
has evo;!ved in snime isolation Irom
thc rest el Asia. The dilferet c is

-------

Figure 3. Distribution of races of yellow rust In Asia.
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mainly due to the fact that
indigenous as well as foreign
resistance genes have been utilized
in breeding. The indigenous genes
are ineffective ill China blut effective
in other parts of the world as shown
in tests with Chinese and nonChinese yellow rust races (Yang lItan, pers. colnll.).

The Americas (Figure 4)
According to Humphrey et al ( 1).
yellow rust entered the American
continents by way of the Aleutians
and Alaska. The western mountain
ranges of the two continents
provided the route to southern Chile.
The Andean-Patagonian valleys arkthought to have been the piths to
Argen ima (39). In South America.
the route described was lollowed bv
1. strii!brnis f.sp. hordei raet 24
when it was introduced to Colombia
in 1975 (6). Most of the barlevs
grown at that time were susceptible
to race 24, which was ideal for
registering the rotte and the speed
of dispersal of the pathogen.
Rajaram and Campos (22) suggested
six epidemiological zones for wheat
rusts in the Western Hemisphere.
Yellow rust is important in two of
these zones, namely, the Pacific
Northwest in the U.S. and the

Andean countries (Figure 4). The
pathogenicity of tihe fungus it) the
first zone is being analyzed by the
Regional Disease Laboratory im
Pullnan. Washington, and that in
the second zone prineipally by the
IPO in Wageningen. Regrettably,
uniformity of procedures with regard
to race nonenclature andI the tist- of
differential wheat cultivars (34) has
not been achieved. A fvew races frorn
the U.S. have also been identified by
the IPO but the data are too limited"
to indicate whether zone 1 overlaps
zone 2 (Figure 4). However, it can be
said that virulence oil the resistance
genes Yr2. 3. 6. 7 and on the
differential cv. Suwon 92/Omar

occurs in both zones. So far,
virulence 01
O ri9 has beceI rcl)ortcd
in zone 1 but it is irlterestin to itei
that the U.S. race CI)L-2 I was
collected 1romi rye and triticales as
well as Iron) wheat (1-1). Thc U.S.
differential Riebescl 47-51 possessing
Yr-9 is resistant to this race bt. like
Clmlclit, it does not alwavs titlicale
tle plr'esence of virtoiclnle ol V'r9 in
the races (Tahe 1). In Mexico t his
virulence is reirlesented by race
!38E 10.
In the review given oil ice
distribution of virulenees in South
America, tie epideniological zone
for yellow rust has beel divided in to
two, sub-zones (35) (as shown ill
Figure .1). Zone 1 includes sotllcerl
Mexico a:-d Gluatemrala (32). which
overlaps zone 2 becaLse the1C samne
races occ:r (OEO and 8EO among
others). These races llay have
Iravelled f'roll Ollc zolle to the other,
bit they llav also have developed
separately in the two zones. Zones 2
and 3 are distinguishable as shown
inl Table 3. The zones all overlap in
Peru. where races of zone I as well
as those of zone 2 have been
observed. This fact suggests a north
to south as well as a south to norc Ih
mnovenmenct of' ure(iospores.
According to Tollenaar (37).

soottherlY vinds )redorminatc in
central Chile but arc not very
c ffective ill carrying tcrediospores

hron south Ito north. Hlowever. this
view is soilc{Wat (ontrary to the
race data from Chile alna Pertc.
l)i fi'rences in races be:ween zones 2
and 3 may be relacd to differences
in host resistance genes. :n Chile.
western European wheat eultivars
are, or have been, grown. for
example, Vilnorin 27 (Yr3),
Intermedio = Orca (Yr3c+ 2 + 6),
Manella (Yr2+Ab) and Cappelle
Desprez (Yr3a + 4a). The latter,
possessing a durable resistance
against yellow rust (12), was severely
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Figure 4. Distribution of races of yellow rust in North and South America.
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attacked by race 104E9. Evidently.
the durable resistance of Cappclle
I)esprez is environlnentally bounded,
as it was adequate in England. but
inadequate in Sweden (12). Race
108E 141 was foucld on Initermedio.
The appearance of race 1 10E 143, a
progeny of race !08E141, can be
related to the introduction of
cultivars with Y1r7. as Victoria=
Pavon 76 (Yr6+ 7) (40). Race
236E141 was found in Clenmcnt
tYr9 1-2?), although this ci ltivar was
not grown on a commercial scale.
Race 134E0, a progeny of race 6EO.
appeared in Ecuador and Colombia
ill 1985, and infected cultivars with
Yr9 (P. Fox, H.,J. Dubin. pers.
com ml.). As in Chile and in other
countries, virulence for Yr9 was
readily present in the patlhogen
population to infect culltivars with
this resistance gene.

The presence of race 104E9 in two
continents and that of race 108E141
in three continents are a typical
example of a parallel evolutioll of
races.

General Remarks

and Recommendations
The data presented in this paper are
tut a fraction of those collected by
the IPO in the past 15 years. They
present a situation which was
described in 1972 as folo -.,: "the
distribution of the factors of
virulence of yellow rust in the world
is directly related to the Iactors of
resistallCe (f the colt ivated hosi
varieties, either indigeoits or
foreign, and that thc e\olution of
yellow rust dCvClops in the SamC
stages and places as tie nian-guided
evolution of resistance" (29). This
statemient is a variant of lie one

Table 3. Distribution of races of P. striformis f.sp. tritici in South
America, Europe, and Australia
Race
(virulence

formula)

Country/Continent
. ........

..

.

Colombia Ecuador Peru Chile Argentina Uruguay Brazil Europe Australia

2EO (7)
64E0 (Sti)
.IOEO (3)

+

6E0 (6.7!

4

13.4EO (6.7,9)

±

104 E 9
(Su ,3.4)

+

+

+

10 E1tIIt

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

(Su,2.3.,1,6)
109 E' 141

+

(Ski. 1.2.3.,4.6)

1tOE 1.t1I
(Su.2.3,4,6.7)
236E 1t I
(Sii,2.3,4.6.9}

+

+
+

+
+
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presented in 1932. We may expect
that other variants Will be stated in
the future but may hope that it will
be possible to add that the evolution
of the -lus' had been better guided
than in the past.
In breeding for resistance, wllether
lnationally or internationally.
knowledge of the stages of'evolution
of the pathogen is essentlial and
should bC S'ontinuonsly
updated. ThC
stage of ('volution of the rust di iffers
from place to place a;ind the
recoglinii (t1 theL~c- diffcrences is a
basis for an effective evaluation of
host resistance tinder different
environments. International
cooperation is clearly essential.
It is relevant to the objectives of' the
workshop to( enquire whetlher, in the
many wheat collections screened ill
the IPO, cultivars have been found
with resistance that is effect ive
against the rust. There arc a few, bul
it is uncertaii whether their
resistance is determined by a single
unidentified gene or by combinations
of known genes. In the former case,
the cultivars could be classified as
new sources of resistance and used
as such in breeding.
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Chapter 4
Using Polygenic Resistance to Breed for Stem
Rust Resistance in Wheat
D.R. Knoti, Department of Crop Science and Plant Ecology, University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada

Abstract
Mulligenic resistance to st em rusts has been known for many years. Non
spccili' recsistalcu to disease has been hypothcsized but it is difficult to
prove. Partialresistance and slow rustingare often controlled by several
tenes having(small effects and are sometimes thought to be non-specilic. In
studies at Saskatoon, lines of wheat were developed that lacked seedling
resistance to race 1513-1 but had g¢ood field resistance to the same race.
Their resistanceproved to be controlled by three to five recessive genes,
,.'ach havingt. a small cffect. The genes reduced the latent period and pustule
numtber and size. Resistance that is controlled by several genes having small
elets is likely to be relatively durable, regardlessof whether it is specific or
non-specilic. PolYgenic resistanceis difficult to use in wheat breeding
programs but its use could be very worthwhile.

Introduction
A polygenic character is one that is
controlled by a number of gencs
each having a small effect. just how
many genes should be involved to
make a character polygenic is not
clear. For the purpose of this paper, I
will assume that if a character is
controlled by several genes and it is
difficult or impossible to identify the

effects of individual genes, then the
character is polygcnic.
The occurrence of polygcnic
resistance to the rusts has been
known for many years. lIi 1946,
Ausemus et al. (11 cited a number of
rel)orfs of multigenic resistance to
leaf rust (P. recondita f.sp. tritici)and
stem rust (P. graininis f.sp. tritici).
However, in 1971, in an extensive
survey of genetic studies on hostparasite interactions, Person and
Sidhu (10) found that 875 papers
reported that resistance to various
pathogens was due to major genes
and only 60 reported resistance that
was clue to minor genes or
polygenes. Much of the early work
was concentrated on genes that had

maijor effects and usually proved to

be race-specific. The situation has
changed. As a result of the stimulus
provided by Vanderplank (11) in the
last 20 years, there have been many
studies on types of resistance that
have proved to be complex in
inheritance-partial resistance, slow
disease development, etc.

Non-specific Resistance
Vanderplank (11) first hypothesized
that there are two distinct types of
disease resistance, vertical and
horizontal, now more commonly
called specific and non-specific. He
presented evidence for the existence
of the two types, particularly for the
potato late blight system (Solanum
ruberosum-Phytophthorainfestans).
Basically, specific resistance is
effective against omy certain
genotypes of the pathogen while nonspecific resistance is effective against
all genotypes.
Since then, the concept has
undergone various modifications.
First, in 1968 Vanderplank (12)
concluded that, if data from the
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interaction of a set of host and
pathogen genotypes were analyzed
by an analysis of variance, the
presence of a signficant mean
square for the interaction between
host and pathogen genotypes
indicated the operation of specific
resistance. The presence of
significant main effects due to
differences among host genotypes
and among pathogen genotypes
supposedly indicated the presence of
non-specific resistance. However, it
can easily be demonstrated that
resistance that results solely from
the action of genes for specific
resistance can generate significant
main effects (Table 1). The data in
Table I are based on field tests of
near-isogenic lines of Marquis with
lour races of stem rust. Typically, a
gene gives the same rust severity
with each race to which it is
resistant. Although the resistance is
entirely due to the action of genes
for specific resistance, there are
sizeable mean squares for the two
main effects which result from
differences among lines and among
races.

Although the original term,
horizontal resistance, derived from
the fact that resistance was uniform
or horizontal against all pathogen
genotypes, in 1978 Vanderplank (13)
stated that resistance was horizontal
if a set of host genoiypes gave
constant rankings when tested with
different pathogen genotypes. Just as
host genotypes could differ in their
level of horizontal resistance, so also
the pathogen genotypes could differ
in aggressiveness. A model for such
a system with four genes for
resistance, all having equal and
additive effects, and four genes for
aggressiveness, all having equal and
additive 2ffects, gives some
interesting results (Table 2). The
values in the table vary depending
on the disease severity assumed for
the combination of the host with no
genes for resistance and the
pathogen with no genes for
aggressiveness (assumed to be 50%
in the example). In Table 2A, the
model shows constant ranking,
although six combinations show
100% severity and six show 0. As a
result of these limitations of the

Table 1. Theoretical results from testing Marquis and three
lines of Marquis with four races of stem rust (rust severity near-isogenic
in percent
based on actual field tests but adjusted so that Marquis
is rated as 100%
in each case)
Cultivar or

line

Marquis

56

__

15B-1

Race

29-1

11-1

Mean

100

100

100

100

100.0

Marq ui,-Sr6

10

10

100

10

32.5

Marquis-Sr7

100

40

100

40

70.0

Marquis-Sr9a

30

100

30

100

65.0

Mean

60.0

62.5

82.5

62.5
66.9
Analysis of variance (mean square IDFI): lines 3056 13), Races 440
(3), interaction
1473 (9)
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Table 2. A model for non-specific resistance in which the five hosts carry
from 0 to 4 genes for resistance, ea'h reducing disease severity by 25%,
arid the five pathogens carry 0 to 4 genes for aggressiveness, each
increasing disease severity by 25% (A), and the genes each affect disease
severity by only 10% (B)
A.
Pathogens and genotypesa/
I

Host and genotype*
A ---B

+

C

+

+

D

+

+

+

E

+

+

+

-

-

+

II

III

IV

V

+

+

-

-+

0

+ 25

+ 50

+ 75

+ 100

0

50

75

100

100

100

85

-25

25

50

75

100

100

70

-50

0

25

50

75

100

50

-75

0

0

25

50

75

30

-100

0

0

0

25

50

15

Mean

15

30

50

70

85

50

Effect

Mean

Analysis of variance (mean squares [DF]): Pathogens 4063 (4): Hosts 4063 (4):
Interaction 156(16).
B.
Host and genotype*
A

----

B

+

C

+

+

D

+

+

+

E

+

+

+

-----

+

Effect

0

0

* 10

+20

30

-40

Mean

50

60

70

80

90

70

10

40

50

60

70

80

60

-20

30

40

50

60

70

50

-30

20

30

40

50

60

40

-40

10

20

30

40

50

30

30

40

50

60

70

50

Mean

Analysis of variance (mean squares [DFI): Pathogens 1250 (4):
Hosts 1250 (4); Interaction 0(16).
a/ A + indicates the presence of a gene for either aggressiveness or resistance,
respectively, in homozygous condition
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range of severity, there is an
interaction mean square. Hoxkever, if
the cffect of each gene is reduced to
10% so that the range is only from
10 10 90% severity%, then the
interaction mean square is zero
(Table 211). A host genotype, with no
genes for resistance shows a
considerable range in disease
severity, as do all host genotypes,
Resistance is no longer horizontal in
Vanderplank's original sense.
Similarly, a pathogen genotype with
no genes for aggressiveness shows a
range in disease severity, as do all
pathogen genotypes. Interestingly,
there seems to be no theoretical
reason why a pathogen cannot
develop increasing levels of
aggressiveness to tle point where all
host genotlypes are fully suscCtCible.
On the ot her hand, it might he
possible tor the host to develop
resistance of a type that tile
pathogen could not ovCrcome,
A major problem with the concept of
non-specific resistance is the
difficulty in proving its occurrence. A
resistance may appear to be nonspecific or effective against all races
until a race of the pathogen is
discovered to which it is susceptible.
In other words, resistance is nonspecific until it is found to be
specific.
Slow Rusting and
Partial Resistance
In 1968 Caldwell (2) drew the
attention of wheat breeders to
general resistance to rusts,
emphasizing its durability. Later he
was particularly interested in slow
rusting and pattern rusting in leaf
rust in which the rust was heavy
only on certain areas of the leaf, e.g.
the leaf tip.
In recent years, many rust workers
iave emphasized slow rusting or
partial resistance. These types of
resistance involve host-pathogen

combinations in which tile rust
develops slowly and never reaches a
high degree of severity. As a result,
damage is slight. The degree of
resistance is often measured as the
area under the disease progress
curve (AUDPC) when the disease
severity has been measured several
times during the development of the
epidemic. There is now ample
evidence that minor genes for
resistance can affect rust
development at various stages, for
cxample: receptivity, length of the
latent period, pustule size, and spore
production. Each gene has a
relatively small effect but when
several of them are combined,
satisfactory resistance can result.
Parlevliet (7, 8) has done a thorough
analysis of partial resistance to leaf
rust (Pucciniahordei) in barley,
particularly of the inheritance of the
length of the latent period. He found
that up to five genes were involved.
Their total effect was to increase the
latent period from 8 to 16 days and
the cumulative effect on a leaf rust
epidemic in the field was sufficient to
reduce considerably the final rust
severity. Parlevliet (8) also found that
the effects of at least one of the
genes was specific.
Studies on Adult Plant

Resistance at Saskatoon
Some years ago, I made four crosses
each involving four parents that had
been selected beicause it was thought
that they had resistance to stem rust
that was not due to major genes for
specific resistance. The F 2 progeny
of the crosses were selected for
seedling susceptibility to race 15B-1.
This should have eliminated any
major genes for specific resistance to
race 15B-1. The progeny of the
susceptible F2 plants were then
selected for several generations for
adult plant resistance to the same
race in the field. Lines with good
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resistance to race 1513 1
v',rs-il ,
obtained (4). Although only the one:
race had beeln used in the selection,
the lines proved to be resistant to
inulti-race mixtures and resistant
also illtests tlhroughout North
America. Of 20 lines tested in tie
1976 Inlernational Spring \Vheat
Rust Nursery, 17 were susceptible at
illleast one locatiOn while three had
at least soeli resistalncc illall
locations. Th iis, it appeared that
some degree of spec itieit y wxas
involvc(.

Woodend [15) tested five of the lines
with race 1513-1 in the field.
Compared to a susceptible check,
they showed (with one exception)
reduced rust severity. pustule size,
and areas under the disease progress
curve and reduced apparent infection
rates per day. In tests under
greenhouse, growth chamber, and
field conditions, t( lines showed
longer latent periods and reduced
pustule sizes compared with the
susceptible check. Resistance
increased as plants got older.

Whill Heit
1,.sistltlll es were
(crosscd to a suSceptible. the F1
progeiy we-re in most cases situilar
to the susccI)tible (heck in
)(tt'( tllalg( rust rcol dings in field
eSts. l'h- 1"2 P!()Pt l; Itions gave
distribut ions lhat were fairly morimal
when tlie e)idcinic was lnodcrate.
I owe\ver, if I-iepidemic was heavy.
he (list ribut ions were skewed, witli
the pllLnts colncelltra ted at tll(
suseJl)iblh etid of the curv,. Il
eitlher ease, few w('rc as resistant dis
the resistant parents. The results
suggested lha. lle resistallce waits
due to several recessive genes having
small, etiutlativc. or perhips
multiplicative. effects.

Recently, Padidam (6) completed a
geelltic study of seven of the lilies.
Each line was crossed to a
suscel)tibhle paret and a single seed
descent procedure was used to
produce a random set of F 5 plants
from each cross. The seed from these
plants was increased and F5-derived
F7' lines were tested with race 1513-1
in held nurseries from 1982 to 1984.
The results varied somewhat
(epending on the severity of' the rust
epidemic from year to Year.
However. the readings on the F7
lines showed high correlations from
one year to the next. The results for
resistant line 91 will be used as an
example (Figure 1). In 1982, a

Nui)cr of Lilines

Nuinhbr of Lines
lo--

40 - -.....

30 -. .-

-

1982

. ..........

..

:

...

20-

..

.. .

10--0
"

0

20

:;0

60

-0

1984

80
0
Mean Severitv (

---

20

4(0

60

80

Figure 1. Results of field tests in 1982 and 1984 with race 15B-I on 135
F5-derived F7 lines from the cross, line 91 x a susceptible line.
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susCl)tiblc check showed 81 % rust

severity: line 91 showed 13%

only 7 of 135 F7 lines wcre

ard

considercl to bV si Inilar
1t it. II
198.4 a stuscptil1)1, clcck showed

resistant host.

6W/6%rust s(vcril ,line 91 showed
1 1% . a11(1 2(0 o tihe 1,85 liies weret
similar to liln
1. lii 1982, for six of
thesteven

iiesst llit
lilies, t'stilnatles of'

lite 1tnib-r of ellits iltivolvcd ill
resist a11(1 ra igcd
'iI
tlll'
r
lefive.
lhc sevit lli litre prov d to ])c
segroI ga tiI t irSr-i as wll as
Ploly

n'IP,'s.
TIC Fi-t-drivcd F 7 line,.s
ftosttltt seedlitlg resistltt- to
)Ilher flit-(.s It)see it Stich Itsistal(-e
iii, t br ,Ir
l1 .d It illc
i(tltlt pltlliit
resist
lil II't
1 lit lwlI l . N ) as-,st)hii il
wals ttril
\i.i'lt
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Inl North America, tinder normal
cilrcunstances, there is little reason
to think that, if a virulent race
thvclops for a particular type of

resistance that is n coIllolln ise,, it
will not eventually becomc
established. Nevertheless, it is
possible that a virtlent race nav
develop where a partictilar resistance
is being ilsed bu11t
never b(coime

established in the overwintering
area.

hi'Ilii
general. howevr. itItilsLt bC

assumecd that, ifa virulent race
develops. itwill become established.
11
Ithis isso, then (lurabilitv lntist
dedld-pend (ilIlie inability of' the
I)atl)gtl lo develop vir-ulence. Itis
will-known thai genes for specific
rust resistance are rapidly overcome
)a,'t pat hogen (although there can
br (X tccptiors). Gene Sr26 derived
lloril AIro._ron cong'a1o
I,1 has been
tisd in Auistralian wheats since

1970. It is present in at least seven
'dulivars and has rlmailed effective.
Li rig (5) reported that all attenlpts to
find a susceptible infection inthe
fiteld or to prodtce one by nmtrtatioln
had failed bill lielater found
virulcnce in atlaboratory culture
from the USA. Vanderplank (141

states t hal. "resistance genes that
the pathogeri cannot match are more
likely to be found in foreign species."

Durability of Polygenic
Resistance
A key (lut-stioi

second, a highly virulent or
aggressive race, for whatever reason,
does not coic into contact with tile

is whether reisistance

of this tyle will hr.dthrabhl and, if so,
why. 1-sisl(irlt tar)
durable for

only two reasons. F"l-si. tire patlogt-n
tailiot dcv,,ltp aI highly virulcii tr
aggressivi r ct.
or, ifoit .is
prodctl-d, it is ilol
comptiivc. Or.

I doubti that resistance genes inn the
relatives of wheat will somehow be
l)hysiologically different from those
inwheat itself. Resistances derived
Ifrom relatives of wheat have
r-cquellntlv beel overcome.

An important question is whether
resistance controlled by polygenes is
somehow differen t physiologically
from resistance controlled by major
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have a considerable selective
advantage. Additional mutants
would have less selective advantage,
but still might appear over time.
Some degree of resistance could
remain for a long time.
The major difference between the
two situations that I have discussed
is that major genes for specific
resistance act independently of each
other but that polygenes act
additively or Multiplicatively. With
genes for specific resistance, a
virulent mutant in thc rust attacks
only those cultivars that carry the
matching gene for resistance and no
other unmatched gene. Cultivars are
either resistant or susceptible to the
mutant. With polygenes. a mutant in
the rust overcomes only part of the
resistance of a cutivar regardless of
whether the resistance is specific or
not. Polygenic resistance is much
more likely to be durable.

Using Polygenic Resistance
in Breeding
The durability of polygenic
resistance makes it of considerable
interest in wheat breeding,
particularly in areas in which
specific resistance is usually rapidly
overcome by the pathogen. As yet.
however, polygenic reistance has
been studied more than it has been
used. There is no doubt that
polygenic resistance is 4.hficult to
use in a routine breeding program.
First, it is impossible to select for if
genes for specific resistance to the
races being used are present.
Second, the frequency of resistant
plants in crosses is low aad selection
must be carried out over several
generations and finally on a family
basis. If breeders want to use
polygenic resistance, they must be
prepared to put considerable effort
into it.

The masking effects of genes for
specific resistance can be overcome
in two ways:
1) A race can be used that is virulent
on all of the genes for specific
resistance present in the parents
being used in the program (assuming
that such a race is available). I
thought of transferring resistance
from some of my lines to our most
important cultivars such as Manitou
and Neepawa. Unfortunately no race
virulent on either Manitou or
Neepawa was available.
2) The alternate is to test seedlings
of a cross with a highly virulent race
and eliminate all resistant plants.
The race can then be used to select
for field resistance ii, the progeny of
the seedling susceptihie plants.
BLecause of tie expected low
frequency of resistant plants in
crosses involving polygenic
resistance, the breeder will have to
concentrate on a few, well planned
crosses. If the source of polygenic
resistance is poorly adapted to the
breeder's area, then probably at least
one backcross will have to be made.
Since some evidence suggests that
three to five genes may be involved,
it should be possible to make the
cross and the backcross, and then
start selecting for resistance. Fairly
sizable populations will be needed
and several generations of selection
will be required. Since moderate
levels of resistance may be
overwhelmed by heavy spore loads,
particularly in single plants, a
pedigree system involving the testing
of families will probably be most
successful.
Breeders tAvc probably shied away
from using polygenic resistance
because it would require
considerable effort and a substantial
change in breeding procedures.
However, the effort could well be
very worthwhile.
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Chapter 5
Strategies for the Utilization of Partial
Resistance for the Control of Cereal Rusts
J.E. lku lhlit. l).lepa-tilnclt Of litllt 13feeding, Agiricultural University,
Wagningt'ii. Tlic Nrt Ii'liands

Abstract
III c'trc'ls all

sista;mc to c'r'('a rusts is of tin' spe'cies-specilic, type. ic. the
l'sista t'' is 'lirr'itc'to oIr' i-ist spcis
oilt'. AIidisl c'aeli rst i)atiogetj
I o 1,p's )l.sp 'of ..- ,lili',
r',sistall' cltt c rct'oL*iyizei: i) A t1a.jot gjelv,,
hyp'olicr'ititi'oIypc
'
,'I'c'sistalic'. eharacivte e't( ht' low
t pes. I'ae .speif'icltity ickhlIa '1 1 dulcrlbilit'v: ii)a quathitaltiveiv tipr itllccli
of'sistet'c (pitt'tial
Ic'-sistailr''). r'li;ir-t'criz'cl"
iy
,'v t)'d
rlte ' ofepielic
"
buitild-iI
I ) (cspite al
high. s lis('(pl)ib'hillci''tt
t
by."i b.,weilt. of latre' lra'e'-.pecili, cl'icts
alatfhollh sill! rtn's do or'iti
and bY dIrhtilitY. II theilh.,'tt'c
ol'ma jor
ptlic.s, sc'crli1lor 13it lal res4i.,st,,mi', i's cas*'. Et'li ;I 1lilt ;chl'ctfiOil agailist
,isu'c''ptituility. ifaIpplic'd osistcliti. is ighilA' 'll,cl''tite'
il ac'cilililkiliiii
gecils hor ipartial rcsistane'c.'. Tis1mild
't.011 1;,ahlch's tin0'
hrt
'c(!Ic 'r'
1(4e('fvt
It" olll. C- nolr is.is at tin' satin' tlitwll.c IfOu' t'isi.s to ille 'roeilsc(
al
re'sistaitc ill the' pl'cs'ict'
1 imaor ctlcs that ha"' lot bceet l11h'
nitnlV,
izl
by Ow 1atItoLcItl. t1' efhelic'v of sc'he'tiom is cousiflcrablrh lcss. If
l osiith', t/ic l)rec'lT selj!tld cxpos
he itost
hc
.)opliktilion to a silh/c' nic of
titw patitotyip.'. a tIc'e' tll;t
]'l'ltaz('s
a llxitilInlltlllt
or 'fItlanajor tlc'ws.
It thiis host population, ti' b'cdor shouild 4'itO,' the most stseptibhl
gc'tliolym's ;t
'it;
.ac )stage
o' sie'tiotl
lt
alld also those' gllotype s tihat sh/tow a
low itflc'Ctiotl tt'p. ifitistoo difficllIt to sc(
iiitiioft t1pes rciiabl.V. the
Lbrc'cr should cmio)c fie' 111sf tlsiSil
gmotott'pc,5s'ith
togeper
the most
siis('t']tlilc' fic's as f/ic
lit-ltc'r
fo
art' assumeit'd to t'
iia
jo" ,eilt's. i sot'
sitl atiols. thc' pathlogctl poptulation to wehicht the host is cxposed camtot be
c'omtrollcl aiid c.xists as a iltixtllrc o1tate's. Sclcction for p artial rcsi,-taice is
v'ert' diffic'illt it1thi.s eas'. Coititoih: reimo'al of tltc tost sltscu''ptiblc liies
to.g't1i'r w'it thos' lin s that ar-c nearly eiuitff'c'ted will tcld to acor partiai
rc'sislaite., hilt lthproir',ss tiiit be slower'" thait ito')d fo('.

Introduction
Wheat. barley, oats. and rye arc
hosts IfO s(eral] ditf rent Irlst
spci's. These rusts r-olhc'rtivelV
ri'e'pr'ei
li
l)igest
(liscase
for ihc('e err ps we rldwidc.

hfireat

The mtost ilpl))lillil Ists ar'

i,

stem rusts of wieatl. oits, t'rvc. aitd
barley (Pe'e'inia gratiniis tsp. t'itie'i.
aIt'c'nIa', aid sc'calis and 1'.
grmninis,
leaf ({browtiI rI1st of wh eat (P.
triticim = 1. rccoitdita f.sp. tritici),
i-ye (P. r'c
'v'o itif
= P. rccomdita 1.sp.
secalis). anti harev (11. lordci).

v('llow (strip') rusl of wheal and
barlIy ().strillortmis I.sp. tritici alid
horclei). and crowni tLs( O1" OalS (I).
coroitata).
Resistamit'e to these ntsts has been
widely ls(d land is (flltel of' the major
genc type. (Ihariteristic is the large
iinb1" of lllLj1of' genecs that have
le

Iit'Cl

fIoitl-ovcr

40 Sr-genes (wheat

stin rust), over 30 Lr-gencs (wheat

leal rust), over 40 lPc-gciies (oats
rown rust)-and the niumerous
races of each pathogen. With few
c Vptions
major, race-specific
rcsc
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resistance genes are not durable:
when exposed over large areas for
long periods, races develop that
neutralize the effect of the"resistance
geenes. In order to ootain longer
lasting resistance, w() approacis
are possible. Eiticr ar'otlwr vpc of'
resistance is hokrd for and used or
the nolt-durable resistane jgenllarte
Iised illwa's that reCdLcC tile threats
of, In(\ races. This chapter
colicent rates upon the formcer, i.c.,
on parlial resistance.

area affected remains less than that
of a very susceptible genotype: the
epidemic is retarded. I'he iuljl'efion
tY pv describes a resistance reaction
io the rust pathogen oil a 0-9 scale,
where 0 = Iosporulatioln, tiny
ri(
I'rotic flecks and 9 = large
t1irCoiosOri. abuIldallt sp(rulaItioll,
mid oi)host tissue react ion arounnd
thw sort. Low illfct(ioin types in(licat(
tli presence of one oilillOr genes
for hypersensitivity. Nearly all major
gene resistances )elong to this
(ategoI.v of hy pi'rsci sitivc or low

Terminology

iiifeCtiOIl

The terminology of host-pailogell
systeins is far fron consistent. In
order to be clear, tile Iost iiportait
teris and c(oleepts lsed illthis
paper art discu1ssed and dtefined.

.csisilll(cs (.all bceffective against a
broad raie of p)arasites,Ifor
example. taiilinis invarioius crops or

The corcals are hosts to several rust
pathogens. Tlese rt' Is are able to
invade tle- host plai. The tissues
invaded can be indicated as the
tissuICs ;lit,'lCd. The affected aleas
(,all be recognized as Sl)0orlating and
discolored areas. Nigh growth and
reproduction rates of tile pathogen,
neasured as rapid expansion of the
host tissue area af ectcd, are
indicative of a high ag'grcssilct'lcss of
the pathogen, or ofa higli
suscepbilzf and thitis low
resistance of thet host or of both.
With an increase in lt'sistanee or a
decrease in aggressiveness. the rate

of tissue area expansion diminishes.
With in
n v.ni
.co npltfe resistalnc'
or wi!h ntn-aggr-'ssi'enes., tile rate
of 'llgal growth and/o rieproduetion
iszero. Incomplete rosistance (with
rusts often designated s!ow rulstin )

or reduced aggressiveness allows
some growth and reproduction of the
pathogen. Partialresistance is a form
of incomplete resistance
characterized by a susce)tible or
high infection type. Despite this
susce)tible infectinIl type. theilissue

Iy) resistance.

gliicosiiiolates in C.r/lciferac. This is
hro- Iiicsistalie. Ifthet resistance is

ctfective to one parasite specics only,
itissjwcics-spvc icresistance (17).
All known forims of resistaice in
ce reals to tilt
rusts have to be
classified thus. Parasites in turn may
have a parasitic ability directed to a
wide range of" host species.
gcrieralists,or to a narrow range of
host speeies, spccialists. The cereal
rtists ace specialists.
Resistance isoften sub-divided into
race-specitic and race-non-specific
resistance. Iace-spccilic FsistIn'e is
r-esistaince that iseffective onlv to
certain races of tlie pathogen. There

ar(- host cult war-pathogen genotype
interactions and the ranking order of
the lios 'tiltivars for resistance
depends ol the race of tlie pathogen
used. Races of Illc pathogen at the

same tinie vary in Iheir cultivar

spgecilic aggrc.ssiveness (= virulence).
Race-non-spcific resistanle operates
against all genotypes of the
pathogen.
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The resistance level may vary
depending on the cultivar-nonspecific aggressiveness* of the
pathogen. but there are no
interactions between host and
pathogen genotypes and the ranking
order of the cultivars for resistance is
independent of the pathogen
genotype used. Race-nonspecific
resistance is almost invariably LSe(d
within the context of'resistances that
are of the species-specific types as in
the case of the cereals/cereal rusts.
Whether it is rightly Used in this
group of host pathogen systems is
discussed later (see section on
Specificity below),

Measuring partial resistance
Partial resistance must be evaluated
in the field. Basically, the proportion
of host tissue affected is measured,
either once near the end of epidemic
development or several times during
the development of the epidemic.
The former is assumed to represent
the cumulative result of the
components of partial resistance over
time (26). The latter makes it
possible to calculate the area under
the disease progress curve (AUDPC)
(36) or the apparent infection rate, r
(34). This r-value approach, however,
is clearly inferior to the other two
methods mentioned (20, 29, 30).

Partial Resistance

Assessment of partial resistance is
normally done on cultivars
As defined above partial resistance is small plots adjacent to one grown in
another,
characterized by a reduced rate of
whereby cultivars differing in
epidemic development despite a high earliness and in susceptibility
are
or susceptible infection type. It is
often exposed to utnusual'y high
therefore not identical with slow
levels of inocuhu,
This situation,
rusting, as all incomplete resistance
quite different from that of the
to rusts results in slow rusting
farmer, may result in what
including resistances wilh
Vanderplank (34) called
intermediate infection types.
'representational errors." These
errors may result in under- or
The reduced

rate of epidemic

development is a result of the
combined effects of reduced infection
frequencies, longer latent periods,
and reduced rates of spore
production per urediosorus (16, 20).
In the literature, virulence,

aggressiveness, and pathogenicity are

used inconsistently. If virulence is the

cultivar-specific and aggressiveness

the cultivar-non-specific counterpart of

race-specific and race-non-specific
resistance, one needs a counterpart of
resistance. Pathogenicity is not

suitable as it means more than
aggressiveness. Therefore the terms

used here are proposed to replace the

present usage of virulence and
aggressiveness. Virulence could be

used to indicate symptom-inducing
ability of pathogens such as viruses,
which Incite true diseases,

overestimating the partial resistance

or even ranking ihe cultivars
wrongly.

Inoculum pressure-The use of
small plots exposed to spreader rows
of a very susceptible cultivar tends
to reduce apparent differences in
partial resistance considerably. It is a

form of interplot interference.

Interplot interference-In the ase
inrt
i
teenc
h ase
of indborne pathogens such as the
cereal rusts, differences in partial
resistance can be considerably

reduced. Highly susceptible cultivars
produce far more spores than the

partially resistant ones in the trial

and many of these are exported to
adjacent plots. In general, the

partially resistant eultivars receive
more spores from the surrounding
plots than they export. Partial
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resistance is best-measured in the
central parts of not-too-small plots
that are sufficiently separated from
others to reduce the import of
inoculum to insignificant levels
relative to their own spore
production. The partial resistance
measured in small adjacent plots can
be greatly underestimated. For
barley leaf rust, the underestimation
varied from 5 to 16 times if the
adjacent plots were 4.5 m wide, from
14 to 30 times in case of 1.5-m plots
and from 75 to 130 times for singlerow plots (27). Partial resistance in
wheat to leaf rust in small adjacent
plots appeared to be underestimated
to a similar extent (Broers, pers.
comm.). In barley, partial resistance
is strongly underevaluated in small
adjacent plots but the rank order
remains constant (26). Measurements
from adjacent plots can easily be
translated into representative values
if one includes cultivars that
represent a wide range of partial
resistance (27).
Earliness-if the genotypes to be
compared "ary greatly in maturity
and time of heading, partial
resistance may be difficult to
evaluate. If observed on the same
day, early genotypes tend to be
underestimated and late genotypes
overestimated. If one observes the
amnouPt of rust present at the same

developmental stage, the partial
resistance of the late cultivars is
underestimated because of infection
from the early genotypes. This
problem can be solved by planting
genotypes of similar earliness
together in the same block and
evaluating the blocks at difflerent
times. Also, one should not assess
the flag leaf only, but at least the
three tipper leaves,
Time of evaluation-The best time
to assess infection is when the most
susceptible genotypes in the trial are
not yet fully affected. Later

assessments reduce the differences
between genotypes while earlier
evaluations tend to be more
laborious or less accurate. If the
epidemic has not developed very
well, one should assess it when at
least three leaf layers are still green.
Presence of major genes-If the
genotypes to be assessed contain
major genes and the rust population
is a mixture of races to which these
major genes are only partially
effective, it may be very difficult to
discern partial resistance (Table i)
(19b. Whe e possible one should
avoid using race-mixtures. One
should use a single race the one
with the highest number of cultivar
specific aggressiveness factors.
Components of partial resistance
For detailed. reviews the reader
should see references 16 and 20. The
oasic components are infection
frequency, latent period, and spore
production per urediosorus. Of the
last component, the spores produced
early in the life of the pustule are
especially important for the
development of the epidemic. The
importance of the components may
vary with the ru.t species. Latent
period is the most important
component in barley and wheat leaf
rusts, pathogens with little systemic
activity. In yellow rust, :iartially
systemic within the leaf ,t infects.
inifection frequency and spore
production may be the most
important components. The
components tend to vary in an
associated way. Partially resistant
cultivars tend Io have reduced
infection frequencies, longer latent
periods, and reduced sporulation
rates compared with more
susceptible cultivars.
Generally it is assumed (though not
proved) that these components are
controlled by different genes. In
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barley, however, the p)artial
resistance to barley leaf rust seons
to be largely controllcd by minor
genes with plCiotropic efTects on
infertion frequeney. laitent period,

aid S)ore I)roduction (1. 21). As to
wheat

In wheat. temperature-sensitive
ininor genes against I'. striiforiis
have bwen rel)orted. They act
additively and togetier give a low
infection type. They appear to have
driable (f'(ects (3 1).

altnf
rust. the coin pon)elintarc
;

less strongly associaited Mitl one
ailloltr and w'i h patlial resistanice
(Jilcobs. hrorI'S, pwl's. collilli.).

Genetics
The gelict ics of' slow-rustini ill
cercaIls w're revicwd by Wiloxson
(35). Inma ny oft lie stli1ics
reviewed. slow rustinig mnd t)artilI
resistance
n
ver taken to he idcntical.
Ofte n. l)i-og'.lics of closses bct x'cil
highly sliscelit)lc cliltiiars a1)(1
paltiallyv'esistit
lloes w',re
invcstigatcd . The sc regt ioII
Ialte'lls wcre qlmn
alititivc inlliii rl
ald tI-ansgression
t
w\,as o('tli
observed. Tic nluilber of t'glles
assumed to he inxolvcd varied froml
a few-in niaize/1, sorghi (7). in
vthcalt/. tri'icinal (8)and in oals/l.
corollata (10)-to sevei-al-in

vteatl/.

Specificity
)artial resistances to the cercal
I'listS, V ll
vl
lithey are typically
])olygenicallyv inherited are spuecies

SI)ecific (17): i. e. tlie irtial
resistaice geOes are effective to only
onle Plucinia species. Partial
resistaice is IIot onlv spccics-spcCific

be'aiuse racc-specific ('tects have
also )eei rciorted for several
jtliogeiis, includiing barley leal rust
(20). These efflects teld to be sniall,
or at least insufficiently lrge to he of
lis ill idclntilving races. It is
(Ilcstioiable wlithetr trilec race-nloln

spccit'ic resistaice occurs xvithiii

sptcies-specific -esistlice.

Durability
Part it resistance is considered to be
durable, but l),rtinent information is

trilicna (5) and 11. j.'irmiis hard to obtain. The wheats Thatcher
f*sp. fritici (33) and inibarley/P.
and Lee have been known to rust
hordci (14, 15, 23).
slowly for 55 and 30 years
Table 1. Percentage of host tissue affected if cereal cultivars carrying
different race-specific resistance (R) genes were exposed to a mixture of
rust races, where the races vary in cultivar-specific aggressiveness
(= virulence) genes (a-genes)
a-genes of rust racesa/
a2
(30)

ala3
(40)

ala4
(25)

a2a3a4
(5)

Percentage of host
tissue affected

+

4-

+

70

RI

4

A

R3

+

R-genes

/

R2R4

50
+

40

+

20

a/ Percentage of each ri
ace ill ithec
in itil inocut l1ll ill
parllfiscs
h/ A + sign indicates ta i thti host cultivar is susccptlb,
for that race, a - sign thait it
is not
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respectively (35). Red Rustproof, an
oat, has been reported to be slow
rusting to crown rust for over 100
years (9), while the wheat Knox has
)een partially resistant to wheat leaf
rust fOr over 20 years (12).
Most western Em opean barley
cultivars carry low to fair levels of

l)artial resistance to barley leaf rust.
There are no indications that this
partial resistance, although exposed
on large areas over many years, has
diminished to any significant extent
(6,18, 20). The wheat cultivars
grown in The Netherlands before
1930 all showed durable (mostly
partial) resistance to yellow rust (4).
Data of this tyl)e. are also available
from a wide range of other hostpathogen systems. All these
observations together suggest that
partial resistance, )rovided it is not
clearly ionogenically inherited, is of
a d11'able nature,
Selection for partial resistance
If the aim is to increase partial
resistance, various approaches are
possible depending on the situation.
The most important restrictive factor
is the l)resen(e of effective resistance
of the major gene. low-infection ty)e.
Also important is the degree of
association between the components
of' partial resistance. If this
association is high and of a
pleiotropic nature (as in barley to
leaf rust) selection for one of the
components of' partial resistance can
be as effective as field selection. If.
however, the associatio:' between
conponents is low then it is net
advisable to use selection for a ';ingle
component. On the other hand, one
could try to improve the plant
material for each of the components
separately, which would increase the
partial resistance strongly.

A third aspect is the expression of
partial resistance in different
environments. The reactiun of barley
to its leaf rust appears to be rather
independent of environment.
Resistance is expressed under a wide
range o!' temperature conditions and
the ranking order of the cultivars for
partial resistance does not vary over
years or test locations (13, 25, 26).
This stable expression of partial
resistance over a wide range of
environments, however convenient
for the breeder, is not necessarily
characteristic of all cereal-rust
pathosystems. In wheat leaf rust, for
instance, the ilportant component
of partial resistance, latent period,
appeared highly temperaturesensitive. The long latent periods of
most partially residzant cult ivars
were best expressed at low
temperatures -An hardly at all at
high temperatuies (Broers. pers.
comm.). However, when tested in
totally different environments (The
Netherlands. two soil types; southern
Brazil: and Mexico), the partially
resistant cultivars ranked in the
same order and the partial resistance
was well expressed in all four
environments (Broers, pers. comm.).
Partial resistance in the absence
of major genes
Absence of effective major genes in
commercial cultivars is not common.
Within the small-grain cereals,
barley with respect to barley leaf
rust is the only clear-cut example
(25). Maize--'uccinia sorghi and
t)eanut-I1. arachidisare other
examples.
How to proceed in such a case can
be shown by reference to the barley
leaf rust system. All cultivars grown
in western Europe appear to carry
some partial resistance (25). Even
some such as Akka. which are
considered to be extremely
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susceptible, carry a little resistance,
Most cultivars, however, carry
considerably more and it is this that
prevents the rust from becoming a
major pathogen in western Europe.
Parlevliet et a]. (25) showed that one
can select for this resistance in any
stage of a breeding program, and at
any stage of the barley plant. They
selected with success in the seedling
stage in the greenhouse by taking
seedlings which had slightly longer
latent periods and reduced infection
frequencies. The latent periods and
infection frequencies were not
measured; from each box of
seedlings, the 10% with relatively
long latent periods dnd the fewest
uredia were selected. Selection
among genetically diverse genotypes
in the field was successful when
each genotype was represented by a
single plant and even more
successful if the genotypes were
represented by small plots. In both
cases, the selection consisted of
taking the 5% or 25% of units
(single plants or plots) with the
lowest level of leaf area affected.
Either selection intensity gave
excellent selection response.
In the field, the plants or plots to be
selected received their inoculum
from spreader rows. These consisted
of plants of a highly susceptible
cultivar and infection was initiated
several weeks before the seasonal
epidemic was expected to begin. The
single plants were well spaced and
two rows were separated by one
spreader row. The spreader rows in
the case of small plots ran
perpendicularly to the plots on both
sides. The inoculum used in all
experiments consisted of a single
race.
This experiment clearly indicated
that both selection in the
greenhouse, based on components,
and selection in the field, based on

levels of leaf rust, were effective in
raising the level of partial resistance.
The following two experiments
confirmed this.
Selection for one component in
the greenhouse-Partial resistance
in barley is strongly correlated with
latent period in the adult plant stage
(25, 26). However, the European
cultivars seem to carry much the
same minor genes for latent period
(15). To increase partial resistance,
other minor genes must be added to
those of the European barleys. It was
observed that the fairly primitive
cultivar Cebada Capa carried, behind
the hypersensitivity gene Pa7, a high
level of polygenic partial resistance.
Cebada Capa was therefore crossed
to Vada and the F2 seedlings
segregated in a 3:1 ratio for the Pa7
gene. All plants carrying Pa7,
characterized by a low infection
type, were removed and the 25% of
the plants with a susceptible
infection type were grown on. The
adult plants were re-inoculated. They
showed a relative latent period
ranging from about 150 to over 260
(L94 = 100, Vada = 185). The plants
with the longest latent period were
kept and F 3 lines evaluated the next
year. From the selected F3 lines,
plants with the longest latent period
were again kept and so on. In this
way F6 lines were obtained with a
relative latent period in the adult
plant stage approaching 300 (23).
These lines were evaluated in the
field and the results were beyond
expectation. The partial resistance of
the selected lines (Table 2) was 100
times higher than that of Vada and
some 5000 times higher than that of
Akka. The prevailing conditions were
extremely favorable for the rust:
there was still some interplot
interference and the epidemics in the
individual plots had started early.
Under normal western European
farming conditions, these lines would
remain virtually free of rust.
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This procedure was very effective
but it placed no pressure on
agronomic characters and is
therefore suitable only for selecting
parental material or for improving
base populations from which further
breeding will be done.
Selection in the field-As
mentioned above, it is not sufficient
to show that one can increase partial
resistance. Agronomic characters
must be, at least, maintained. To
study this, an experiment was set up
to see whether partial resistance
could be improved while selecting for
agronomic traits as well. Two
genetically variable populations,
quite different from each other, were
taken as the starting point. One
population (A) was produced by
intercrossing eight two-rowed
European spring barley cultivars
with each other for the three
consecutive generations to
recombine their genes thoroughly.
The eight cultivars carried no known
major genes for rust and varied in
partial resistance from hardly any
(Mamie, as susceptible as Akka) to
good (Vada). The other population

(B) was taken from Composite Cross
(CC) XXI (32). This extremely
variable population had been
multiplied in isolation for more than
10 years. This resulted in a
population consisting of a mixture of
widely different, fairly homozygous
lines, most of which were four- to
six-rowed. For partial resistance to
rust, this population was also quite
variable (11). The idea was to
accumulate resistance genes, while
selecting for agronomic traits as well
in both populations, using a
recurrent selection procedure. The
selected lines of each population
would then be crossed to try to get
renewed response to selection.
The selection practiced consisted of
discarding in each cycle
approximately the 30% most
susceptible plants or lines. Among
those remaining, selection for
desirable agronomic traits (grain
yield, 1000-grain weight, lodging
resistance, earliness, and partial
resistance to powdery mildew) was
carried out. The selection for partial
resistance to the two fungi was
therefore very weak.

Table 2. Leaf area affected (percent) and number of uredia per tiller of
three barley cultivars and three lines selected for high partial resistance
to barley leaf rust about 6 weeks after the start of the epidemic. There
were plots of 1.0 m 2 , separated by 4 m of rye. The latent periods given
are relative to those of the very susceptible L94 (after 24)
Cultivar
or line

Leaf area affected

No. of uredia

Relative latent period

on 4/7/1983

per tiller

(L94 = 100%)

Akka

40

5000

113

Sultan

10

1200

137

100

185

Vada

1.0

26-6-11

0.011

1.1

291

17-5-9

0.009

0.9

281

17-5-16

0.004

0.4

281
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The experiment started in 1976 with the recurrent selection procedure.
5000 plants of each population. After This evaluation was done at two
removing approximately 30% of the
sites near Wageningen, on a sandy
)lants most al'tected by rust and the
soil and a clay soil.
30% most affected by ilildew. the
remain der was selected bor Ile other
Results are sumnarized in Table 3.
agronomic traits. l'ron each
The data are averaged over
poptilation, 400 plants were thus
replications
sites. The selection
selected. The selection applied in tle itor resistanceand
r-sulted in an almost
ztubsequent generations was
identical respon se ill both
essentially the same. The 800
populations. The starting level was
progenies ol thest plants (S 1)were
the same, a level slightly below that
grown and evahlated in the next
of the fairly suseept)ible eultivar
vear. toget her with various controls.
Sultan. At the end of tile second
Of each l)olulat io thie 12 best F3
cycle (5), the amount of rust \was
lines (S2) were selected at (I('rossed
greatly reduced, to less than 10%.
in as nan Coill biilat ions as possible
Akter the S5. selected lines were
within each population. In 1979,
intcrcrossed and frol this
again. 5000 plants ot each
population S7 lines were selected
p0)Ulat ion weCe evaluated, as in
with partial resistance significantly
1976. In 1980, thet
400 est F3 line's
betier then that of Vada. Due to the
of each population (S3) were
te"stIilig situation (fairly small
evaluated as in 1977. to~eller witi
a(li; celit plats), there was a
suitable controls. The field al)lpcared
cotnsiderable interplot interfercnce.
very beterogneou s anud ttcrel'ore
The 60-1old increase in partial
only very weak selctioll was
resistance in this experinent (Table
praetic-t. About one third of t ht3) from the SO to the best lines
lines we." retained and retested as
underestimiates the real progress.
F 4 lines in 1980. The 12 best F4
Corrected for interplot interference
lines ol each poplulation (S5)were
the real progress is estimated at
selcted and used to reton bitte lilt
about 900-fold. This is comparable
genes of both populations. The 12
with a gain from the level of a verv
lines of pol)ulation) A wvere crossed in susceptible cultivar to tile level of
a
as lanv cifferetit ('onlbination3 with
cultivar sufficiently resislant to
tile 12 lines of population 13as
prevent any significant yield damage
possible. Of the resulting F2. 10,000
in western Europe, even in years
plants were grown in 1983 and
conciive to rust (28).
selection carried out as in 1976 and
1979. In this population, (wo-rowed
Very interesting was the case with
and tour- to six-rowed )lants
which lines could be obtained that
occurred. Selection was carrie(d out
were considerably more resistant
independently within these two
than Vada, which represents the
phenotypes. As illtie earlier cytles.
highest level of' partial resistance
the 400 best plants were selected
among commercial cultivars. Only
and their F3 lines grown and
mild selection against susceptibility
evaluated in 1984. Fron the F3
was necded and the remarkable gain
lines, the best 20 within each
in resistance was accompanied by a
phenotype were selected and this
gain in yield as vell (Table 3).
end product of selection (S7) was
compared with a series of cheeks
Partial resistance in the presence
derived frotn the various stages of
of major genes
In cereal-rust systems, major genes
are frequent and we have already
seen that their presence seriously
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confounds the identification and use
of partial resistance. As a rule, one
can state that, if major and minor
genes are both present, to select

'o 9), it would be easy to classify tlt,
observed resistances. However. the
distinction is rarely so clear. More
olten there is a more or less

strongly will tend especially to select

continuots distribution of infection

(lie major genes, while inild selection

typcs and it is then difficult to
separate one type ol resistance fron
tlie otiler. Th is continuous
(list ribt tion is cauised by various
fa( t ors, as follows:

favors

otlh types (18). If breeders

wish to select exci tsivelv for tile
minor genes, they shltotl( aseetrtain
that t hey lirst rclllove theC. major
ones. This implies the lneed to
distinguish clearly bet ween tie two
resistances, though this is,
Ui'Ort u nately. tint always t asy.
In tlie cereal rust pat hosystenls tile
niajor gene resistance is of ili
hypersensitive tytpe, ciaracterized by
low inllecti)ion type. If slch gcles
caustd only\ vcry low ie'ection types
(say 0 to 3) and partial resistance
oily very h igl inlcttionl typ)es (say 7

If*ytp-sclsitiv( r'sist anee gelles
may havc, cvcn under optimal
Conlditions, difterent infection
types. Major genes witi
intci(diate in-ct ion types ;-ir
not rar'e.
* Ihe gene tit- backiprotlild of at
Ilajor ge le It aV iatect its iilft,ction
tp Pe.

Table 3. Numbers of barley leaf rust uredia per tiller and relative grain
yields of two barley populations, A and B, at three stages of selection.
Two barley cultivars that went into population A are included as
standards (after 28)
Generation

A

Uredia
B

Mean

A

B

Mean

Yielda/

SO, unselected

5200

5200

5200

114

87

100

S5, after 2-31)/

350

500

425

i39

107

123

S7. a'ter"3-20

275

250

260

127

126

126

Best S7 line

d/

75

100

90

124

141

132

Best S7 linie

c/

150

100

125

143

141

142

ManiC
Vacla

11000

76

500

123

' lhie yields arc rlat iX' to thu mean of tle sltarliig popilations. SO
b/ "After 2-3" ilias tie bird stage of' selcctioln in hlietsecolld c-le of re'current
select ion
cI After the S5, A and Ii were cross(d iltO one populat-ll, bill the two-rowed and the
fourt- to ;ix-rowvd( plants or iies wcrt treated is if belonging to two different
l)ol)iiUations, A and B
d/ Best line. baset oil par-tial rcsistan'e to
v/ Best lile. basel oil itild

at'lcy Ieaf isl
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Irene dosage can be of importance.
It J. often reported that major
gen, s are inherited as dominants.

If. h( wever, the infection types of

homiozygotes (double-gene dosage)
and heterozygotes (single-gene
dosage) are compared, there is
often a difference, indicating
incomplete dominance. Thus, 1a7
in an heterozygous condition gives
on average a higher infection type
(range 2 to 6) than in ,in
homozygous condition (range I to
4) (22).
* The development of the )lanl is of
importance as well. The infectioI
type may become lower at mor.
advanced development stages.
* The race ll
may affect the infeelio
Iype.
" The environmental conditions are
of great importance in the
expression of these major genes.
Browder (2) sa's that, for the
expression of the active event,
incompatibility resulting in low
infection type, a specific
environment is required. In other
environments, the activity (and so
the expression) is less. Examples
of resistance genes giving low
infection type at a given
temperature and a higher one at
other temperatures are numerous,
" The moment of assessment can
affect the infection type
assessment. After infection, it
takes some time for the full
expre. sion of the infection type.
With a high infection type, the
optimal moment to assess is often
a few days after the lesions start
to sporulate. If one waits, the
infection type tends to become
lower probably because of
exhaustion of the tissue directly
surrounding the lesion. So, as a
rule, one should not wait too long.

\With non-hypersensitive
resistance, the infection type is
not always uniform. Actually, the

greater the level of partial

resistance the lower the infection
type tends to become. In
secdlings, the partial resistance
tends to be only weakly expressed,
so the infection type remains high.
But. in adult plants, where the
partial resistance iL fully
expressed, the infection type may
be somewhat reduced. So, with
high levels of partial resistance,
the infection type can be in the
same range as the infection type
of sonic major genes.
Clearly it is impossible to
diseriminate unanibiguously between
major gene and partial resistance on
the basis of infection type. But one
can discard at least some of the
major genes by assessing tile
infection type. How efficient this is
depends on the host-pathogen
system. In the barley leaf rust
system, most major genes can be
recogio-: ed in the seedling stage. If a
genotype has an infection type lower
than 8, one should assume the
presence of a major gene. In adult
plants it is less easy to discriminate
as the infection types may overlap.
However, in case of an intermediate
infection type with a very long latent
period, one may think of partial
resistance, while an intermediate
infection with a moderate latent
period may suggest a major gene.
In other crop-pathogen systems, it is
less easy. Yellow rust in wheat, for
instance, shows a fully continuous
spectrum of infection type that is
well correlated with a resistance
measured as spore production (3). In
this pathosystem it is very difficult
to use infection types in order to
identify partial resistance.
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I-low should one proceed if major
gene and partial resistance are
difficult to discriminate? A seedling
screening with a single race, which
can neutralize as many major genes
as possible, is the best approach.
Very susceptible and moderately
susceptible seedlings serve as
standards. Seedlings with low or
intermediate infection types can be
removed and, among the ones with a
high infection type, those which are
less affected or carry less and fcwer
lesions that are slightly smaller
could be selected. Major genes that
are expressed only in the adult plant
stage, such as tie wheat Sr2 and
wheat Lrl2. Lr13, and Li-22 cannot
be removed in this type of test.

breeder thinks he can obtain
reasonable infection type
assessments, tile advice is to select
those plants or lines that have an
infection type as high as possible
with an amount of tissue affected as
low as possible. Plants or lines that
are virtually clean of the pathogen
should not normally be considered
as carrying an extremely high level
of partial resistance, but of' probably
carrying an effective major gene.
Table 4 tries to show this. The lines
2, 5, 18, and 20 are assumed to
carry a major gene. Those with
infection types of 7 or more and a
relatively low leaf area affected are
considered to carry partial resistance
(lines 3, 8. 17, and 22).

In many cases, the screening is done
solely in the field, in which case only
general guidance is possible. Much
depends on the host, the )athogcn
and tile local conditions. If the

If no infection type data are collected
at all, the possibility of selecting
partial iesistance declines. To give
partial resistance in such a case a
fair chance, one should select mildly

Table 4. Infection types (IT) and percentage leaf area affected (LAA) of a
series of wheat lines and two control cultivars, a highly susceptible one
(Cl) and a moderately susceptible one (C2). in plots adjacent to one
another and exposed to a single race of ye -w rust
Line

IT

LAA

Line

IT

LmA

Line

IT

LAA

1

7

60

C2

8

35

16

9

75

2

2

{0l a/

9

6

15

C2

8

25

3

*

25

10

9

50

17

7

15

it

6

5

11

7

55

18

1

Iol a /

C2

9

60

12

7

30

19

8

60

5

3

5

Cl

9

70

20

4

5

6

7

30

13

9

80

C1

9

50

7

9

70

14

5

10

21

7

40

8

8

25

15

8

50

22

8

20

'/ {0)

trace
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against susceptibility (the lines 1, 7.
10. 11. 13. 15. 15. and 19), but also
against too strong levels of resistance
(the lines 2, 4, 5.

14, 18, and 20). In

this way. at hlasl some1tC o it!) Mlajo
gencs; 1re n'uvi.d, while sorr
acclin lntion
1t
of iarlial resistali(- is
ci sIH IG .

,striflbrmisWest.) ill Feld und

Xl)crilitIIt

s

ullaizt,d it Table 3 illustrates
he nmatteT. I 1W two bailey
)OLuhitions! wcr'C schleete'd fo)r

titer

kontrolierten lcdingngeni w"ihrcnd
detr Ontogenesc der Wirtsplanze. Ph.
I). Dissertation. Ulnivcrsitv of
(16tr

In short, th previts discussimi
show"- thil it is difficult to sclct for
partial recsistllc ill the prcsencc of
I Ajo t-gee(' resitt;,l
tll( t lint, ill

getncral. itiplssibi. "lhc

3. Dehne. 1). 1977. Lintersuchingen
zur Resistenz von Sommer-weizeti
gCllbcr Gelbrost (PM'ciia

itig li.

.1. I)ik. P). vanl, i.l". lal\evliel.
G.I.J. Kerira. A.'. Ze\'cn. altt
N.W.
Stuthhs. 1988. (ia;lracterizaltioll
ofl the

resisltanc t lo wllw
rust ill
old winter wheat rrltivais in The
duralbhl

Ntthcrlanids. litrhytiea.

37. In press.

5. Gavitilcrtataria, S., aid R. I).

tresistance to two patingcels, rust
and mildew. Fltrmildew, popula toill
B carried variols niaJ )r gciics that

Wileoxsoni. 1978. lnheritace of' slow

\vCi parly e flclivc. while tli
liattutal niildew populatiion to which
these popuilations were exposed
eonsisid of iixtircs of r
s Itlit

l)arasitc rclatiotiships. Jralliion
ilte British Mu'
vrologialI ,Socr'rl.v,
7 :4 13-4 18.

vari('d in conlposition ovr.i the "years.
AlthougLh lte s ni slCt lioln
p)ro cledurc was practictd as agaiilist
lealf risn, progress ill resistanie to
mildcw was small coniparcd with
lrogress ill rsistance to leaf rust.
Progress in thc former was prl)ahl ,
due to both maJor genc anct partial
resistancc while progress in the
latter was solelv 1uc to partial
'ntaee.HI

rst ing of spr ing wheat by I'lzcitliai
tr're-nditI f. sp. tiitici and host

oI
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resistatice: The esseine of
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Chapter 6
Durable Resistance to Yellow (Stripe) Rust in
Wheat and Its Implications in Plant Breeding
R. Johnson, Plant Breeding Institute, Camhridge, England
Abstract
Yellow (stripe)rust, caused b' , the obligate parasite.Puccinia strilbrmis,is
found wherever wheat is growt'n in cool climates. Several race-specific
resistancegenes effective in wiheat seedlings have been identified but more
remain to be identiffed. Such resistancegenes may be dominant or recessive
and sonic are strongly influenced in expression by environment and genetic
background. Resistance deve!oping after the seedling stage is also frequently
race-specific. Combining together race-specific resistancegenes has not been
successful in controllingyellow rust in Britain. However, some resistance
developing after the seedling stage does not show race-specificity even after
prolonged and widespread testing. Such durable resistancecan only be
distinguishedfrom race-specific adult plant resistance by prolonged testing.
Although it may be under complex genetic control, such resistance can be
used in breeding programs as described here but the durability of resistance
trnodi(ed in such programs cannot be guaranteed.All new resistant
cultivars, whatever the breedingmethod used. should therefore be monitored
for e i'dcnec of pathogen races with matching pathogenicity.
The Distribution of
Yellow Rust on Wheat
Yellow (stripe) rust is potentially a
damaging disease in all cool climates
in which wheat is grown.
Surrounding or contiguris with
most of these areas are other wheat
growing zones where the climate is
marginal, usually too warm and dry,
for yellow rust. Occasionally the
disease spreads into such areas and
its distribution may be thought to be
extending. Such events are
sometimes attributed to climatic
change or, perhaps, to adaptation of
the pathogen to higher temperatures.
There are several reports of
experiments on optimum
temperatures for spore production,
germination and infection by the
pathogen Pucciniastriiformis. These
show that many environmental
factors can influence the viability
and germinability of the
uredliospores, including the
temperatures, light conditions, and
humidity in which they are
produced, as well as those in which

germination and infection take place
(4). It has been suggester that the
temperature at which the spores are
produced can influence the optimum
ten perature for germination (20). If
so, it is perhaps not surprising to
find that different temperature
optima have been reported for
germination of P. striiformis in
different studies. What is less clear is
whether such differences indicate the
specialization of the pathogen into
races genetically adapted to different
temperatures. Dennis (3) suggested
the possibility that races of P.
striilbrmiscapable of surviving high
temperatures in the Australian
summer might have high
temperature optima for infection.
However, he concluded that a race of
P. strilbrinisthat had evolved in
Australia showed similar responses
to temperature to those reported in
other countries, with an optimum for
infection of between 71C and 101C,
maximum about 18'C and
minimum below 01C. He concluded
that these temperatures were
probably typical of i". striiformis.
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In general, I believe that occasional

extended distribution of yellow rust
on wheat usually occurs due to
widespread cultivation of a highly
susceptible cultivar in an area with
an environment marginal for the
disease, sometlimes assisted by
unusually favorable weather
conditio;{s, rather than adaptation of
the pathogen to new climates,

and also in response to the genetic
background in which they occur.
Some of the named genes are
dominant but several are recessive
at least in some crosses, including
Yr2, Yr6, and Yr9.

In addition to specificity of resistance
detected in seedlings, it is critical to
note that, in the interaction of wheat
with P. striilbrnmis, race-specificity of
Specificity in Resistance
resistance can also be found in
resistance that develops after the
As with the other rust pathogens of
seedling stage and is most readily
wheat, P. striiformis has been known, detected in adult plants (8, 16, 18,
since the 1930s to be specialized into 25). Four resistance genes (Yr11 to
races that differ in pathogenicity
Yrl4) that provide such resistance
towards individual wheat cultivars,
were recently identified (15) and it is
as well as to related species anld
clear that other race-specific
genera. It is assumed that the
resistances detected in adult plants
specificity of pathogenicity towards
reported by Stubbs (21) are different
individual wheat cultivars operates
from those controlled by these four
according to the gene-for-gene
genes (9). Specificity of resistance in
hypothesis. Resistance has
adult plants is not unique to yellow
frequently been demonstrated in
rust. having certainly been observed
wheat seedlings and eleven : 3ci with
also in resistance to brown leaf rust
such genes have been described,
of wheat (2). However, I emphasize
using the Yr symbol (Yrl to Yr1O
this aspect of resistance to yellow
and Yr15) (13, 14, 15). Other such
rust because of the widespread
genes have been detected but remain assumption implicit in some
to be identified and designated. Of
publications that resistance that is
the Yr genes so far identified,
incomplete or moderate, rather than
including those such as Yr8 and Yr9
complete, is race-non-specific.
fi'om alien sources, all have proved
to be race-specific, except the
Distribution of Races of
recently introduced and not yet
P. strtiformis in the World
exploited gene Yr15 from Triticum
dicoccoidcs (C. van Silfhout, pers.
Stubbs (21) concluded from
comm.).
worldwide surveys of P. striiformis
that "yellow rust in all parts of the
The infection types of the different
world possesses the same genetic
genes expressed in seedlings include
background of pathogenicity." 1 his
some which produce very minute
was based on observations of the
chlorotic flecks such as Yrl, Yr,,
distribution of pathogenicity for
and YrlO, others that produce
recognized race-specific resistance
extensive necrosis with or without
genes in many parts of the world
some sporulation such as Yir7, and
and particularly where such
others that give less consistent
resistance genes were deployed.
reactions sometimes ranging from a
Despite these observations, it should
nonsporulating reaction to
not be assumed that the distribution
considerable sporulation and only
of pathogenicity is uniform, and
slight chlorosis. I include in this
some of the variation may be
group such genes as Yr2 and Yr6,
important in trying to propose a
which may vary wit.h environment
general approach to breeding for
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resistance. The following examples
suggest some significant differences
in the distribution of specific
pathogenicity. The gene Yr5 from
Triticum spelta var. album was
effective against all naturally
occurring races in Europe for many
years, but was matched in Australia
within 4 years of the arrival of tile
)athogen there (C.R. Wellings and
R.A. McIntosh, pers. comm.); it was
not used widely in Europe nor in any
commercial cultivar in Australia.
The resistance gene Yr)O "lerivecd
from a Turkish wheat PI No. 178383
was transferred to the cultivar Moro,
where it was soon matched when
this cultivar was used commercially
in the USA (1). Pathogenicity was
also reported from the Middle Fast
(21) but, so far, no pathogenicity for
this gene has been detected in the
UK or Australia. It has not been used
in commercial cultivars in either
countrv but its present performance

in Australia contrasts with the that
of Yr5. Pathogenicity for Yr8 from
Aegilopf comosa was found in
England from three different sources,
including natural occurrence in the
field, although the gene was not used
in any commercial cultivar (7).
Pathogenicity for Yr8 is found in
some other areas, but not
everywhere. A race-specific
resistance recognized in the
Australian wheat cultivar Avocet was
detected shortly after the
introduction of P. striiformis to
Australia (23). Attempts to recognize
this specificity using UK races have
shown that the race-specific
resistance of the Australian Avocet is
more effective against some UK
isolates than others but, of the races
so far tested, none completely
matches the gene in the way shown
by the race 104E137A+ from
Australia (Table 1).

Table 1. Infection types (scale: 0 resistant to 4 susceptible) of
selections of Australian wheats lacking (-) or possessing (+) race-specific
resistance first identified in the Australian cultivar Avocet (YrAv)
Race and Isolate Number
Line

YrAv

Leaf

Avocet
Avocet

+

Banks

Banks

+

104E137A+ a/ 104E137A-a/ 106E139
45E140
WYR 85-25
WYR 85-24 WYR 81-24 WYR 75-23

1
2

3+-4

44

4
4

4

*

1
2

4°

3-3 +
ON-3"

3-3+
ON-1-N

3--4"
2N-3"

1
2

3--3+
4"

4--4

4

1
2

3"-4
4"

ON-3
ON-2-N

ON-i-N
ON-2"N

I + N-3 +
1 +-3

1

3+-4

3+

3+

4

Strubus Dickkopf

(Susceptible)
a/ Isolates from Australia via

3+ 4
*

.WV.Stubbs. possessing (A + I or lacking (A-) pathogenicity for YrAv
(UK MAFF license PIIF 48/A80(76))
No (lata
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These aspects of the distribution of
variation in pathogenicity of P.
striiformis are referred to in the
discussion of breeding for durable
resistance.

Durable Resistance
to Yellow Rust
In the climate of the UK, which is
favorable to the pathogen in most
years, combining as many as four
race-specific genes, whether of the
type effective in seedlings and
throughout the life of the plant, or
only in the adult stage, has not so
far been a successful breeding
strategy. Table 2 indicates the fate of
some of the cultivars in which such
genes were used. Combining racespecific genes, particularly those for
which matching pathogenicity is
rare, might provide a more

satisfactory control of disease in
climates that are less favorable to
the pathogen.
Despite these examples of rapidly
matched resistance, there were
during the same period other
cultivars that remained adequately
resistant. Similar experiences are
reported from the northwestern
United States (12). Some cultivars
thought to have displayed durable
resistance to yellow rust in the UK
and elsewhere are listed in Table 3.
The list is not complete but all the
cultivars included possess a type of
incomplete resistance in the
presence of races with pathogenicity
matching their known race-specific
genes. As yet there seems to be no
simple test for distinguishing the
phenotype presented by these

Table 2. Races of P. strifformis with pathogenicity matching cultivars
with race-specific genes and combinations of genes in the UK

d/

Year

Irace

Cultivar/Line

Yr genes in cultivarb/

1966

37E 132

Rothwell Perdix

1, 2(seg) c /

1968

41E136

Maris Templar

1. Cd

1939

104E 137

Mars Beacon

2, H e /

1971

104E137(2)
41E136(2)

Joss Cambier
Joss Cambier

2, 11

1974

41E136(3)

Maris Nimrod

2, C, 13

1975
1979

232E 137
41E136(4)

Clement
CWW 916/26

/

2? f ', 9
1, C, 14

1980

171E138

CWW 1771

1,9

1982

169E136

CWW 1645

1,9, 13

a/
b/
e/
d/
c/
f/

All cultivars were too susceptible for further use
Postulated from interactions with races
Segregating
C indicates specificity like that of Cappelle Desprez
H indicates specificity like that of Hybrid 46
?., probably present but not demonstrated with existing races
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Table 3. Wheat cultivars that probably possess durable resistance to
yellow rust, maximum level of infection to any race in a field trial 26
June 1980, and probabla race-specific genes
Maximum
percent
infection

Cultivar

Origin

Anza

USA

(WW 15)

Australia

(Karamu)

New Zealand

-

Av

Atou

Europe (E)

4

Cb /

H. de Bersee

E

5

C

Bouquet

E

25

C, 14

Cappelle Desprez

E

37

C

Champlein

E

38

C

Elite Lepeuple

E

13

2

Flanders

E

17

1(seg), C

Flinor

E

2

?el

Holdfast

E

6

?

Hybrid 46

E

25

Hd/

Jubilar

E

13

?

Little Joss

E

3

?

Luke

USA

22

?

Mars Huntsman

E

27

2, C, 13

Nugaines

USA

33

?

Starke I!

E

17

?

Viln:orin 27

E

12

C

Mars Widgeon

E

4

C

Yeoman

E

20

13

Desprez 80
(susceptible)

E

75

C

a/
b/
c/
d/

Av specificity similar to Australian Avocet
C, specificity similar to Cappelle Desprez
?, no recognized specificity
H. specificity similar to Hybrid 46

8

Yr genes
Av a l
Av
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durably resistant cultivars from
cultivars that possess incomplete
resistance that subsequently proves
to be race-specific. For example,
those we have identified do not
appear to have a high infection type
combined with a low disease
incidence as is sometimes indicated
for slow rusting resistance or partial
resistance that may be inferred to be
race-non-specific to other rust
pathogens. It is reported from the
USA that the resistance of durably
resistant cultivars such as Nugaines
is temperature-sensitive, being more
effective in adult plants at high
temperatures (12). In our experience,
however, high temperatures are not
critical for the expression of
resistance in cultivars that we
consider to have durable resistance.
Nevertheless, it is probable that the
majority of the resistances, including
those known to be race-specific, are
to some degree sensitive to
temperature. Thus temperature
sensitivity per se cannot be
considered to be diagnostic for
durable resistance. This raises the
problem of whether there are any
simple tests that could help to
indicate potentially durable
resistance.
One necessary component of an
active breeding p-jgram is the
testing of selected lines at many
locations to assess the stability of
performance. This method may
sometimes indicate vulnerability to
diseases, thus helping to avoid risks
in using a new cultivar. However,
the method cannot reliably indicate
the potential durability of resistance
in a cultivar to variable pathogens
such as P. strififormis because the
total area of the cultivar that can act
as a selective screen for pathogenic
races remains small in such tests
compared with the area in largescale commercial exploitation.
Similarly, it is sometimes considered

that successful performance in multi
locational testing can help to ensure
that resistance is under complex
genetical control. Combined with
recycling of breeding material
through crossing, as in CIMMYT
programs it may help to permit the
formation of longer-lasting
combinations of resistance genes.
However, it is also possible for a
single gene, especially a newly
introduced one, to give resistance in
all test nurseries. The example of
resistance to stem rust in triticale
given by McIntosh (Chapter 1)
illustrates this problem. The
alternative, of testing new cultivars
with many pathogen races suffers
from similar limitations. Even where
the cultivar remains resistant, this
does not provide a strong test for
potential durability of resistance, and
it does not necessarily indicate its
complex genetical control.
Lastly it should be noted that slow
development of disease, that which
may be referred to as slow rusting or
dilatory resistance, can be due to one
of at least three possible causes: 1)
race-specific, adult plant or
incomplete resistance; 2) a low
frequency of pathogenicity for a race
specific gene in a mixed population
of races, so that cultivars possessing
the gene receive a low frequency of
matching infection; 3) slow rusting of
a durable, apparently race-non
specific type.
For these reason,. I consider that this
still leaves the difficulty of being able
to identify cultivars with durable
resistance only after they have been
widely grown. If this is true, such
cultivars are all the more valuable
both as potential sources of durable
resistance and for studies of the
genetical basis and mechanism of
their resistance, as indicated for
stem rust and leaf rust of wheat by
McIntosh (Chapter 1) and Roelfs
(Chapter 2).
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Genetical Basis of Durable
Resistance to Yellow Rust
Many of the cultivars identified as
having displayed durable resistance,
such as Cappelle Desprez and Maris
Huntsman, show evidence of
possessing some race-specific
components, while others, such as
Holdfast and Little Joss, have not
displayed any race-specificity to P.
striiformis in the UK. However, they
have not been tested with exotic
races of the pathogen. The question
can be posed as to whether the
resistance of the latter two cultivars
and the residual resistanec when
race-specific components have been
matched in the former class are racenon-specific. I thipk that there can
be no absolute proof of nonspecificity and, particularly, of the
non-specificity of the genetical
components of which their resistance
can be shown to consist. For
practical purposes, however, the
resistance has not displayed racespecificity even after prolonged and
widespread testing, which
encourages the hope, though not the
certainty, that it will not prove to be
race-specific if used further or even
transferred to a new cultivar by
appropriate breeding.

these levels of resistance. Thus, in
Cappelle Desprez and other similar
cultivars, I do not consider that their
durable adult plant resistance is, to
any measurable degree, a residual or
'ghost' effect of their known racespecific genes.

For cultivars that possess durable

There have been few detailed
genetical analyses of eultivars
identified as possessing durable
resistance to yellow rust. However,
some cytogenetical studies have
been carried out on Cappelle Desprez
and other cultivars at the Plant
Breeding Institute (PBI). Using
Cappelle Desprez as an example, it is
known to possess race-specific
resistance to certain races and was
described as possessing genes Yr3a
and Yr4a by Lupton and Macer (13).
In addition, Cappelle Desprez
possesses at the adult stage a
moderate level of resistance, that
remained effective during widespread
use of the cultivar for almost 20
years in the UK (5). Evidence was
obtained in many tests for a small
race-specific component in this adult
plant resistance (6). Races used to
analyze the cytogenetic control of
the adult plant resistance were those
giving the highest known levels of
infection on Cappelle Desprez. It was
s.,,wn that a chromosome
designated as 5BS-7BS carried an

resistance (and contain genes that

important component of the

are race-specific), it is worth
enquiring whether those genes
provide the residual resistance
shown by the cultivars to races that
are considered to have matching
pathogenicity to the race-specific
genes. I have no proof that they do
not provide such residual resistance
but the data of Table 3 show that
cultivars with the same complement
Gf race-specific genes can have very
different levels of resistance to the
races that have pathogenicity
matching those genes. i interpret
this to mean that the cultivars carry
genes, other than the recognized

resistance since plants nullisomic for
this chromosome were much more
susceptible than the euploid and that
this resistance was controlled by the
5BS arm (Table 4) (11). Families
consisting of a mixture of
monosomic and euploid plants,
derived from plants monosornic for
each of the chromosomes except
chromosome 5BL-7BL, deviated from
the euploid in their resistance. In
particular, plants monosomic for
chromosomes 5A and 5D were more
resistant than the euploid (11). These
results corresponded with the results

race-specific genes, that provide
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of studies with other cultivars (17)
and suggested that the long arm, of
chromosomes of homoeologous
group 5 often promote susceptibility
while the short arms promote
resistance. Also, using the technique
of reciprocal backcross monosomics,
Worland and Law (24) identified a
gene (Yrl6) on chromosome 2D of
Cappelle Desprez that controlled part
of its adult plant resistance.
These c,?ta hidicate that the

resistance of Cappelle Desprez is
genetica!ly complex: it includes
components identified as racespecific and also other components
that contribute to the level of
resistance observed in adult plants,
the effects of which have not been
shown to be race-specific. These
include various elements that both
increase and decrease resistance, the
observed resistance being the

resultant product of these
components. Given this complexity,
it is not possible to conclude which

are the particular genetic

components that. are critical for the

durability of resistance displayed by
Cappelle Desprez.
It is not suggested that this

description of the different
components of resistance to yellow

rust in Cappelle Desprez is a model
for other cultivars that possess
durable resistance. However, no
single genes or gene complexes have
vet been identified that can be
implicated in durable resistance and
the methods I have proposed to
transfer durable resistance in
breeding programs therefore depend
upon trying to ensur,- that resistance
is derived from a known durable
source and to include as many of the
components of resistance from that

source as possible.

Breeding for Durable
Resistance to Yellow Rust
At the PBI I have tried to encourage
the breeders to use sources of
durable resistance, such as Hybride
de Bers~e and Cappelle Desprez, to
provide resistance to yellow rust in
new wheat cultivars. As noted above,

however, some of the durably

resistant wheats possess identified

race-specific genes and many
modern cultivars that breeders wish
to use in crosses also contain race

specific genes. In order to select the
more important components of
resistance, selection should be
carried out using a race of the

pathogen with pathogenicity
matching the known race-specific
genes. If this is done, no special

Table 4. Percentage of flag leaf infected with yellow rust in Cappelle
Desprez, euploid and various aneuploids involving chromosome 5BS-7BSa/
Line

Percentage infection

Euploid

12.6

Monosomic 5BS-7BS

17.3

Nullisomic 5BS-7BS

48.8

Ditelosomic 5BS

7.7

Ditelosomic 7BS

47.5

a/ Law et a]. (11)
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techniques are required, since mere
visual selection for resistance
suffices. However, it is possible, in
some crosses, for recognized racespecific genes to come iogether in
new combinations for which we have
no currently available matching race.
This can include combinations of
genes effective in the seedling with
those race-specific genes that are
effective only after the seedling
stage. These combinations give
resistance, sometimes at a higher
level than that derived from the
durably resistant parent. It is
therefore proposed that such
combinations should be prevented,
either by controlling the crossing so
that they cannot be formed or, if

they do occur, by eliminating
whichever is the simplest gene to
detect so that a race with
pathogenicity matching the known
remaining race-specific genes can be
used for screening. An example of
the method is indicated in Table 5.
In practice, breeders are reluctant to
use old cultivars in crossing
programs, and also to limit the range
of crosses merely to prevent the
fbrmation of new combinations of
race-specific resistance genes. My
colleagues, Mr. A.J. Taylor and Mr.
G.M.B. Smith, have therefore
initiated a project to introduce
resistance to yellow rust from
durably resistant varieties into

Table 5. Pedigree of cultivar 3ounty showing how resistance was
inherited from the cultivar Pioughman, thought to possess durable
resistance to yellow rust derived from Maris Widgeon
Ploughman
(durable resistance)

Durin
(susceptble in field
to races with matching
pathogenicity)

Ha /

Yr genes:
Race

X

1, Cb/

Seedlixig

Adult

Seedling

Adult

41E136

rc

r

s

s

104E137

sd

r

r

r

Bounty

Yr genes: 1. C. 13
Race

Seedling

Adult

41E136(3)

s

r

104E137

r

r

Note: Combination of Yr with Yrl would have given complete resistance to all races
available at the time, so YrI was eliminated and selection carried out in presence of

race 41E136(3). The origin of Yrl3 in Bounty is not clear, but it may have come from
Ploughman. in which it was not detected due to the presence of YrH-.
a/ H, race-specificity like Hybrid 46

b/ C, race-specificity like Cappelle Desprez
c/ Resistant
d/ Susceptible
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advanced but susceptible lines from
the main P131 winter wheat breeding
program. In this project, selection
has not been limited to resistance to
yello'v rust but has included
resistance to other diseases anld
selection for agronomic characters
(Chapter 5). Selection for resistalc(
to rust takes place in the presence of
rac's with patlhogenicitv for all tIle
l)ossibe corl)i nat ioris of, race-spccilic
geles that could occur in lle
crosses. Illorder to limit the iossible
)rotct ion of effective new
colbinatins of" ra,'(c-spccific genes.
the opportunitv has been taken to
eliiinate as nativ as possible oft lhe
race-sl)eciic genes that can be
detected illseedlings. Owing to tIhe
reCCssiv( naltur-C of SomeC of tile
genes. this Ilas notlbeetn simple. No
altellpt has been made to (eimit ate
the race-specific genes effecelive ill
adult laltMs, oving to thc difficulty
of detecting them when races witl
matching pa.togenicity are frequcnt
in the pathogen population present
in the breeding nurseries (9). The
logistics of this small breeding
progratl are quite different from
those of the main winter wheal
progran, and it is most unlikely Ihat
any of the selected lines coulld
compete as successful cultivars witI
those from the main l)rogi-an. It is
intended only that thev will be
sufficiently allractive tor
lit
breeders to consider theill as
cr-ossing parents. thus keeping in the
programii as 11Utl as possible (if t le,
genetic complolctnts derived from
sources of resistance that are
thought to be durable,
As toted, sotne of the lines frotn this
sl)ecial breeding l)rogran will
contain genes for race-specifie adult
plant resistance, probably including
Yrl2, Yrl3. and Yrl4 for which we
possess rae.s with matching
pathogenicity. However, the
distribution of pathog nicity for
these genes inthe world is not
monitored and, if the lines were sent

to breeders in other countries, it may
be that they would observe the
resistance due to those race-specific
genes. Likewise, OihcultiVr Anza
and related (or synonymous)
cultivars appear to possess a durable
resistance to yellow rust. Howeer,
they also possess the race-specific
component first recognized in he
Australian Avocet (C.R.Wellings and
R.A. McIntosh, pers. comnm.I ('able
3). IlnBritain, the resistance we
observe ill these lilnes is probably
due to this rac-specific component,
rather than to the genes controlling
tlie durable resistance expressed in
An za in the presence of races that
have matching patlhogenicitv.
'herefore, if we attempted to use
Anza as a sour-ce of darable
resistance to yellow rust ill
our
programs, w might only be
successful in selecting the race
specific component of the resistance
and producing cultivars with
resistance similar to that of the
Australian Avocet which became
highly susceptible when its race
specific component was matched.
Iecause of' the extensive nature of
the breeding programs at PBI. which
are typical of many wheat breeding
prograns, it cannot be expected that
crosses will be limited, or even
handled consistently in the way
described, to those that will ensure
that resistance to yellow rust in all
new cultivars has been derived from
the appropriate components of a
source of durable resistance. It must
therefore be expected that many
vulnerable race-specific genes will
survive in breeding populations and
varieties.
Transgressive Segregation for
Resistance to Yellow Rust
Numerous authors have reported
Ihat resistance at a higher level than
in cither parent can be selected in
the progeny from crosses between
susceptible or moderately resistant
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parents (e.g., 10. 22). One such
example concerns a cross between
Mars Hutsman and Cappelle
Desprez. These two cultivars
possessed a similar level of
resistance to a race of P. strii'orinis
that overcame the recognized racespecific c )ponlllents
of both and
Cappelle Desprez was in the pedigree
of Mars luntsman. Surprisingly,
despite their close relationship, there
was wide segregation for resistance
in the F2 progeny, indicating that
the parents differed genetically in
components of resistance (Table 6).
This was confirmed in the F 3
generation (22). These and other
examples indicate that transgressive
segregation for resistance to yellow
rust call he selected in the progeny
from ininny d'ifferent wheat crosses. It
could therefore be a useful way of
increasing resistance by crosses
among locally adapted wheats,
rather than trying to transfer
resistance from unadapted sources
thought to possess durable
resistance. However, I believe that
the assumption that resistance
accumulated in this way will be racenon-specific is not warranted. There
is no proof t.iat a race matching all
potentially race-specific genes can be
found to screen the segregating

progeny, as proposed by Robinson
(19). Furthermore, transgressive
segregation for resistance could arise
from interactions or additive effects
of race-specific genes, or from the
transfer of race-specific genes from
suppressive to all expressive
background (22). It could also arise
from accumulation of resistance
genes of the type associated with
durable resistance. It would not be
possible in advance to predict which
of lIhese possibilities had been
achieved.
Conclusions
There is much resistance to yellow
rust among existing wheat cultivars
and even more is available from
alien sources but the genetic basis of
much of this resistance is not
known. There are numerous
examples of resistance that have
proved, on exploitation, to be race
specific and as many again that have
demonstrated great durability. Much
more data should be accumulated on
the scale of cultivation of cultivars
and the evidence of durability of
their resistance to rust diseases. It is
proposed in this chapter that the
best way to enhance the probability
of achieving durable resistance in

Table 6. Frequency distributions of parents and progeny from crosses
between Cappelle Desprez and Maris Huntsman infected with race
41E136(3) of P. strilformis. (Modified from Wallwork and
Johnson (22))
Percent of flag leaf infectedl
Lines

10

20

30

40

Cappelle I)esprez

9

11

3

1

Marts -luntsman

14

9

1

50

5

29

33

70

80

90

100

Mean
26
23

Fl
F2

60

41

27

4

22

14

21

28

31

70
18

6

50
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new cultivars is to transfer resistance
frGln sources already identified as
durable. As yet there Is no simple
way to identify the precise genetic
components that are associated with
the durable resistance to yellow rust
of wheat, so the method is designed
to retain as much of the resistance
as possible from durably resistant
sources. Resistance could also be
accumulated from crosses between.
moderately susceptible wheats; this
can readily be achieved within
pedigree programs and does not
require resort to recurrent mass
selection methods. Although there is
no guarantee that such resistance
would be durable, the method seems
much more promising than the
introduction of single major genes or
combining already known race
specific genes into new groups. The
accumulation of res;istance from
crosses of locally adapted cultivars
could sometimes be attractive as an
alternative to attempting to derive
durable resistance from known but
unadapted sources.
Because of the large-scale nature of
major wheat breeding programs, it is
unlikely that either of these methods
could be applied consistently to all
crosses. Furthermore, although the
methods might increase the
probability of producing cultivars
with durable resistance, they are not
such as to guarantee future
durability. I have also indicated my
opinion that no currently available
test, including multilocation testing,
can determine the potential
durability of resistance. Under these
circumstances, it remains vitally
important to monitor the disease
resistance of all new cultivars and to
maintain systems for detecting
changes in pathogen populations.
The risks of genetic uniformity
should be continually kept in view
and systems to reduce widespread
dependence on single uniform
culti-ars should be encouraged.
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Chapter 7
Current Thinking on the Use of Diversity
to
Buffer Small Grains Against Highly Epidemic
and Variable Foliar Pathogens: Problems
and
Future Prospects
J.A. Browning, )epartment of'Plant Pathology
and Microbiology, Texas
Agricultural Experient Station. College Station.
Texas
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Introduction

pathologists arid plant breeders had
been coneerned abouLt genetic
The USA's southern corn leaf blight
vulnerability to disease, arthropods,
(SCI3) epidefi ic of 1970 resuilt(
in
and ot her causes of plant stress prior
the greatest bioniass loss of ;Ny
to 1970. But the birth of the eoncept
biological (arasi'trol)w. "I't,
eause of*of geneti' vunerability illthe
the epide nic is('Olm1ilyo
popular eons('iousness stemmed
considered to have been
Irelmrn t11e SCLB ot break and was
Helin/nthosporitiminaydis race' T,
certified by the National Academy of
but it, was not. It isobvious that 1.
Sciences' (NAS) 1972 tome "Geiletic
tnydis race 'T
was present arid that
Vulnerability in Major Crops." It
the environment was favorable but
stated, "Ifuniformity be the crux of
this was a man-rnade epidemic
genetic vulnerability, then diversity
caused by excessive honiogeneily of
is the best insurance against it"(23,
the USA's tremendous maize
p. 295).
hectarage (23, 33). A few plant
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Diversity is considered desirable,
even necessary, in many aspects of
life, including the world of finance,
but not in the crops and animals on
which mankind depends. With them,
most effort has been directed to
minimizing diversity, rather than to
reconciling the benefits of diversity
with legitimate requirements for
uniformity. Over a decade after the
devastating SCLB epidemic and the
warning of the NAS (23), breeders of
five major crops (cotton, corn,
sorghum, soybeans, and wheat)
deemed USA cultivars not to be
genetically vulnerable. The plant
breeders, in a survey conducted by
Duvick (12), assessed vulnerability
relative to their perceived ability to
adjust in a reasonable time to a
threat detected anywhere in the
world and announced expeditiouslv
over their commodity's international
network. They are probably correct if
one has the luxury of "-time to
adjust."

cause crowd diseases (diseases of
dense populations) and they are our
major concern. These are highly
variable pathogens in which virulent
and aggressive variants can increase
at rates of up to 50% per day on
new, previously resistant cultivars
that give them opportunity. To
manage these pathogens, we must
manage holistically all aspects of the
host population they mirror
genetically. Truly, a new, more
effective gene-management is
indicated if we are to establish and
maintain a yield-stabilizing genetic
balance. This chapter is about gene
management to thwart crowd
diseases in crop populations. I
discuss: i) genetic and epidemiologic
concepts of resistance, concentrating
on resistance principles that impact
its management in diverse
l)opulations to achieve popuilation
balance and, therefore, portend
durability: an1( ii) constraints against
the use of diversity.

Significantly. wheat breeders were
least optimistic in their response to
the survey, possibly because they
work on an autoganous crop that,
with other small grains, has -1long
and continuing history of
vulnerability to disea3e. Wheat and
other vulnerable crops were in
Robinson's (26, p.3) mind when he
pleaded for a new, holistic approach
to meeting disease challenges. He
stated: "After some 70 years of
scientific breeding of plants for
disease resistance, we are no nearer
control of many of those diseases
than when we started. Ironically, we
have been least successful with the
diseases that have been most
intensively studied. We still suffer
savage epidemics of wheat leaf
rusL. " Rccurrinfly. to the present
time, small grains have been thrown
out of genetic balance with their
pathogens and into an epidemic. The
intractable pathogens we have been
unable to keep in genetic balance

Duvick (121 took pride in plant
breeders' ability to effect fhture
adjustment. As a small grains
pathologist, my concern is not just
future adjustment but also protecting
the current crop: Texas's 3 million
ha of wheat sustained a 28%
reduction in yield in 1985 from leaf
ru1st, and the loss was 50% in
600,000 ha of its most productive
central area (21). The question is not
just how this could have been
prevented in 1986 and thereafter
(important as that question is), but
how it might have been prevented
before the 1985 crop was sown in
the fall of 1984.
Theoretically, there are two possible
strategies that are not mutually
exclusive-fulngicides and

deployment of genetic host-plant
resistance. Fungicides carry a cost to
the producer and to the environment
and pathogens may develop
insensitivity to them. If used, they
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are completely miscible with
resistance. If resistance is adequate
and well managed, however, no foliar
fungicide should be needed,
Theoretically, seed-applied
systematic lungicides may be
economical, environmentally safe
and epidemiologically promising.
Applied to the seed of sonie, but not
all, components of a mixed
population on a rotational basis as
advocatcd by Wolfe (36), t hey
profise to atigniellt genemanagenment programs ina uiniquc
way. Deployment of genetic hostplant resistance is the main t hrtist of
this paper-.

genetic resistance in an individual
plant and the epidemniological
consecquences in a population
frequently holds, but there are
enough exceptions that confusion
results. In attempts to help correct
this. the terms and concepts have
ben analyzed and redefined.
Unftortunately, son authors chose
to retain the terms but with new
definitions, which only increased
conftusion. This was reviewed by
Browning ct l. (9) and Browning (5).
The formler (9) saw the need not just
to ('larifyv terms but also to separate
genetic and epideniologie concepts
of resistance. They retained
"specific" and "general" resistance
Genetic and Epidemiologic
as having the right of priority to
Concepts of Resistance
describe genetic concepts of
resistancc. They coined thet terms
In this chapter, tile term host
"discriminatory" and "clilatorv" to
reaction expresscs, sim ultaneotsly,
describe piderniologicconcept s.
reaction (i,. resistance/susceptilility) [)iscrininatoiy means "to
of tile host, a .iltc111
distint ish and treat differentlv,"
aggressiveness of lic patihogen, alid
dilatory neais "to delay," and
favorablencss of Ilie environ ten ,
cpidenliology deals wIth disease in
lost re'action has
cscribcd in
pol)ulations. Thus, discriiminatory
diverse ways. Vandcrplank (35)
rcsistance or susceptibility
advanced resistance theory and
characterizes a population of host
practice by dviding resistance into
plants that affects the epidemic by
two contrasting types, vertical and
discriminating among pathogen
horizontal. IHe said vertical resistance strains, i.e., favoring or rejecting
is that which is effective against
components of the pathogen
sone but inot all races whereas
population. I)ilatory resistance
horizontal resistance is that
characterizes a host population that
operative against all races. Then he
affects the epidemic by reducing the
reasoned that vertical resisalc(' acts rate of development of the pathogen
epidcemiologically by de'creasing 'he
population. Tolerance, another useful
effective amount iof incoming
term, was retained separate from
inocu luin bill not the rate of' increase resistance to describe a plant or a
of virulent races, while horizontal
population that is rated susceptible
resistance acts, noi by selecting
visually but that is damaged less by
differentially among strains, but by
tire epidemic than another
reducing the rate of increase (f all
susceptible plant or population. The
st rains,
pat hoget's counterpart to tile host's
genctic resistance/stisceptibility is
Thus, Vandcrplank (35) not ontly
avirulence/virulencc. The
defined vertical and horizontal
counterpart in the pathogen
resistance genetically, but he
population to dilatory resistance in
projected tie consequences
the host population is
epidcemiologically. The apparent
aggressixeness.
correlation between the type of
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Management of Host

Dallas, Texas, pers. comm.)

Plant Resistance to Buffer
Crop Populations Against
Pathogen Populations

Nature uses one resultant type of
et)idemiologic resistance-dilatory-

The natural ecosystem of Israel
abounds in progenitors of cultivated
wheat, oats, and barley. They are
attacked by the same arrays of
pathogens that plague these crops in
agroecosystems, yet epidemics are
rare: tile co-evolved populations have
reached a dynamic balance and crop
traits (multiple disease resistance,
large seed, excellent grain quality,
high protein percentage, etc.), highly
desired by breeders, have evolved,
Such ecosystems yield not only
valuable germplasm, but knowledge
of how plants in natural ecosystems
protect themselves. As these are the
same biologic species as their
respective cultivated counterparts, a
century of literature aids immediate
interpretation and application to
agroecosystems. This has been
reviewed by Browning (4. 5) and by
Segal ct al. (29).
Conclusions are that natural
ecosystems have identifiable
protective mechanisms. These are
primarily the pathological-ecological
phenotype of the host I opulation's
polygenic general resistance or
tolerance, and of its necessary
counterpart, the pathogen's
polygenic general pathogenicityaggressiveness. Oligogenic specific
resistance/susceptibility and
avirulence/virulence probably
became superimposed during
evolutionary time over the basic
polygenic systems primarily
responsible for host-pathogen
homeostasis in indigenous
populations. Oligogenic systems can
contribute in a significant way to
maintaining homeostasis where both
polygenic and oligogenic resistance
occur and where a protective
spaciogenic (D.S. Marshall, Texas
Agricultural Experiment Station,

population structure has co-evolhed.
to protect the population, but it uses
many types of genetic resistance and
population structures to achieve it.
This had been called the protection
of indigenousncss (4) and it can be
emulated in agroecosystems. The
challenge that faces agricultural
science is to develop agroccosysteils
that utilize specific and general
g,netic resistance to create cultivars
and/or spaciogenically stable
l)opulations with dilatory
epidemiologic resistance or tolerance.
This was illustrated (25) with an
epidemiological test of different
degrees of tolerance and of different
types of resistance and population
structures, which would tend to
simulate a naturally diverse
population. tolitowski and Browning
(25) trapped urediospores of Puccinia
coronata at the periphery of large,
isolated oat plots and plotted
cumulative spore yields as a function
of time for their measurement of
relative disease progress curves
(Figure 1). They included: i)a
susceptible check (C649, which is
the recurrent parent of the
midseason Multiline M73 and of the
isoline X421-I) that carried two genes
for specific resistance, both of which
were n"ttehed by races in the
experiment: ii) an immune check
(X421-I) that only measured
background noise because it carried
an effective gene for specific
resistance from the wild oat, Avena
sterilis; iii) a cultivar (Portage) said to
have "partial resistance,' possibly
polygenically inherited: iv) seven
pureline cultivars thought to have
degrees of polygenic tolerance to
crown rust; and v) two multiline
cultivars, M73 and E74. The last two
had the protection of population
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Figure 1. Disease progress curves of Puccinia
coronata
of the 12 oat cultivars in the 1975 field experiments. increase on each
Cumulative spore
counts per 100 liters of air are an average of
three replications fitted to
the logistic equation. From ref. (25).
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buffering from crown rust by way of
the heterogeneity characteristic of
multilines (14). The results showed

responsible for maintaining
homeostasis in indigenous
ecosystems. Specific resistance,

that the multiline cultivars were

superimposed o,i the general

highly mixed in reaction to crown
rust (as in Israel's indigenous
population that was the source of
several of the genes for specific
resistance, some plants supported
considerable crown rust while others
were free); X42 1-i was immune:

resista;icc system, provides a feed
back mechanism and contributes to
homeostasis in a major way (5,24).
Much of our dlisillusionment with
frequently ephemeral specific
resistance has come from

Portage was moderately resistant:

misunderstanding its role in nature

and all oth'r cultivars appeared
susceptible. The epidemiologic

and its epidemiological manifestation
as discriminatory resistance. Hence,

response. as shown by 1he disease
prog6i ess curves of al) cultivars. both
p'rc t>,es (except C649 and X421-I)
arid milines,
however, was that of
a continuum of different degrees of
dilatory resistance-a slowing of '
rotc of epidemic development
relat;¢e to the susceptible check,
Several types of'genetic resistance
(pureline specific resistance/
susceptibility, niulkiline specific
rcsistance/suscertibility. and
different levels of general resistance)
were included in the experiment
(25). Epidemiologically. tihe resistant
and susceptible checks showed,
respectively, discriminatory
resistance/susceptibility against, or
in favor of. the rust races in the
experiment; all other cultivars
(pureline and multiline) displayed
only different degrees of dilatory
resistance,

In several respects, this experiment
(25) simulated aspects of a natural

we have managed it ineffectively.
Dilatory resistance is a common and
effective phenomenon in nature.
Discriminatory resistance, however,
so widely used in agricultural
systems, is an artifact of agricultural
systems. Natural populations do not
normally occur in the large
homogeneous areas required either
to generate or receive large
quantities of homogeneous
inoculuM. Mixed stands in nature, or
a multiline cultivar, do filter with
discrimination the small amounts of
incoming "seed" inoculum, but the
main effect on pathogen increase and
spread will be that ol dilatory
resistance in the naturally
heterogeneous plant populatiops.
What then is the role of specific
resistance/susceptibility in natural
systems? Parlevliet (24) said that its
role is not to protect the plant-that
is the role of general resistance-but
to prevent the pathogen from

becoming too aggressive.

ecosystem and illustiated the

Vanderplank (35) considered that

principle that nature uses primarily
a single type of epidemiologic
resistancc-dil.tory resistanf:e-to
protect populations, but that it uses
many different genetic systems and
spaciogenic structures to achieve it.
Specific resistance/susceptibility
contributes to dilatory resistance in
natural systems, as does the basic
system for general resistance. The
latter probably is the system most

pathogen aggressiveness is the
counterpart of host horizontal
resistance. An epidemiologic concept.
aggressiveness is also th,,
counterpart of dilatory resistance.
Thus. in Figure 1. host cultivar
Multiline M-73 can be described as
having more dilatory resistance than,
say, Otee. Also the pathogen
population can be described as being
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less aggressive on Multiline M-73
than on Otee. Like resistance,
aggressiveness is relative. The
diserise progress curves in Figure 1
give the ecological carrying capacity
of the different cultivar entries.
Measured epidemiologically, Otee
had a carrying capacity for a larger
pathogen population than had
Multiline M-73; Otee enabled the
pathogen population to express its
aggressiveness more than Multiline
M-73, regardless of the different
genetic systems involved. The feedback mechanism of using the finelytuned specific resistance/
susceptibility system to reduce
aggressiveness in the pathogen, as
illustrated in Figure 1, undoubtedly
co-evolved in the host-pathogen
system and contributed survival
advantages to both the host and the
pathogen in a genetically
homeostatic equilibrium,
How should the host-pathogen
genetic systems that result in the
expressien of specific and general
resistance be managed? Clearly,
specific resistance should be used, as
in nature, only in diverse
populations and, preferably,
embedded in an effective system for
general resistance (4, 24). How much
specific resistance is needed to
protect a population? Our work (J.A.
Browning and M.E. McDaniel,
unpublished) with a 1-resistant:
2-susceptible, two-cultivar mixture
showed that as little as one-third
resistance is adequate to protect a
population even in the long South
Texas disease season, in an
environment in which the
homogeneous susceptible cultivar
was killed prematurely by rust. In a
coastal environment, even more
favorable for the disease, one-third
resistance to an individual race still
seemed adequate, but the population
required more diversity. In this
experiment, the susceptible

parent was killed by crown rust, but
the two Iowa multilines seemed
untouched even though half their
components were susceptible to
strains of the undefined pathogen
population.
Similarly, dramatic protection of
winter barley from powdery mildew
was experienced in the long disease
season in Fngland with three-cultivar
mixtures, making each population
two-thirds resistant (37). Clearly, not
nearly as much resistance is
required to protect a population from
highly epidemic, variable, airborne,
toliar pathogens as was formerly
and is still very commonly-thought.
That these disease data are
corroborated by data from the
natural ecosystem (29) gives me
great confidence that the one-third
figure is real (4). The degree of
resistance desired can be obtained,
as in nature, by deploying genes for
specific resistance in diverse
populations and, preferably, by
embedding them in an effective
second basic system-that which
tends to result in general resistance.
Use of Diversity
Borlaug's (3) early wheat multilin,
develop~mcnt for the Rockefeller
Foundation Agricultural Program in
Mexico (that later was incorporated
into CIMMYT) readied two backcross
series for release in the early 1960s.
However, they were withheld
because the agronlomic type was
outclassed by CIMMYT's new high
yielding, semidwarf, photoperiod
insensitive wheats. The first
multilines used commercially were
the highly successful wheats
Miramar 63 and Miramar 65 released
by the Rockefeller Foundation
Agricultural Program in Colombia.
Meanwhile, the semidwarfs became
widely accepted and, by 1970,
CIMMYT Cross 8156 had been
proved in commercial production
worldwide. To continue its multiline
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interest and diversify 8156, CIMMYT
developed mixture components
based on the 8156 genotype for use
by national wheat breeding
programs. Wheat multilines are
researched in at least three such
programs in India and Multiline
KSML3 was released in the Punjab
in 1979. Unrelated to CIIVIMYT or
8156, yellow rust-resistant multilines
Tumult and Crew were released in.
respectively, The Netherlands in
1979 and in Washington and Idaho,
USA in 1982 (22).
released 13
Our Iowa, USA. program
multiline cultivars of oats in two
maturity classes. These were grown
on up to 0.4 million ha in Iowa and
contiguous states without report of
damage from crown rust even in
severe crown rust years. Tested also
in the long disease season ol the
Texas coa-,ta! plain and in Israel,
they responded similarly. In

biological advantage to growing
multilines. They have excessive
uniformity, some of it for merely
cosmetic traits where diversity would
benefit the crop population. A
suitable compromise between the
legitimate needs for agronomic
uniformity and the benefits of
diversity against biotic and abiotic
sources of stresses arc the threecultivar mixtures developed and
researched in England (36, 37).

1983-84. Iowa released a new oat
PIultilin-e on a higher yielding

breeding self-pollinated crops." For a
long time, diversity has been known

recurrent parent with needed
resistance to the barley yellow dwarf
virus (13, 22).

to buffer against all of the most
highly epidemic foliar pathogens ol
small grains (7) except Pyriculara
oryzae that causes rice blast. Finally
Chin (11) showed that rice blast, too,
could be controlled with mixtures if
the right host genotypes were
chosen. This illustrates that, to effect
control of any crowd disease, the
resistance genes used must be
functional (28) and relevant (36) to
the pathogen population. Diversity
has been shown to be effective
against a non-specific pathogen
(Septoria nodoruin) of wheat (15) and
against a soilborne pathogen of oats
(2). It has protected soybeans from
the cyst nematode (10) and wheat
from Hessian fly (32). It has even
benefited yield when different barley
cultivars were mixed that carried the
same major-effect gene against
powdery mildew (J. K. M. Brown,
Plant Breeding Institute, Cambridge,
pers comm.).

Wolfe (36, 37) has advocated and
researched three cultivar mixtures of
barley in the UK to buffer primarily
against powdery mildew,
In the light of the foregoing, a
question obviously arises as to the
relative usefulness of multilines and
broader (eg. varietal) mixtures.
Multilines, as in Iowa, give
agronomic uniformity, as industry
required when the first Iowa
multilines were released. But these
were developed also for research
purposes: there are so many benefits
from diversity (16, 30) that a
uniform agronomic background was
necessary to research the role of
diversity per se itself in controllitig
disease. Since that question has been
answered, I see no additional

Constraints on the Use
of Diversity
Diversity per se has been reviewed
adequately (7, 30) and more recently
(22, 36). Each review established a
clear need and rationale for diversity.
The Rockefeller Foundation (27)
recognized that "The multiline
theory for the production of
composite varieties is one of the
truly new concepts of the century in
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After the 1970 SCLB pandemic, the
NAS (23) targeted uniformity as the
"crux of genetic vulnerability" and
Ullstrup (33, p. 46) warned
"Diversity must be maintainedin
both the genetic and cytoplasmif,
constitution of all important crop
species" (his emphasis). The section
on "Genetic and Epidemiology
Concept of Resistance" above built a
case for the use of diversity in some
form if it is indicated. i.e. if disease
or other sources of stress are serious
enough to Iustifv it,and the genes
for the job are available. The section
that followed compared diverse
agricultural populations with an
indigenous ecosystem and
demonstrated ils epidemiological
naturalncss, which portends truly
durablc resistance. Experience, as in
Iowa and Colombia. has proved its
success,
With the abundance of theory, of
"bio-logic," of data, and of
experience from both natural
systems and agroecosystens
supporting the use of diversity, why
has so little diversity actually been
used? What are the problems? I
suggest that they are these three:
* A paradigmatic one.
" Our failure to communicate
convincingly that diversity can
buffer a crop population against
disease or another source of stress
and especially to explain
adequately and logically its
mechanism of action,
" Other, in-luding unjustified fear of
potential superraces and optimism
(some of it justified) for the
eventual success of current efforts
to effect durable resistance by
accumulating minor-effect genes,
pyramiding major-effect genes,
etc.

Space will only allow me to discuss
the first two constraints to the use of
diversity, which I will do from the
perspective of a professional career
as one of its advocates. Of (ie three
constraints, the first may be the
most significa:. arnd he least readily
solvable.
The paradigmatic problem
The collective thinking of a peer
group of scientists or the state of the
art of an industry may be dlescribed
as their paradigm (19), and it is very
difficult to move beyond it. Thus, a
paradigm is much more than a clear
example or pattern. It is an
underlyi'ig basic idea of what we are
trying to,understand. And our
paradigm our underlying basic idea,
may he so strong and fixed that it
may actually prevent us from
understanding what we purport to be
trying to understand. Our idea of the
nature of our subject prompts us to
make certain inquiries, not to make
others, and to interpret all from the
perspective of our paradigm. As
Kuhn (19) wrote, even in the
sciences, fundamental ideas about
the way things work guide our
seeing, including what we see from
the results of our experiments,
rather than simply emerging from
what we have seen.
To take a now-ridiculous example, a
person convinced that the world is
flat (or round) would ask questions
and interpret answ'ers from the
paradigm of his underlying basic
belief about that world. If a person
and his peers are sufficiently
convinced, albeit subconsciously,
that the world is flat, say, even
serious inquiry is probably going to
result in reinforcing that belief. The
individual must take a determined,
conscious, sometimes painful effort
to keep this from being true. The
USA's creation-evolution controversy
continues to be a current and
relevant example. In both examples,
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two irreconcilable paradigms operate,
What Kuhn (19) called a paradigm
conversion is indicated,
Our view of diveisity vrsus
uniformity per se is another example
of irreconcilable paradigms in which
a paradigm conversion is indicated. I
experienced a personal and very
relevant paradigm conversion in my
early professional years. I was as
enamored of a pure-culture, pureline
philosophy as any other plant
pathologist or plant breeder. Then,
while still in graduate school at
Cornell University, plant breeder Neil
,lensen (16) and phytopathologist
and major professor George Kent
challenged this. A long, slow, and
painful transition started and had to
run its course before I could accept
diversity in principle. Before that, all
my inquiries reinforced my
underlying basic idea of the need for
genetic purity; subsequently, in the
need for diversity. For many years
while I was on the Iowa State
University faculty researching and
developing multiline cultivars as a
member of the oat project and,
especially after I was privileged to
study disease development in Israel's
indigenous populations, I referred to
what I called an "agroecosystem
bias" or mind-set that helped
prevent many excellent scientists
from seeing the need and potential
benefits that we in Iowa (and a few
others) saw in favor of more genetic
diversity in agricultural crops.
Nowadays, I call that an
agroecosystem paradigm. The
agroecosystem paradigm is very real
and a number of concepts basic to
plant pathology, such as the fitness
and formae spcciales concepts, have
been expressed as we know them
because of the agroecosystem
paradigm. These would have to be
expressed very differently to be
consistent with observations on
pathogen development in both
naturai ecosystems and

agroecosystems (6). Thus, the
agroecosystem paradigm goverr-,,
most thinking in phytopathology and
in plant breeding. It also governs
most thinking and activity about
western-type agriculture and
agricultural research in general,
including what inquiries are made,
what are the current grant-funding
areas, what grant proposals are
recommended to be funded by peer
review panels, and what we see as a
result of our inquiries. I believe that
the agroecosystem paradigm of
uniformity for uniformity's sake is
the greatest constraint to
researching, understanding, and
using diversity in agroecosystems.
"The lesson to be learned seems to
be that society in general, and
scientists in particular. must realize
that some changes of attitudes and
emphasis will be required..." (23,
p. 13).
How diversity
protects a population
Probably the most sustained and
successful program developing
heterogeneous cultivars is Iowa's oat
multiline program (8, 13). Yet,
according to current thinking, Iowa's
multilines cannot effect control of an
epidemic foliar pathogen in Iowa and
they cannot possibly do what they
have done! This illustrates the extent
to which we scientists have failed to
discern and communicate the means
by which diversity helps to control
disease. I will discuss this.
As analyzed by Vanderplank (35), an
epidemic is controlled by reducing
disease either at the outset (Xo) or
later by reducing its apparent rate of
increase (r). Recent reviewers (22,
36) stated, for example: "ifone
compares a mixed population with
the mean of its components grown
separately and exposed to the ,ame
pathogen population, there should be
no reduction in Xo" (22, p. 533).
And, relatively to r, Wolfe (36) added
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that "... with rust diseases of cereals
in ... the northern USA, epidemic
levels may be determined almost
directly by the exogenous inoculum
from further south; ie number of
pathogen generations during
development may be only three or
four. The mixture may thus provide
little more protection than by simple
diversification, with almost no
restriction in disease spread." Thus,
eliminating Xo and r leaves no
known mechanism to explain the
dramatic success of the Iowa
multilines, and lit!le reason to
encourage others to tly divcrs!ly.
Obviously, either the data have riot
been obtained, or the correct
concepts have not been formulated,
or communication has failed.
That the above quotation from
Mundt and Browning (22) could not
be correct defies logic. The statement
uses the same criterion for yield of
the pathogen or the amount of
disease that is the standard measur,,
of success of diversity, namely:
compare data from the mixture with
the mean of the components in pur
stands.

would have been protected. In the
three-way mixture, all benefited from
the outset.
For a diverse population to outyield
the mean of its components (at least
with near-isogenic lines), thece must
have been less disease, doing less
damage, on the susceptible plants in
the mixture than in pure stands: the
whole becomes an entity that is
greater than the suin of the parts.
But the amount of disease is
commonly deemed proportional to
the percentage of csusceptible plants.
This traces at least from Leonard
(20) who found that "The amount of
rust in mixtures... in noninoculated
check plots was proportional to the
percentage of (susceptible) plants in
the mixture" (20, p. 1846). As this
result does not mesh with my
expectation and is inconsistent with
my observations on the Iowa
niultilines, I am compelled to ask
"why?" It seems to me that data
I'ading to this conclusion are an
tnrecognized artifact of
experimentation and that they result
when one tests the spread of highly
epidemic pathogens in mixtures of
host genotypes and i) uses small
plots and extraneous inoculum, ii)
moves and works among the plants
often repeatedly, unwittingly
"oreading inoculum with one's
clothinlg and hands, and/or, iii)
inoculates the mixtures with
unnaturally large quantities of
inoculum.

But the matter is academic. If a
farmer grows, say, a three-cultivar
mixture, he probably doesn't grow or
observe the components; a common
complaint by scientists is that
farmers generally won't grow checktreatments. If the cultivars have
different resistances and
susceptibilities, the incoming
inoculum will be only 1/3 as effective Take movement through plots and
as in a pure stand of one of the
handling of plants to count uredia,
component cultivars. The number of
for instance. Fingers are recognized
early subfoci 're similarly reduced
as excellent for making greenhouse
from the outset and this will
inoculations. But when they are used
contribute to reducing r and x
to handle plants in the field to take
(amount of disease) and increasing
data on rust increase that is
profit. And, as Wolfe (36) has
presumed to result from natural
emphasized for yield, the farmer
spread of the pathogen, they can
could not have predicted which, if
give spurious results. Once when my
any, cultivar grown in a pure stand
project personnel were counting oat
stem rust uredia repeatedly in pure
stands and mixtures of oat isolines, I
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observed that "workers handling
plants supplemented natural air
currents in disseminating spores.
Resistant plants served as effective
barriers to air dissemination of
inoculum but. not to wo."ker
dissemination. This was most
obvious near the fcci and along entry
paths where worker activity was
greater..." (7, p. 363-364). the
increased amount of rust was visibly
and dramatically greater where
people worked through the plots. We
had no choice but to discard those
data. That was 'i last year we
entered plots to take data on rust
increase in tests of diversity,
Thereafter, we used Rotorod Spore
Samplers outside the plots, trapped
spores 2 hours daily, counted the
spores, and plotted cumulative spore
counts/100 liters of air as our
quantitative measure of the carrying
capacities of different populations
and the effectiveness of diversity in
buffering against an airborne
pathogen (17). The spore yield
curves in Figure 1,which are our
measure of disease prcgress, resulted
from using this technique (25).
The effect of each of th' • above three
practices is to telescope time.
hastening in an unnatural .wav .-,c
time taken by inoculum to rear :,
susceptible plants, so that inocuumm
quickly ceases to bc limi'ng. With
naturally windborne inoculum such
as urediospores of !he rust fungi
(pathogens with r of up to 50% per
day) one cannot influence time and
expect a fair assessment of the
finely-tuned buffering effect of
diversity. Both Browning and Frey
(7) and Wolfe (36) analyzed the
importance of time in the
functioning of diversity. Telescoping
time gives a monornoleeular growth
curve, not a sigmoid curve,
Experimental techniques that give a
monomolecular curve are excellcnt
for the qualitative identification of
specific resistance in a disease
nursery. But one must achieve

sigmoid growth curves to assess
dilatory resistance, horizontal
resistance in the sense of
Vanderplank (35), or the benefits of
mixtures. Yet more authors continue
to concern themselves with
minimizing inter-plot contamination
than with other aspects of managing
experiments to test diversity: one or
more of the three practices are still
used, and with the same conclusion
of proportionality (1). Vanderplank
(34) cautioned against using field
techniques that would lead to the so
called "cryptic error" and thus
underestimate the value of horizontal
resistance. Experimental designs and
techniques can lead also to cryptic
errors that underestimate the va!ue
of diversity which epidemiologically,
can be considered "synthetic
horizontal resistance.' Three
experimental techniques that should
avoid the cryptic error and evaluate
diversity fairly are: i) estimate
pathogen yield by trapping spores at
the periphery (or down mowed
walkways) of large, isolated plots
(17): ii) estimate disease remotely
with multispectral sensors (D.S.
Marshall, pers. comm.): and ii)
estimate host yield conventionally.
Conclusions
Diversity is the only defense against
the unknown, as against a future
disease threat. Use of adequate
diversity in some form is also the
onlY way to justify the prediction of
genetic protection of an extensively
grown crop in the current year. With
the ease of mLxing genotypes rather
than breaking linkage groups,
combining many polygenic systems,
or pyramiding major-effect genes.
diversity is also an easy and effective
way of effecting future adjustment
such as Duvick (12) anticipates.
Furthermore, diversity also offers a
means to confront exotic pathogens
with high hitchhiking potential and
to ensure against an epidemic
following their introduction (23, 31).
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Clearly, diversity can benefit small
grains greatly but more scientists
must discover this for themselves ,,
experiments chat avoid cryptic
errors. This wi:l contribute also to
ove-rcoming th' serious paradigmatic
clnmtraint to using diversity. Grain
yield response of mnixt 'es of nearisogenic lines of wheat or oats
affected by disease is commonly
nonlinear when compared to tlie
means of the components in pure
stands. Similarly, tie yield of spores
or the amount of disease should be
nonlinear. This would be expected
because disproportionately less rust,
causing disproportionatel, less
damage, is generally present on
susceptible plants in mixtures than
in pure stands. If this is not so and
the amount of disease is strictly
proportional to the percentage of
susceptible plants, I fear it may have
resulted from an artifact of
experimental technique. This may
result especially if "the observer
inescapably became part of the
observed syste:n" (18), as by
superimposing a spore distribution
system different from that which one
purports to be studying. The all-toofrequent reporting of linear response
is probably the second major
deterrent to using diversity.
A degree of diversity whereby onethird of the population is resistant
seems to effect adequate protection.
This goal is safely exceeded with
simple three-cultivar mixtures.
Cultivar mixtures offer a better
compromise than multilines between
the needs for uniformity and the
benefits of diversity and are, in
principle, recommended. Diversity
portends an extended useful life
expectancy for a valuable natural
resource-genes for specific
resistance. Of great current
importance, diversity portends the
same for the even more valuable
specific resistance genes that one
day will be incorporated via

biotechnology. Diversity offers
considerable additional benefits to
pathology and breeding programs
alike, at least if containing a highly
epidemic disease is a resource
consuming objective of the programs
(8). Once this economy of genes and
other resources is recognized, I
predict a greatly expanded use of
diversity. Diversity is strongly
indicated for centers of cultivar
improvement. "One cannot help
being thrilled at their prospects for
helping to feed it hungry w.orld, nor
alarmed at their potential for guiding
the evolution of major pathogens on
a global scale" (7). Thus, diversity
should be among the gene
management strategies in the
repertoire of responsible breeding
programs of international centers
and of multi-national corporations.
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Chapter 8
The Use of Variety Mixtures to
Control Diseases and Stabilize Yield
M.S. Woire, Plant Breeding Institute, Cambridge, England

Abstract

The major factors leading to loss of eclhtiveness of disease resistanceand
fhngicides in current European agricultureare briefly described. Among the
options available to the breeder and farmer to improve the situation, the use
of variety mixtures is discussed in some detail. Consideraibleevidence from
field trials points to the advantages of disease control, vield increase,and
yield stability from this simple system, which can be added to any other
method of disease control.
Introduction
Within the advanced agricultural
system of northwestern Europe,
there is continuous erosion of the
effectiveness of qualitative and
quantitative host resistance and of
fungicides by the cereal mildew
pathogens. The main reasons for this
are summarized in the following
paragraphs. First, there are
uncontrollable factors intrinsic to the
situation. The disease is endemic
throughout most of the area, the
pathogen has a regular and
functional sexual cycle, and the
spores are widely distributed by the
wind system. Then there are several
controllable factors listed as follows:
" Agronomic features-Mono
culture of c,'eals, particularly of
wheat, ter,,: to be predominant.
and is based mostly on the
cultivation of very few, highly
purified varieties, often in large
fields. Large amounts of inorganic
nitrogen fertili, er are used, greatly
increasing the potential
susceptibility of the uniform crops.
The general trend Wo earlier
so',ing of winter wheat also
encourages most diseases.
" Resistance breeding-Breeders
depend largely on rapid
replacement of qualitative
resistances that are rapidly

overcome because of the factors
noted above. Quantitative
resistance is also used but the
durability of such resistance is
often unknown simply because of
the technical difficulty of
confirming its erosion by the
pathogen.
Fungicide use-Because ot the
problem of obtaining and
maintaining effective host
resistance, farmers have been
persuaded to use fungicides
extensively. Unfortunately, there
is little diversity among tile
chemicals available and little more
in prospect. As a result, they. too,
are steadily losing effectiveness
under intense selection.
To progress froin this depressing
European picture, the following
discussion first summarizes the
range of options available for disease
control. The second part considers
specifically the option of using mixed
varieties in cereal cropping.
Current Options
for Disease Control
Options for the breeder
Cereal breeders have to reconcile
many different breeding objectives.
Within such a framework. the
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resources available for improving

disease resistance are limited and
the following methods prevail.

Reserve strategy-The Continuous
introduction of simply inherited
qualitative resistances probably
represents tile simplest and inost
reliable procedure for the breeder

since the resistance is easy to

recognize and causes least
disturbance to tile achievenent of
other breeding obje .tives. This
strategy depends on a ready supply
of different resistance genes of which
nany are available for control of
barley mildew, but not for wheat
mildew. It also contributes to vield
variation for the farmer because of
pathogen response to the resistances.
Durable resistance-Among the
simply inherited genes for (iqualitative
resistance to mildew, the nl-o gene
in barley has proved to be unusually
durable. A pathogen response to the
gene was not detected in the field
until 1986 (8), about 8 years after its
introduction. Even then, it was
small; apparently, several genes are
needed in the pathogen to overcome
tile single host gene. Most other
single resistance genes have begun
to lose effectiveness wvithin 2 to 5
years of inl rodluction.
Partial or quantitative resistance,
usually in the form of adult plant
resistance, may have been more
variable in durability. For example,
several wheat varieties with Pm2
mildew resistance became highly
susceptible at the seedling stage
shortly after introduction, but they
still provide adequate resistance at
the adult stage. There are many
other instances of varieties with
quantitative resistance that became
more susceptible within a short
period of general use. Unfortunately.
there are no rigorous tests available
either of the mode of inheritance of
quantitative resistance or of any
pathogen response to it.

Re-cycling resistance genesExcept in rare circumstances, re

cycling a variety that has become
susceptible is unlikely to be
successful. However, if the resistance
is hybridized into a new variety with
a genctic baekgrtund selected in the
presence of the matching virulence,
then the colbillation of lhe
resistance and the new background

ma l)rovide useful pr'otection (10).
This assunes that, at the time of
introduction of the new variety with
tlie re-cycled resistance, the
frequency of the matching virulence
ais (eclined to a low level.
Combining resistance genes-Tle
Iproecl tire in Australia and North
Aenrica, of releasing varieties with
conibined resistance based on
knowledge of the structure of the
:)itt hogen population, can be highly
successful. The procedure of simply
recombining defiated resistance
genes that have been used separately
is disastrous (11). In this case, the
matching Virulence genes are already
ill adapted backgrounds, so that only
a simple recombination is needed for
iiic pathogen to overcomle tile
cnombined host resistance and to
cause increased infection of the
varieties with single resistance
clharacters.

In sun1mary, the methods described
are used to produce varieties
intended tor large-scale use in
intensive agriculture. The first, the
reserve strategy, assumes that the
resistances will not be durable, but
that they may last as long as the
expected commercial lives of
varieties. However, a systen of
variety use that prolongs the
effectiveness of these resistances
may be more economical of
resources and of greater benefit to
the farmer in terms of stability of
production.
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The other methods are used in the
hope that resistance will persist.

dominant. this restricts the
possibilities for rotation.

However, we are still unable to

Interestingly, the average yield of

predict the durability of resistance of
any variety ahead of the only known
test For this character, of ,."\jor
exposure of the variety Ior a long
period (4). A systeim of varietal use
that protects the variety fromi this
stringent test will therefore help to
maintain the effectiveness of its
resistanee.

wheat in Europe has risen to a level
that now allows the possibility for
ilroved rotations; it is not certain,
however, that this opportunity will
be exploited.

Options for the farmer
The breeder produces varieties for
use in existing systems of agricult ure
on which lie has little direct
influence. The systems that are used
lend to arise as (ci)proinises
between conflicting ilceds; they vary
considerably in their iiflueCnee on
diseases:
Reserve strategy-This depends on
a readily available supply of resistant
varieties andIthe assuniption that
none is likely to remain in
commercial production ",)r more than
a few years. However, i. zstance
genes mnay be in short sup)ly, as for
wheat miidew, and the claiis that
new varieties are always better than
older ones may somictimies be
dubious. Constant change is not
liked by the farmer, partly because
of cost and partly because he wishes
to learn how best to grow a
particularly variety in order to
restrict the variation in its
performance. This process may take
several years.
Crop rotation-This can be an
effective strategy, particularly for
soilborne diseases. The longest
possible rotation will provide
diversification of erop)ing both in
time and space, particularly if field
size is small, thus limiting the size of
potential sources of inoculum.
Unfortunately, demand for different
crops is uneven and, where a nmajor
cereal such as wheat or rice becomes

Varietal diversification (between
crops)--Whether or not rotations are
feasible, a farner should grow
different varieties of any crop species
il difIferent fields, ensuring as far as
possible that the varieties differ in
resistance to a particular disease.
This form of diversification has the
obvious Merit of insurance: it is
unlikely that a new race of a
pathogen able to ovcrcone several
idiflereiw varieties will emerge and
ilnrease inlilledialelv.
It is also argued (7) that
diversification among fields will slow
down epidemic developlment relative
to cultivation of a single variety, but
the extent of such an effect is
debatable. It has been argued that
interaction between pathogen
populations in adjacent fields occurs
)nly during the early period of
establishment of an epidemic (12).
H owever, more recent data suggest
that inigrating spore clouds may
have a considerable influence over a
large area during the whole crop
cycle (5).
Varietal diversification (within
crops)-Mixing varieties with
different levels and kinds of
resistance offers a simple method of
ensuring diversification and
interaction between neighboring
l)lants on disease progress. The
lletlhod can be added to any of the
other forms of* disease control to
obtain the benefits of complementary
interaction. This option is discussed
in the section below on "The Variety
Mixture Option."
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Use of fungicides-Farmers arc
ad-ised not to use fungicides
prophvlactically blut. because tIhe
are averse 'o risk and cornnol!v finId
.1 difficult to spray on 11c 'octe
day, Iicy of il do not folh w the
advice Lilfortit latel v. tle ten(lelt'v
to prophylact ic tcfeattlent inureasc,
st'lri'tion for Ia igicidt ilisetisihivit v ill
Ithogen poptlaltion;.FalIllers are
also ci icon ra.,(e

ic( di versify their
i-eatllncts atll)llg the available
Il ngic ities lit t: al 'Iec
aere Vr',' few

distinct fI nieict groups aleiong
which to dive:'sifv: ) the major
triazele group
a broad
of ac ii\ity thuslias
cntcoragingSpe)trtun
repeatcd
rise anti cOntililltis sc'l(

liioll for

illseosit~vitv: and c) tramutact rtrs
ontV
(he t.
of m"llixt orcs
(f fungicides that have alre'ady butci
widely used
scparltcl.*
N. This nla ,v

requires only it differen _e in
resistance betweei the componenis.
Such comparisons siot-d involve
go
.
etric rather than arithmetic
incans (3). but even tiher,, spread in
the mixUc can be reduced. A
simple explanati~on is that the
reaction of a more resistant
(' ll)onenl is less aff-'cted by
variatiOll in i noculum1l densi'V than
that of a morc susceptible
('Oml)onint. Ihus, tlie more

susceptible compo.iiiet becolls less
'f'cted to a greater degree than the
llot-c resistanit component becomes
more i, feeted. The net effect of
reduced infCrti,. will become more
pirOttnc(ettd as the distance between
tit' stisce tiblc l)lan s is increased.
The

henonienorn cal he exploited

ni'eore effectively in1 r:stricting

lead ts rapid selction of );l(7
gt'tnotypes \W'il .'(oitl)lt'x

,nhisma I a
mtoogens that ieincit specific
aldapta ion !(, resistant hosts,
cotmbinoation., of ftligicidc
ilssuming that the pathogen tends to
itiseasitivi tv chrat-'tens (15).
~aapt singly to different hosts rather
than to combinations of hosts (14).
llowt'vcr, farmers atl ' becotiing n'r Under these conditions, the
conscious of li
t t)stof peso:cidcs
stuscept ibi!itv of host A to one
and of I.tiliC
11on('Cli abonl their
fraction of the poptdation is
use. The 'onse'e tt'lles of' t 1lmse
rtetiticted by the presence of host B,
attittdites could he to relax selection
wI mch is resistant to that fraction.
for fungIicidCI

insensil i, itY and Lo

place a lig-r
'rnit
urn on inictiletd
diseas( resistance.

The Variety Mixture Option
Sonie of the work on varietv
nixtures and nittltilines has been
icviewed recenly (9). This .section

highlights sote-, of
important features
relevant to disease
mixtures and their
wheat cultivatiol.

tic mrne
of the review,
control in
potential use in

The mechanisms of disease
:ontrol in mixf.ures
To restrict the spread of an airborne
pathogen in a variety mixture
re!ati e to the mean spread in the
compoients grown as pure stands

Conversely. the susceptibility of host

1 to a different fraction is restricted
by the presence of ho,;t A which is
resistant to that fraction. The
addition of other resistant hosts
increases the effect, )rincipall
because of the increased separation
of plants with the same genotype.
Each addition, however, has a

smaller effect and there is probably
little to be gained f'e'om increasing
the number of components beyond
five.
Disease control
The net effect of interaction between
several hosts can be considerable;
disease may be reduced to less than
5% of expectation under favorable
conditions (16). Commonly, in a
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three-component mixture of spring
barley varieties, the level of powdcry
mildew infection is about half that of
the mean of tile components grown
alone.
Trials with spring barley and mildew
infection indicated the necessity fr
intimate mixing of the components,
Indeed, there were indications that a
high seed rai.w was desirable for the
lixture so as to reduce tile average
tiller number and thus increase the
interaction between neighboring
plants of differeni resistance
genotype. More recently, it has bc n
suggested (6) that the aptropriatc
spatial arrangement of the
componenits of a mixture depends ol
whither or not the pathogen initliats
separate foci. If it
the epidemic ill
does so, implying a slow start trot i
few initial points in the field, lien
the spatial arrangement of tlhe hosts
isnot critical; relatively large host
tinit areas will be as effectivo as
small areas. If foci are not evident ias
is true of barley mildew, implying a
rapid start to the epidemic from
many points, then intimate inixing
of the host varieties is essential.
Since the focal nature of el)idemics is
likely to be environmentally variable
and therefore tinpredirtable, tile
safest procedureimay be to o(lJfor
intimate nixinf.
Most of the evidence for disease
control in mixtures has come from
trials with crown rust of oats (2) anl
powdery mildew of spring barley
(13). However, evidence from
elsewhere suggests that some control
of airborne pathogens nlia be
expected from appropriate mixtures
of any crop.
Mixtures and durability
of disease control
It has often been arguied that variety
mixtiires or mtltilines would select
rapidly for recomtbinants in the
pathogen population that would

overcome all components. This na'
be true for multilines in which the
conmponents are near-identical and
the resistance genes have been
exposed previously to the paihogern
po)utlation. Ilowever, if the pathogen
race adapted to all components is at
SOme coipelitive disadvantage on a
purtionlar component agaii.st tne
race adapted only to that
C0om1ponenit, then the oi(oline is
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predictable (1). Indeed. there has so
tar been no field evidence for a
consistent increase in a complex race
on a variety nmfixltre (10).
Forthernior. if a single race able to
infcct all components does hecom
predlom iant, it is tinlikely to attack
all componetInts to IIh, same degree:
there may be residual resistance in
soine. In this case. tie level of
infbeetion viii tend towards that of
the loost resistant collt)onenI.
'o help to guard against a p,'ssible
loss in effectiveness of a widely
grown mixtture. it is strongly
recommended to diversify the
Composition of lixtlres. Tfhis
requi'enent adds to the desirability
of using mixtures with only few
components since these (can be
matched eacily fot quality and
harvest matirity and ftew
components can readily be
int roduced.

The effect of disease control on
yield: mean yield
There are two options "or comparing
the yield of a mixture with that of
pure crops: Use eitht r the mean of
tile coml)onents or hf-yield of the
best component. The argtument for
the latter is supposedly practical; the
comparison shotild be made
rigorously between mixture yield and
the farmer's best available option.
lowever, this presupposes that it is
possibie to predict which component
will be the best yielding in a futttre
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environment. Statistical analysis,
supported by practical experience,
shows that this is generally not
possible, even if large bodies of trials
data were available. For most areas
of the world, such data are not
available, so that the only sensible
option is to comparo mixture yield
with tile mean of the conmponents
grown as pure stands,
During 11 years of trials at the Plan,
Breeding Institute, more than 150
mixtures, mostly with three
conponents. were compared with
their components (17). Among these,
122 were described as well-chosen
mixtures in that they provided
effective control of povdery mildew
(other diseases occurred only
occasionally and in small amounts).
These mixtures provided a mean
yield increase of 8%, with most of
the individual yields distributed
around those of the best components
(Table 1).
The poorly chosen mixturets were
defined as those composed of highly
susceptible components such that

the disease control that did occur
was insufficient to protect the
mixture from heavy infection. Even
under these conditions, tile yield
distribution of the mixtures was
better than that of the individual
pure stands.

The effect of disease control on
yield stability
Stability of yield is often said to be of
more importance to a farmer than is
ijigh yield. It is therelore necessary
to consider the stabi!ity of the high
yields of mixtures. Among the trials
summarized in Table 1, there were
some in which the same mixtures
and their components were
compared over different
vnvironments, mostly among years
(17). From these data, it was shown
that the yields of three-component
mixtu-Os were about as stable as the
mean yields of their components
grown as sets of three pure cultures,
equivalent 1o the strategy of variety
diversification. Mixing and
diversification providectilore stablh
yields than pure culture of single
varieties (Figures 1 a-c). A similar
distribution of results was obtained
for a set of 12 winter wheat mixtures
in 1986 even though there was little
d'ease. ldividual trial effects were
lot significant but, in all
comparisons, the mixture yield
cxceeaed that of the mean of the
components.

The lack of data on yield stability of
a single mixture grown in diverse
locations provided part of the
stimulus for a project that is being
undertaken by the author and Dr.
H.J. Dubin. The intention is to run
trials at many sites internationally
over 3 years, using widely adapted

Table 1. Comparisons of yield data for
well-chosen and less well-chosen
mixtures of three varieties; yields in t/ha

Choice

Mixture
No.
Av. yield

Av. yield of
pure components
% gain

Mixture better than
0
1
2
3
components

Good

122

5.61

5.20

8***

0

12

50

60

Poor

30

4.66

4.58

2*

4

6

13

7
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TA

CIMMYT wheat varieties that differ

6-

in their disease resistance
characters.
5-__--__--Summary of advantages
N..
of variety mixtures

5- .

The principal advantages of variety
in relation to disease
control, mean yield and yield
staoility have been described above.
In addition, it should be pointed out
that mixtures may provide some

.mixtures

4-

X:
32-

Claetadvantage

relative to pure stands in

response to non-airborne pathogens
and abiotic stresses if there is some
variation in the mixture with respect
to the stress. This is because

.
Egmont CE)
IGoldnarkcr
(G)
Triumph (T)

neighboring plants less affected by

the stress may be able to
compensate in terms of yield for
those that are more affected: this
cannot happen in a pure stand
unless the stress only affects random
individuals.

I
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Figure la. Mean yields (t/ha) each
of four spring barley varieties
grown as pure stand in each of six
trial years.
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Figure lb. Mean yields (t/ha) of four
spring barley varieties grown as
pure stands but expressed as the
average for each of the four
possible set-; of three permutated
from them. Lach line thus
expresses the effect of diversifying
among three varieties,

1982

1984

1985

1986

Figure Ic. Mean yields (t/ha) of
each of the four possible mixtures
of three components that can be
derived from four varieties.
Note: The horizontal line in Figs. la-c

represents the mean yield over the whole
period.
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In relation to airborne pathogens, the The po'~mtial adv ,ntages of
composition of a mixture can be
cultivating mixtures on a large-scale
arranged to provide control of a
appear to have been recogni.ed first
range of diseases in a way that is
in the German Democratic Republic
difficult to achieve in a single host
(GDR) where 60% of that country's
genotype (Table 2). From this table,
malting barley crop is now produced
the three-coinponent mixtures
from in ixtures. The popularity of this
appear to be especially suitable tor
aporoach has been influenced by the
mildew control because they are all
high Cost of fungicides in the GDR;
reasonably resistant and the
for a similar reason. it, is likely that
resistances are derived from dil'k-r t Poland will soon have a large area of
genes. Against each of the rust
variety mixtures. Interest has been
diseases, a different pair of
slower to develop in western Europe,
components is resistant, so that the
although the area of mixtures in
mixture should be highly resistant to Denmark is considerable, , lped by
both rusts,
public concern against the over-use
Of pesticides.
By using mixtures, and particularly
if a range of different mixtures is
Summary of disadvantages of
provided, the farmer is forced into
variety mixtures
variety diversification with little
Other than the reluctance.
eflort on his part. The greater the
particularly on the part of the seed
area that is occupied in such a
trade, to change any featurc of the
strategy, the larger will be tie
agricultural system, the main
overall benefit, relative to large-scale
disadvan!age of rixtures lies in the
pure culture, as the size of ,ach
acceptance of the product by large
pathogen population is damped
scale users of grain. lowever, the
down.
technical reasons are often not
Table 2. Disease resistance characters of three winter wheat varieties. A
high number denotes resistance
Disease

Brock

Norman

Rendezvous

Powdery mildew

8

7

7

Yellow rust

7

4

9

Leaf rust

4

8

9

Septoria nodorum
blotch

7

5

7

Scptoria tritici blotch

6

4

6

Eyespot

4

5

8

Data from the NIAB leaflet. Recommended List of Cereal Varieties, 1987
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strong and may be removed if a
limited range of mixed grain were to
be produced in large quantity; this
appears to be the case in the GDR.
Agronomically, there are few
difficulties. It is iml)ortant to ensure
that the range of harvest naturitv of
the iixtur components is less than
tili potential range of harvest dates:
where herbicides are used, the
components intist have the same
range of sensitivitles.
Ulnfortuirately. it is usually necessary
to reconstitute tile mixttires alfter one
or two cycles of production because
of drift in their colposition. Such
changes often result from tile
competitive action of the most
vigorous compo:neii, it-cquently
unrelated to disease resp
1 ,ise.
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Chapter 9
Current CIMMYT Approaches in
Breeding Wheat for Rust Resistance
S.Rajaram. R.P. Singh, and E.Torres, Wheat Program. CIMMYT, Mexico
Abstract
Wheat varieties derived from CWMAIYT gerinplasinare grown on more than
50 million ha in the developing world. Because these materialsare grown on
such a largc area which probably will increase in the Ihture, the CIMMYT
breeding policy has been to maintain and enhance diversity of rust
resistaliceillwheat gerniplasin. International nultilocationaltesting (IMT)
has maide an important contribution in ascertainingthis genetic diversity. Ill
addition to IMT, CIMMYT employs some genetic analyses in its improvement
strate,-'. CIMMYT believes that utilization of majorgene, pathotype-specific,
vertical resistance (VI'?) as described by Sinimonds (Chapter10) could lead to
pJcl'cariolssituations: as an allernative to the endless incorporationof
resisitc L'*nes or gene combinations, CIMMYT has pursued and
recommends bceding for what Sinmnonds describes in Chapter 10 as
polygeiiic. pathot vpe'-non-specific horizontal resistance(1IR) which portends
durability of resistance. Ila global context, durable resistance(or"stabilit.i
and ,L'cnetic diversil v'arc
'
of paramount importance in CIMAMY7's breeding
progratl. The ideal situation would be to identif\' a gene or set of genes that
may prove to have provided durable resistaniceas a foundation and then
colitilllaiiv
1'Ollbincadditionalgenes for resistance to ensure genetic
diversit v.Still l'ust rsitamlce (Sm'2 complex) derived from the variety Hope
and Ili lst re istalce (Ir13 'complex)derived f'rom the varietv Frontana
arc the foundation of l'resisallCedurability to these two diseases in CIMAMYT
gertnpa.mn. 1For yellow (stripe)rust. the CIMMYT-bred variety Anza has been
re'ported t,) harit durable resistance to the disease. CIMMYT routinely
identifies lincs with partialresistance (slow rusting) in the field and believes
this emdeavor has mnade important contributions to sustainabintY of'wheat
Yielcls worldu'ide. CIMMYT has pursued nmultiple major gene-based resistance
on ly as a supplnentarvstrategy and is activelv looking into the revival of'
the' de''clopnci'nt and use of Ii]ultiline eomposites/cult ivar nlixt ures.

Introduction

Both yield potential and productivitv
of wheat have steadily increased in

The CIMMYT wheat improvement

many agroelimatic environmients

program l)rodtces high-yielding,
broadly adapled, rust-resistant
germplasm lor the less developed
counttries (LDCs). In 1967-68 higlhvielding semidwarf wheats were
growu on about 5 million ha in the
LDCs: by 1982-83 this area had
increased to 50.7 million ha (3). Most
of these wheats are either CIMMYT
materials or are lines derived from
crosses with CIMMYT germplasm in
national programs,

with genetic advance for disease
resistance playing a principal role. In
the southern part of Sonora. Mexico,
yield 1potential for bread wheats in
this favorablh environment doubled
from 3000 kg/ha to 6000 kg/ha
between 1950 and 1960. From 1960
to 1980. yield potential increased
further bv at least 100 kg per year.
Most varieties released in the 1980s
have yielded more than 8000 kg/ha
in the Yaqui Valley of Sonora. In a
favorable year, it is not unusual to
realize as much as 9000 kg/ha.
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Due to those yield gains and
subsequent increases in production,
especially in optimum growing
environments, the sustainabilitv of

yield is a central and continuin'g

objective of the CIMMYT wheat
breeding programs. The potential
genetic vulnerability to mutable
pathogens, parti,.ularly the rust
fungi, warrants to) priority for
research, especially in regard to
which ypc of resistance should )e
chosen and which breeding
methodology will be used to achieve
that resistance. Although there have
been sporadic, isolated epidemics of'
leaf rist on semidwarfs. it is
iotewortliv that major rust
panidei ics, phenonlena that
frequently occurred in the past oin
wheat land races in developing
eouliries, have riot been reported
since ihc large-scale introduction of
scm idwarf varieties 20 years igo.

The durable r(sistance to stem rust
and leaf rust has been achieved
despite the fact that more than 50
million ha of senidwarfs have been
planted in an environment that is
very condu(cive to the development
of these diseases. F'urthermore, in
the Indian Su)continent
approxinlately 7 million ha are
grown to one variety, Sonalika. Ihat
is resistant to sten rust. Prior to the
introduction of the semidwarfis, few
observers would have predicted that
Sonalika would have displayed the
durability of resistance that it has
considering that it occupies such a
large area. Sonalika was introduced
20 years ago in India. Since
semidwarfs now occupy
approximately 50% of tne wheat
acreage in the developing world, it is
opportune to evaluate the durability
(stability) of rust resistance in
semidwarfs (especially in regard to
stem rust and leaf rust associated
with Mexican-CIMMYT semidwarf
bread wheats). This chapter

highlights the critical factors that
have provided stable rust resistance
in CIMMYT gernplasm worldwide.

Incorporation

of Genetic Diversity
Recognizing that wheat varieties
derived from CIMMYT materials are
grown on such a large area and are
exposed to tile,'rent pathogens under
conditions that Inav l'avor disease
development, CIMMYT breeding
policy has been to utilize sources of
germplasm that are as diverse as
possible for rust resistance. Tile
current array of varieties in
CIMMYT's bread wheat crossing
block consists of 'arieties and lines
with the following characteristics
and geographic origins:
1) Sterm1 rust- and leaf rust
resistant germhplasin from the
Sout hetrn Cone countries of
South America.
2)

Yellow rust- ano1 leaf rust
resistant germplasm from the
Andean region of South
America.

3)

Rust-resistant gernplasm from
Central Amcrica, including
Mexico.

4)

Rust-resistant wheat lines from
North America:
a) Yellow rust-resistant lines
from the Pacific Northwest.
b) Stem rust- and leaf rust
resistant lines from the Great
Plains of the USA and
Canada.

5)

Stem rust- and leaf rust.
resistant lines from the Indian
Subcontinent.

6)

Stem rust- and yellow rust
resistant lines from the eastern
highlands of Africa, including
Kenya.
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7)

Rust-resistant lines and
varieties from North Africa, the
Iberian Peninl3ula, and Middle
East, including the Nile Valley
region.

8) Yellow rust-resistant liiies from
westC'l Europc.
9) Stnem -tS-resislaill liiics fromn
southern Europe.
10) Stemn rust-resistant lint's [roin
Austrilia and New Zealand
(Oceania).

The flow !)I
gerlplasill to alnd frol
the bread wheat iml)roxement
prograin is continuous and CIMMYT
scielItists are in contact with
national riogirain scientists to enstire
this germ plaisnl exchange. The

existence of genetic diversity in
CIMMYT gerrnplasin. Indeed, the
initiation of international testing
canc about because three people
envisioned its use for identifying
diverse and durable sources of
resistance. Dr. E.C. Stakman
pIroposed the USDA International
Riist Ntlrserv ill1950; Dr. N.E.
l orlaug )roposed similar testing for
CIMMYT in 1958-59: and Dr. John
Niederhaiser itilated such testing
for tilie
Rockefel'er Foundation's
Potato Program illthe 1960s. This
testing symptom is now fully' in place
for major crops whose imnprovenent
is dealt with at other Iiternational
Agricull ral Research Ccuters
(IARCs) and at major agri'iltliiral
universitics in the United States with
international program s.

exchange of germplasni and sccoilby its use in the breeding program.
When a new yellow rust rac Was
introduced into Australia in the early
1980s, most of tile locally developed"
varieties without CIMMYT

It shot1id bel)emhasized
thal
internaiional in ilt
ilocat ion testing
(IM'T is conlpleinent ar to traditional
gelletic analysis and both should be
parts of an overall improvement
stialtegy. Some geneticists/plant
pathologis:s have criticized the
system perhaps without giving (ilie
consideration to its henefits, which

g(rnplasm in their pedigrees wyere

have inclIded the dlevelopIent of

highly suscelptibl,. but CIMMYTderived gerniplasm was highly
resistant (R.A.McIntosh, pers.
comn.). This situation perlllittCl
Australian plant breeders to use
CIMMYT gerniplasm as a l)rincipal
source of yellow rust resistance in
their breeding programs.

geri plasnli with tile combined traits
of high yield potential, broad
adaptation, and resistance to the
three rusts. CIMMYT has employed
both IMIT and genetic analysis in its
improvement strategy. as \\,ill
become clear in this chapter.

sources of rust resistane in CIMMYT
gcrinplasm have, by intent, cen
kept very diverse, first by tle

International Multilocation
Testing: A System That Aids

Genetic studies have suggested that
wheat genotypes that are resistant to
a given rust disease in maly

the Enhancement of Genetic
Diversity in CIMMYT
Germplasm

dissimilar locations-as indicated by
low average coefficients of

Although multilocation testing is not
a perfect system for idcentilying
resistance sources, evidence
accumulated in CIMMYT over mnany
years would indicate that
multilocational testing has greatly
facilitated the confirmation of the

infection-often contain multiple
factors for resistance (14).
Irrespective of' whether some of this
resistance is race-non-specific, a line
that contains several functioning
resistance geres has a better chance
to have stable resistance against a
changing pathogen than one with a
single gene resistance. By testing
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lines at a number of epidemiologically dissimilar sites and
exposing the lines to the greatest
possible range of virulence factors,
the probability of identif\,ing lines
that may prove to have had durable

patterns of reaction to diseases at
diverse sites that possess different
combinations of virulence factors
allow grouping of lines with distinct
sets of resistance genes. Although
the individual genes cannot be

increased,

provide a simple, rapid means of
identifying lines with different

resistance should, in principle, be

identified thus, the method does

CIMMYT recognizes that. in certain

resistance genes for use in the

situations, a sin-le gene, such as
Li-l9, will give a low average
coefficient of intfction because no
virulence has developed for that of'
infection gcnc. 13tit such a sittlation1
is rare and stiould bc treated as an
exception. The resistance of' most

breeding program (4). Table 1
provides a list of the bread wheat
nurseries that comprise part of
CIMMYT's molt ilocation testing
sYsteil.
In1Table 2, the genetic diversity of
188 advai ced lines of" bread wheat is
shown for resistance to stem rust,
leaf rust, and yellow rust. The lines

lines showing low average coefficient

of in fecions in international
nturseries is polygenic (14).

A low avCiage coefficient of infclion
may he associated, but not
necessarily, with the presence of
broad-based resistance. Analyses of

are classed into eight arbitrary

groups. Such noticeable differences
suggest the existence of different
groups of varieties where response to
rust is under distinct genetic control.

Table 1. Major international bread wheat nurseries distributed
by CIMMYT
for the evaluation of disease resistance. Different locations have
different
pathogen populations

Nursery

No. Sets Approximate
distributed
no. of
(1986-87)
entries a/

International Bread Whea, Screening Nursery (IBWSN)

186

250

International Septoria Observation Noursery (ISEPTON)

90

100

Helminthosporitm Resistance Screening Nursery
(HRSN)

84

100

Seal) Resistance Screening Nursery (SRSN)

61

80

International Diseasc Trap Ntursery (IDTN)

245

200

(I3YDVSN)

54

150

Drought Screening Nursery (DSN}

50

150

Aluminum Tolerance Screening Nursery (ATSN)

50

150

Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus Screening Nursery

a/ Gerniplasn included in eactn nursery is different and serves different
rnega-environinents:
rust evaluation is made ol each entry and ACI calculated on the basis of
IMT data
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Additional genetic analysis is
criti'ally needed to interpret the
genetic makeup of these groups but
is not absolutely essential for plant
breeding. The CIMMYT Wheat
Program does perform some analyses
onl .zlected groups of genotypes, but
this work should be expanded,
preferably conducted as collaborative
research with other (enters of
excellence.
It should be emphasized that "hot
spot" locations (those locations with
maximum variabilty of a pathogen

and/or severity of a disease) are
carefully selected for inclusion in the
IMT program. Table 3 lists locations
currently used as hot spots. Hot spot
locations for rusts exist in Kenya,
Ecuador, and Mexico.
Durability of Resistance

and Genetic Diversity
General features
In a global context, durable rust
resistance, along with genetic
diversity for thwarting genetic
vulnerability, is of paramount

Table 2. Genetic diversity in 188 advanced lines of 18th International
Bread Wheat Screening Nursery classified into average coefficient of
infection (ACI) in respect to the three rusts in International
Multilocation Testing (IMT)
Disease

No. of
No. of entries in ACI classes
loca
tions 0-2 2.1-5 5.1-10 10.1-15 15.1-20 20.1-30 30.1-40 40.1-60

Leaf rust

31

38

33

44

29

28

9

7

0

Sutm -ist

12

21

67

44

25

14

14

2

1

Yellow rust

24

18

30

59

29

27

17

2

6

Table 3. Hot spot locations for various diseases currently utilized by
CIMMYT for shuttle breeding and testing
Location

Disease

Njoro. KuiNya

Stem rust

Quito, Ecuador

Yellow rust

Cd. Obregon. Mexico

Leaf rust

Rio I3ravo, Mexico

Leaf rust

Poza Rica, Mexico

Hielminthosporium leaf blotch

Holetta, Elthiopia

Septoria tritici blotch

Toluca, Mexico

BYDV

Nanjing, China

Fusarium head scab
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importance in CIMMYT's breeding
program. It is essential that
germplasm with different genetic
nakeup for rust resistance is
available to breeders for deployment.
However, as has been (lis.tussed in
the literatur', it is quite )ossible that
a particular genetic resistance may
succumbn
to
.Atw biotypC.
Whellever this happens, the breeder
develops materials with another kind
of, resistance or collbination of
resistances, un til that is overcone
also. The availabilitv of genticallv
diverse materials has so far allowed
breeders to keep on utilizing those
resistances. CIMMYT believes that
this major gene, pathotype-specific,
vertical resistance (VR) as defined by
Simlnonds in Chapter 10 is a
precarious situation and, in tile
event of the (levlopment of new
pathotypes, could result in
catastrophic epidceinics.
An alternative to the continmuos
development of new sets of
resistance gene combinations is to
attemlpt to breed for resistance that
has a better probability of being
durable. In the literature, there ate a
number of instances of' rust
resistance associated with durability.
Breeding exclusively for one set of
resistance genes, even if they are of
a stable nature, is likely to result ill
a narrowing of genetic variabilitythis is not satisfactory in a global
context. The ideal situation would be
to identify a gene or set of genes for
probable durability of resistance to
be used as a backbone, and then
continually combine various other
sets of genes to provide genetic
diversity. This situation would result
in germplasm that combined genes
for durability of resistance with other
resistance genes. We need these
other genes even though we already
have durable resistance genes
because, in many instances, the gene
or genes for durable resistance
perform better in the presence of

other genes. I listorical evidence of
durable resistance is an indication of
polygenie, patlhotype-nonspecific,
horizontal resistance (HR) as
described by Simnnonds in
Chapter 10.
Use of the Sr2 complex in
CIMMYT germplasm for control
of stem rust
I'he stei rust resistance derived
froi the variety Iope (Sr2 conplex)
secens to have providtd the
foundation for durable resistance to
stem rust in CIMMYT gerimplasni.
Durable resistance in CIMMYT
germplasm to stein rust undoubtedly
facilitated adoption of semidwarf
germ plasm iii nny developing
countries. Before the Sr2 comnplex
was bred into the scmidwarfs, stenl
rust created periodic havoc in South
America. Asia, and Africa. Analysis
of conl)araliVe st l rust iii Ction
data oil local land race, improved
tall. and scm idwart varieties
indicates that senidwarfs are, in
general, more resistant than tile local
land races and unimproved tall
varieties ('fable 4). This finding is
contrary to the opinion of critics of
tile grIe(l revolution.
As far as canl be ascertained, the
enhanced resistance to stem rust in
CIMMYT semidwarfs is associated
with the Sr2 gene complex (Sr2 gene
in combination with various other
genes), derived from the variety
Ncwthatch, a Minnesota release,
which inherited it from the variety
I-lope (Figure 1). It is unlikely that
Sr2 alone would have imparted this
durable resistance. It is CIMMYT's
contention that the Sr2 gene in
combination with other genes is
responsible for this d]ura,,Ie
resistance. Dr. A.P. Roelfs, University
of Minnesota (unpublished) has
postulated that the resistance of
most of the CIMMYT semidwarfs to
stem rust is associated with Sr2;
however, he ascertained that there
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were additiom.; genes (sometimes
three to four) in the background. The
Sr2 complex is an excellent example
of the combination of a durable
resistance gene plus an array of
additional genes which has
('ompound (hirable resistanec to
stem rust in CIMMYT gerimiplastit.
Si itee varieties dcri\,cd fronm CIMMYT

germplasm have remained resistant
to stern rust in worldwide testing, it
is suggested that the Sr2 complex in
CiMMYT iwheats is a typical example
of the HR charaer referred to by
Silin monds in Chapter 10, not VIR. It
is important to note that stem rust
rcsistance in CIMMYT germplasrn
has not been conferred through tile

Table 4. Bread Wheat Regional Disease Trap Nursery (RDTN) data
(average coefficient of infection) for stem rust (P. graminis f.sp. tritici)
from approximately 50 locations in 30 countries
Year
Mean
1978

1979

1980

1981

21.8

21.8

21.1

19.6

21

Inproved Tall

9.2

8.6

9.9

9.3

9

Scimidwarf

7.8

4.7

5.1

6.2

6

Local

t

Soirlc: ('IMMYT. tpltblistt(l.

Ncwthhatch

ClANO (67

'(

(H

70 *

tPaoii76

*

[Chap~iito 53-

L r na Rojo 64

111

g

-1

Figure 1. Major wheat cultivars of Mexico ()from 1950 onwards that
have remained resistant to populations of stem rust under fiel"'
conditions. Their resistance is probably derived from the cultivar
Newthatch (Sr2).

2
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pres me of a single gene (i.e., Sr2)
but through a complex of genes in
which Sr2 plays a principal role. l)rs.
R.A. McIntosh, Universiiy of Sydney.
and A.P. Roclfs (both contributors to
these proceedings. Chapteci I and 2
respectively) have confirmed this in

two to four additional genes (A.P.
Roelfs, pers. comm.). These
additional geCnes, which may or may
not be modifiers, include Sr5, Sr6,
Sr7a. Sr7b Srna, Sr9b, Sr9d, Sr9e,
Sr g'. SrlO, Srl 1, Sri2, Srl 7, Sr24,
Sr26. Sr3O. St3l, and Sr36.

personal coiu lului('atia)ns.

As already mentioned. le ariginal
source of Sr2 was the variet\ Hope
(and the related line H44-24) which
has remained resistant to stein rust
for the last 70 years. tIniversity )I
Minnesota br;:'eders used 1lope in
their progr-arn and produced
Newthatch. )r. N.F. Iorlaug of
CIMMYT used Ncwvhatch in the
Mexican/Rockefeller Foundation
breeding program in the eary 1950s:
since then this complex has entered
a ';tibstantial amnount oflgermplasni.
Knot', (9) and Green and I)vek (6)
have described genes Sr/2, Sr7b
Sr9d, Sri 7, and Srl8 in the varicy
Iope. IHare and McIntosh (7) located
Sr2 in Hope and Hlope derivatives in
the short arm of chronosome 313.
These authcrs also found that the
amount of rust development on
varielies w;'ith Sr2 was variable and
may have be'n modified by' alleles at
additional loci.
CIMMYT (16) and Minnesota (18)
studies have also provided some
confirimatjrv evidence that Sr2 alone
gives only a slow rusting response
when tested with races in Mexico:
however, when combined with other
resistance genes, this has resulted in
enhanced levels of durable
resistance.
Over the last 20 years (1965-1985).
the CIMMYT breeding program ha,
attempted to incorporate diversity in
conjunction with Sr2. Most of the
genetic combinations displayed in
the international nurseries sent to
CIMMYT cooperators have Sr2 plus

Distribution of the Lrl3 complex
in CIMMYT germplasm as a
safeguard against leaf rust

The South American variety
Frontaia has been judged to be one
,f the best sou,-ces of durable
resistance to leaf rust (A.P. Roelfs,
pers. comm.). The variety was first
used in the Mexican-Rockefeller
Program in the 1950s. The genetic
analysis of this variety by Dyck et al.
(5) has indicated the presence of
Lri3 and other genes. The current
general opinion, especially of Drs.
J).J. Samborski, Canada Department
of Agriculture, Winnipeg, A.P. Roelfs,
and R.A. Mcintosh (pers. comm.) is
that 'he Lrl3 gene, in combination
with L'e other genes, inay impart a
high degree of durable resistance to
leaf rtst. Under Mexican conditions,
this gene complex shows a slow
rusting characteristic-similar to the
Sr2 complex phenomenon discussed
above (i.e., pathotype-non-specifie,
horizontal resistance or HR as
described by Simmonds in Chapter
10. CIMMYT recognized the
importance of this gene complex in
the early 1970s when it was
transferred, along with other genes,
into many wheat varieties. Table 5
provides a partial list of these
varieties.
Again, it should be emphasized that
LrJ3 alone confers only a measure of
resistance, at least in Mexico, and
only in conjunction with other genes
does it provide a degree of resistance
with high probability of being
durable. The mode of action of the
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Lrl3 complex in the MexicanCIMMYT Program is ron-specific
resistance (HR as described by
Simmonds in Chapter 10, and the
most important aspect is that Lr)3
must be combined with other genes.
Varieties such as Genaro 81, Pavon

Dr. R.A. McIntosh suggest that, most
CIMMYT lines have the Lr13
(:omplex (unpublished data).

76, and Torim 73 have remained
resistant to leaf rust in Mexico for 6,
11, and 14 years respectively.
Analyses of CIMMYT advanced lines
in the rust laboratories at the
University of Minnesota by Dr. A.P.
Roelfs and at Castle Hill Australia by

semidwarf wheats, compared over a
4-year period indicates that the
semidwarfs are more resistant than
the other two lTabe 6). This reflects
effective deployment of genetic
resistance to leaf rust on a worldwide
basis.

A; analysis of the resistance
spectrum to leaf rust in local land
i ..cc types, tall improved, and

Table 5. CIMMYT varieties and CIMMYT derivatives from India and
Pakistan with r,r13 a/

Variety

Coutry
of
Adoption

Country
of
Adoption

Variety

Sonaliki

India

Kea"S"

Mexico

lnia 66

Mexico

PrI"S"

Mexico

Tobari 56

Mexico

Myna"S"

Mexico

Nui 70

Mexico

Chilero"S"

Mexico

Yeeora 70

Mexico

Kauz"S"

Mexico

Zaragoza 75

Mexico

PrI[S"/Vee"S"

Mexico

Pavon 76

Mexico

Punjab 81

Pakistan

Tonichi 8i

Mexico

Part 73

Pakistan

Geraro 81

Mexico

Lyallpur 73

Pakistan

Ures 81

Mexico

Kohinoor 83

Pakistan

Gal\,cz 87

Mexico

Sandal 73

Pakistan

Trap No. I

Mexico

Sarhad 82

Pakistan

Garuda"S"

Mexico

Zargoon 79

Pakistan

a/ Source: R.A. McIntosh. tUniversity of Sydrey and R.P. Singh. CIMMYT
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Advances made in durability
of resistance to yellow
(stripe) rust
Data on yellow (stripe) rust from the
international nurseries for land race,
improved tall, and semidwarf wheats
indicate that there has been
improvement for yellow rust in
semidwarfs, but not to the extent
exhibited for stem rust and leaf rust
resistance (Table 7). The data
indicate that local land race types
are more susceptible than imlproved
tails and semidwarfs.

as the Colombian variety Andes. The
Californian variety Anza was bred by
CIMMYT, and has been reported to
be durably resistant to yellow ru,:t
by Johnson (Chapter 6). Anza was
derived from the cross
LR/NIOB//3*ANE and has been
released in North Africa, Sudan,
South Africa, and New Zealand. It is
thought that the durable resistance
of Anza to yellow rust is derived
from the Andes; this hypothesis
should be tested by genetic analysis.
Although the genes conferring
resistance in Anza are likely to be
different from those in Cappelle
Desprez and Little Joss, the effect on
durability of resistance is the same.
In both cases there is a need to

In is crossing program during the
mi-1960s, CIMMYT used varieties
from the Andean region, which were
highly resistant to yellow rust Such

Table 6. Bread Wheat Regional Disease Trap Nursery (RDTN) data
(average coefficient of infection) for leaf rust (P.recondita f.sp tritici)
from approximately 50 locations in 30 countries
Year
-..--.

....

..--

M ean

1978

1979

1980

1981

Local

39.9

31.1

41.6

28.1

35

Improved Tall

19.1

11.4

1,. 1

7.8

13

Semidwarf

12.1

7.1

8.7

6.0

8

Soorce: CIMMYT, unpublished.
Table 7. Bread Wheat Regional Disease Trap Nursery (RDTN) data
(average coefficient of infection) for yellow rust (P. strilformis) from
approximately 50 locations in 30 countries
Year
Mean

1978

1979

1980

1981

11.9

18.3

22.4

18.6

18

Improved Tall

7.9

6.5

9.2

6.9

8

Semidwarf

9.2

8.6

10.0

9.9

9

Lo- -l

Source: CIMMYT, unpublished.
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conduct genetic analysis to elucidate
the genetic control of resistance.
Durable resistance derived from the
variety Anza is widely dispersed in
CIMMYF advanced lines, and hot
spot testing will be continued to
verify the durable resistance to
yellow rust in those advanced lines
that have Anza in their pedigrees.
CIMMYT also plans to continue
collaboration with Dr. R. Stubbs of
IPO, Wageningen, The Net! !,'rlands,
who has a worldwide collect.on of
yellow rust isolates in his laboratory
to test CIMMYT germplasm against
selected yellow rust races.
To accelerate the incorporation of a
wide spectrum of yellow rusi
resistance genes into CIMMYT
semidwarfs, a cooperative shuttle
breeding program has been initiated
involving CIMMYT and national
prograis in Kenya, Ethiopia,
Ecuador, and Peru -each as an
equal partner. This large
international partnership venture in
breeding for yellow rust should be
beneficial to all the parties involved,
Breeding for Partial
Resistance (Slow Rusting)
General features
Partial resistance is a manifestation
of a host:parasite interaction in
which infection occurs, but in which
one or more steps in the infection
process take place with lesser
efficiency than in a susceptible host.
As such, partial resistance has long
been observed and utilized by potato
breeders against the late blight
fungus (10, 19). The first convincing
case of partial resistance (slow
rusting, general-type resistance) to
wheat leaf rust was documented in
1968 (2).
The components of partial resistance
are difficult to detect. tHowever, the
effects of partial resistance can be

quantified by precise observations of
the steps affected, and these data
may be utilized for breeding
purposes (11). Even when specific
effects are not qiuantified, partial
resistance can be detected by a
marked reduction in the rate of
epidemic development (smaller area
under disease curve) (4, 20].
CIMMYT wheat breeders and
pathologists have maintained that
the crucial test for durability of
resistance can only be conducted in
the field over time (12). General
resistance of a partial nature to stem
rust in the adult plant stage was
observed in a number of wheat
varieties such as Yaqui 50, Bonza
55. and Penjamo 62 (12). Sartori et
al. (16) showed in a genetic analysis
of Penjamo 62, lopps, and Mengavi
that these varieties have general.
partial resistance to stem rust, and
that in Mengavi this resistance is due
to a lesser receptivity to infection by
the stem rust fungus. Skovmand et
al. (17) in a different study found a
similar situation in the variety
Mengavi as reported by Sartori et al.
(16).
Identification of components
of
partial resistance (slow rusting)
at CIMMYT
As stated earlier, longer latent
period, smaller pustule (uredium)
size, and pustules per unit area all
play strong roles in retarding disease
development. Tables 8 and 9 list
wheat varieties showing differences
for these components of partial
resistance to leal rust. In Table 8,
the varieties Juzco, Katahdin, and
Favon 76 differed significantly from
Inia 66 in terms of pustule size and
pustule number in the seedling
stage; and for pustule number in the
adult plant stage.
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In Table 9, thc varietes Opata 85,
Pavon 76, Genaro 81. Seri 82,
Myna"S", and Kauz"S" are
compared with the susceptible
cheeks Morocco and Siete Cerros.
The partially resistant varieties
('iffered significantly from both
,cecks for latent period, days to full
infection, and in receptivity. It is

9) are routine activities at CIMMYT.
It is believed that the studies of this
nature, which have been going on for
the last 17 years, have made
important contributions in achieving
sustainability of wheat yields on a
global basis.
Percent infection

noteworthy that this approach is

100

similar to that described by
Parlevliet (Chapter 5), i.e., selection
for types of resistance characterized
by a reduced rate of epidemic
development.

80
Inia 66
60-..
40-Pao

Based on the above results. Figure 2
compares Pavon 76 and Genaro 81
to Inia 66 under field conditions. The
pattern of infection rates of Pavon 76
and Genaro 81 (both partially
resistant) has been shown now for 8
consecutive years. Both varieties
carry the LrJ3 complex (Table 10).

...

.........

20--------
Genaro 81
.'o.
'

'

\
a'

9

"

Figure 2. Slow rusting resistance of
Genaro 81 and Pavon 76 to leaf
rust when compared to Inla 66 (Cd.
Obregon 1984-85).

The procedure to identif, partial
resistance in the field (Figure 2) and
studies of components (Tables 8 and

Table 8. Size and number of pustules in greenhouse trials (seedling and
mature plant) with isolates 82060-B and 82076-A of P. recondita f.sp.
tritici, El Batan, 1983
Genotype

Seedling

Mature plant

Pustule
size
(mm 2 ) a/

No. of
pustules
per cm 2 a/

Pustule
size
(mm 2 ) a!

No. of
pustules
per cm 2 a!

Juzco

0.1605a

4.28a

0.1055a

3.48a

Katahdin

0.2028a

7.14a

0.1052a

2.23a

Pavon 76

0.2098a

9.28a

0.1033a

2.80a

Dove

0.2368b

4.00a

0.1062a

3.01 a

Inia 66 (cheek]

0.2625b

20.28b

0.1 194a

11.51b

Source: Huerta-Espino and Rajaram (in press).
a/ Genotypes followed by different letters are statistically (ifferent at P
(Dunnett Test)

-

0.05
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Breeding for Multiple

Ii multiple major gene resistance is

Major Gene Resistance
Although the longevity of resistance
based on multiple major genes (i.e.,
VR) may be limited and stepwise
mutation can eventually lead to
susceptibility, this strategy has been

to be pursued as a strategy,
pathogenicity analysis is a
prerequisite for maintaining control.
The spectrum of virulence/avirulence
genes for stein rust and leaf rust
identified in Mexico art- given in
Tables 11 and 12, respectively.

successfully eml)loyed in Australia
for stem rust. llowever. given

Resistanee gene analysis can be
conducted utilizing these races.

CIMMYT's global mandate and the
corresponding dilficulty in deploying

Wheln the varieties have conplex
combinations of geneS, known or

genes effectively in an international
coiltext. CINIMY''T has pursued Iiis
as a supplenientary strategy.

unknown, howwer. this nethod is
not adequate. In that situation.
continual genetic analysis is required

Table 9. Analyses of slow rusting components such as latent period,
infection period, and receptivity to leaf rust in eight varieties of wheats
when tested with isolates 87.34A or 87.40B
Isolate
used

Days to
latent
period a/

Days to
full
infectioll a/

No. of
pustules
(10 cm 2 ) a/

Morocco (CelCCK)

87.34A

5.00a

10.00a

228.9c

Morocco (eclirk

87.4011

5.00a

It).O0a

204.6c

Siti

lick}

87.40B

6.00b

10.00a

123.9d

Sic5t (0lrros (ehic'k)

87.34A

6.00b

10.401

119.8d

Opata R5

87.34A

7.60c

12.85d

7-t.0cd

lPavon 76

87.34A

7.65cd

12.00c

80.5cd

Gcnaro 8 1

87.4013

8.19d

14.00c

22.6ab

Seni 82

87.4011

8.80c

1-1.00c

8.7a

Myna"S"

87.4013

8.05ed

13.00d

61. 1be

Kauz"S"

87.40B

9.45f

13.00d

7.5a

0.53

0.19

(CIrTos

LSD

47.40

Source: M. L. Vargas and R. P. Siogh, CIM MYT. 1987 (unptlblislhd).
a/ Differcit let ters cleilote signticart (itle'rcnee at P =0.05 (Duncatn's it, -.v Multiple
Range Test)
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to study diversity and allelic
relationships of resistant varicties,
Stich a study lor leaf rust resistance
in 10 varieties is presented in Table
13. The data indicate that these
varieties possess as many as fuor
Cficective genes and as many as

breeding is a very conservative and
slow approach in regard to yield
bccau;c newer varieties may rapidly
supersede the recurrent pareAt. The
inul tiline approach may offer
considerable merit to maintaining

ilc

vield stalbility, especially in areas at

different genes may be involved in

high-risk from disease. CIMMYT is

conferring leaf rust resisa ncc. Sutch
cuirrcnily in the process of
a study on genclic diversity is
geIa.ll ing nullt ilines lsillg 1t high
imp)ortant for pyramiding rgsist
,ic, yielding varicties Seti 82 and Gcnaro
genes and ultimately achieving
81 fIor stabilizing leaf -rist rcsistancc
multiple gene cornbitat ions.
in li nortihwestern Mexican statts
of Sollora and Sinaloa. Resistlit
Revival of the
gcn~ws Lr9. Lrl9, Lr24. and otlrs
Multiline Approach
t to )e idttntil'ied are being used.
Only I liioerate allocation of
Another \wayi\,
to) achieve st able
(IM NI YT resources is currently
resist lice to discases calsed v
t\'
voted to the iniltilinc al)lroach.
obligate parasit s is through ll'i,
utC
lowtvtr, this may he increa!ed in
of,
ittlliliic'olnp)osites as origiinatl]y
ic fntiire depending iu th ie l'ogcss
proposcd 1',Jciisenl (8)and lBorluig
with nmutilines and ne'w
(1). This iallis of, manipulating rust collaborative rcsam-eh that is
l'teSistln(tc. arnd lilte liltods used h\.
II(tIerwav oil varietal mixtures in
CIMNIYT are disci-sst-d illgreatelr
t'onijuiction with l)r. M. Wolfe at llt
delail elstewhe(.e (I3. 15). NItilliline
inl(am bridgc, England.
Table 10. Genetic constitution of certain CIMMYT/INIFAP varieties
released since 1976 in Mexico in relation to P. reconditp f.sp. tritici
Year of
Cultivar

LR genes

release

NaenozIi 7(i

1976

Ptavon 76

1976

Ciano 79

1979

lit16 # I gene

Toniichi 81

1981

Lrl0. Lr 17 1 2

Genaro 81

1981

Lri..

O)ata 85

1985

Lr10 + 1 ;t1ll1 plait gemie

'~apago 86

1986

Lr 16

(ucurpe, 86

1986

Lr10 -t2 a(hll plant gtnes

Source: R. P. Simigln.

LIt) t slow rtistilig g(ni..s
LI

1.

[),

Lrlt.

I 8+

sl[o\' rustimng getls

d(1hlt
plant genes

Ir26 + slow rtstling genes

t g1.il

.15

Ideal Situation:

The above approach has been

Combining Durable Resistance

pursued to develop resistance to leaf
rust In the set of varieties listed in

and Partial Resistance with
Major Genes

Table 10. The varieties Pavon 76,
Ciano 79. Tonichi 81. Genaro 81,
Opata 85. Papago 86, and Cucurpe
86 have shown a combination of
thlese desirable and different types of
leaf rust resistance. No leaf rust

CIMMYT's preferrcd scenario
requires that the principal thiust
must be a diuraI)I(' resistance
extpressed s partial resistance ill

Ipidemic has occurred in Mexico

(collijlinetion- witfl, m ajor genes that

colir additional sc(.ulriv. For
example the Sit2. Lvi 3. and A\zatype r-esistall(s ar usCd as prin(itpal
cOllpOItis to establish durability
Inrough partial resistance in
conljutttion with otlher g ns.

sinCe 1978 where te above varieties
have been widely adopted. Large
c epidenics of stern rust were
s( ...
thwarted wherever Sr2 plus other
genes for stein rust resistance have

Table 1 1. Virulence/aviruleace combinations of P. graminis f.sp. tritici
identified in Mexico during 1984-86
Sr5.
Sm5.
SrS,
SirS.
S"
!Mr5.
Si S.
MrS.

9a. 9Yd. :l(i8r7;. 7b. 8. Yb.9.
10.
8. 9;i. (id. 36/S-7 . 71). 9b.).Y . 10,
71), . 9a. 9(d, :36/SrTa Yb. Yc. 10.
8. 9a. b.9 d . 36/Sr7ai. 7t). 9c. 10.
H. 9; 1, !)(11.
1 .3 /.r7;. 71). Y1). 9c.
7b. 8. 9a. 9d, 11, :M/Sr7 Y1. 9Y.
9. ,;,91). 9d, 1I1.
,i/Sr7a, 71). 9c.

11. 13.
11. 1:3.
11, 13.
11. 13.
1(0. 13.
).10
13.
10. 13.

2-.
24.
21.
24.
24,
2-.
2.1 .

25. 26.
25. 26.
25. 26.
25. 26.
25, 26,
25. 26.
25. 26.

27,
27,
27.
27,
27.
27.
27.

30. 37
30. 37
30. 37
30. 37
:30. 37
30, 37
30. 37
71). 8. 9ia. 91). 9id.1 1. 36/Sr7a. 9c. 10. 13. 2-1. 25. 26, 27. :30. 37

sm(lll'ccl: U,( 1). ,Silu ih

Table 12. Virulence/avirulence combinations of P. recondita f.sp. triticl
identified in Mexico during 1984-87

Lr1. 3. 3bg, 1I). 13, 17. 27 +3 1/Lr2a. 21). 2c. 15. 23. 24. 26
Lr2c. 10, 17/l.rl . 2a. 21). 3. 3bg. i. 15. 23. 24. 26. 27 # 31.
I. . 3.:1
3) L. 10. 13. 15. 23. 2-1. 26. 27 , 3 I/2a . 2). 2(. 17
lrl .2c. It. (17). 23. 26. (27 31). /2a. 21). 3. 3bg. 13. 15. 24
Lri. 2a, 2h. 2r. 3. 3hg. It). 13. 15. 17. 27- 31/23. 24. 26
lri . 2c. 10. (17). ;2a, 21). 3. 3b
'
13. 15. 23. 24,1 26. 27 + 31
l.rl . 2a. 21. 2c. :3 1bg. 13. 15, 26/1(0, 17. 23, 2-1
Lrl1. 2a. 2b. 2(-. 3. 31)g. 13. 15.
26. 27 4 31,/10, 17, 2Li2a. 21), 2c. 3. 3bg,. 10. 13. !5,23. 27 31. /lrl. 17. 2-1, 26
100(% virli-lnt

.I}t, g n s: 14a. !-1l,.

1)0% i\'ilv(ue

18. 20. aud 28

for gen s; Lirl. i. 9. 11. 16. 19. 2!. 25. 29, 30. and 33

Gelles ill l);li(tl tstrs iltdicalt illicrin(ldial( vil
SI)nr'c: R. 1'. Singlg.

nll
ce
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been used: likewise, wherever Lr13
plus other genes for leaf rust
resistance were used, large-scale
epidemics of leaf rust have been
prevented. Wheji Lrl3 has been used
on its own, ac in the variety
Sonalika. there has been
susceptibility. Where Lr13 has been
absent, as in Mexico in 1977 with
the variety Jupateco 73, there was a
serious epidCemc.

resistance against rust diseases. The
high yield potential of sernidwarfs
would have been short-lived ".f
.lable
resistance to rust diseases had not
been simullaneously bred in. In the
future, We must find new stable gene
,ombinations to complement Sr2
and Lrl3.

CIMMYT also contends that the
Widespread adoption of semidwarls
on more than 50 million ha
worldwide is due, inpart, to durable

1. Borlaug. N.E. 1953. New
approach to the breeding of wheat
varieties resistant to Puccinia
grarninis trilici. Phyvtopathology,
43:467 (Abstract).
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.
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"
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0
-
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D
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D

D

(D)
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D
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D

2

Yaco"S"

D

Bow"S"

BLticbuc"S"

D

D

(D)

3

2
D

Chilero"S"

2
2

Junco"S'"

D

2

Myna"S"

D

2

Hahn"S '

I

Source: R.P. Singh, F I.F 2 , and F3 data.
In body of Table: D= Complletely different genctic basis, in tht Iwo varieties:
(D)=
Partially dlifferent geerieic basis; S = Same genetic basis.
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Chapter 10
Synthesis: The Strategy of Rust
Resistance Breeding
N.W. Simmonds, Edinburgh School of Agriculture, Edinburgh, Scotland
Abstract
The purpose of breeding for disease resistanceis to protect biomass and
hence crop yield. Resistance is simply a state of "less disease";and no
disease (immunity) is rarely a realistic objective. Four kinds of resistance
may usefully be recognized, namely: 1) majorgene. pathotype-specific,
vertical resistance (VR): 2) polYLenic. paLhotype-non -specific, horizontal
resistance (HR); 3) pathotype-non-specific, majorgene resistance(NR); and 4)
interaction or mixture resistance (IR). VR is often effective against immobile
pathogens, but is gencially non-durableagainst mobile, airborneones:
continued disease control is sometimes possible, however, by the use of
multiple (pyramided) VR genes deployed under tight genetical and
pathologicalmanagement. HR is durableand generally fairly highly
heritable: most diseases are co.itrolled thus in many crops. NR is valuable if
available, but is rare. IR. due essentially to heterogeneous VR elements, is
poorly understood, but probably more valuable than is yet generally realized.
Of the wheat rusts, stem rust has been well controlled worldwide lor vears
by pyramided VR genes, but must be judged to retain potential for epidemic
outbreak if tight genetic/pathologicalcontrol were to lapse. Leaf rust is
probably the most damaging of the three rusts at present, the genetic VR
base is narrow and more epidemics must be expected. Yellow rust differs
from the other two in that VR seems to have wholly failed, so that breeders
in Europe have begun to abandon VR and effective HR is recognized and
beginning to be exploited.
CIMMYT breeding has so far been mainly concentrated upon pyrarnidingVR
for all three rusts. but hardly under tight goenetic control. It is arguable that
this is a risky strategy because small farmers in less developed countries can
ill affbrd epidemics that farmers in rich countries could well tolerate. It is
suggested that a reasonable/feasibleshift ofstrategy would be a move
towards research on and exploitation of i-R and IR: in the context of stem
and leaf rusts, both are greatly under-researchedbut must, with all
reasonablecertainty, have much potenial. The shift from VR to HR/IR
emphasis would not conie rapidly but is of very great long-term potential
and practicalimportance. A parallelshift of the grand strategy of the Center
from breeding wheat varieties to strategic(not basic) research is implied and
seems to be consonant with the policy of the Consultative Group tbr
InternationalAgricultural Research.

Introduction
This meeting was primarily
concerned with the three rusts of
wheat on a worldwide basis: there
was, of design, some emphasis on
the CIMMYT context and the last
part of the meeting, indeed,

concentrated upon this. The

authorities in CIMMYT thought that,
though nearly everyone present was
an internationally-respected expert
on some aspect of the cereal rusts, it
would do no harm to have someone
present to sum up, someone who
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had rather wide experience of crops
and disease resistance breeding but
no specialized knowledge of the
rusts. Hence my presence. The
onlooker, they say, sometimes sees
most of the gamc. I was specifieallv
charged by the CIMMYT authorities
tt) formulate some conclusions as to
the Center's breeding strategy. This I
have done and thank my colleagues
both in CIMMYT and abroad for their
many comments; in the end, though,
since there was rather less than total
agreement, !,hose views had better be
attributed to me. But I hope that no
one will feel that they arc seriously
unrepresentative oi thie general trend
of discussion,

diseases is that they act by reducing
13 and hence Y. Disease resistance
brceding is therefore a yield
enhancing procedure that does so by
protcciing biotnass. Disease
resistane is not an objective in its
own right, though it sometimes
seemns to bV th ought of thus. It
matters only insofar as it protects
yield. Ideally, one would like to have
formal proof that disease resistance
is economically worthwhile before
embarking upon breeding. For the
wheat rusts, of course, such proof is
hardly necessary: but the point is
relevant elsewhere because some
diseases call look ba(d )l01 (10 little
damage.

The mat erial for this chapter largely
comnes rotIthe preceding Chapters
and I have fntlnd it ('on venient to
refer to them briefly thlus: [51.
meaning Chapter 5 1) J.E.
Parlevliet. Few other rccttces
s(emedl necessary since we arc
mostly dealing with well known facts
and arguments. A relevant reference
to the general strategy of' disease

,'isu
am-c is simply a stale of less
disease: it is not a state of "no
li15ase and, if one means
im Inunity, one should say so.
Ssccptibilit ' is simply the

resistance breeding is (8) and a

valuable compendium of'papers on
horizontal resistance will be foutid in
(4). The tropical agricultural co(ltexl
of disease resistance is emphasized
in two FAO publications (1, 2).
General Context of
Disease Resistance
The paramouit objective of all plant
breeding is timely high yield in a
clhosent environment. True, yield as
an objective is sometimes qualified
by quality considerations and there
are trade-oils. But, at a given (juality
level, then yield remains
economically dominant. Yield (Y)is
procured by enhancing biomass (13)
(dry matter per unit area) and
partition to desired product (a
dimensionless traction, P)such that
Y = BP. This is a perfectly general
relation and the importance of' plant

('01 plement of resistance but is not

obviously bounded because a state of
total susceptibility is hardly
definable. Resistance scales ofien
present difficulties at the botton end
and. as a general practical poilt, it is
a lIwa\ - htlpful to have \'cry
susc('ptiblc standards ill all
cxlpenmeintls t ) help to define tile
lower houll.
In l)ractice, most crop diseases are
only partially controlled by one
means or another, genetic,
agronomic or chemical. Absolute
control is rare so we generally have
to live with a moderate level of any
particular disease: annoying perhaps
bit (conomicallv tolerable. A state o
izo disc ase is rarely a realistic
objective. Furlhermore, it is not
necessarily evei a desirable one. The
yi,.eld-disease intelsity curve is rarely
linear so that low, even moderate,
levels of disease are often found to
have effects so small as to be
unmeasurable or economically
trivial. Therefore "enough .'esistance
is enough" is a good practical
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maxim: how much is enough will of

Kinds of Resistance

course, vary from place to place,
according to disease intensity.

General

Finally, we should recall t1e point
(that (,merged several illies in the

Four kinds of resistance-The

imeeting), that a good plant variety

of resistance are summarized in

represents a balanced package of
characters of which disease
resistance is but one component.
The farmer judges on a sort of
weighted index ind (here arc many
examples of favored varieties that
breeders or pat lologists have
proclaimed to be too susceptible; also
of resisters that farmers did not like.
Again, cnough is enough, and how
much that is has to be judged
against tIhat elusive qualitv of
worth.
d'llhI
L

Table 1. I shall now run through
them briefly but avoid the
terminological (sometimes almost
theological) niceties that tend to
obtrude in this area. Before doing so,
it is well to point out that Ih list is
broadly applicable to all classes of
pathogen: virus, bacterial, fungal,
and animal. But it would,
admittedly. be hard to cite really
(lear cases of all the 4x4
combinations.

main features of the four broad kinds

Table 1. The four main kinds of resistance (8, 9)
Kind of
resistance
Pathotv)(specific or
vertical,
VR/SR

Specificity
very high

Genetics
oligo-

Durability

'1) mobile patho
gens, durability
usually bad
(2) irmnmotile patho
gens, durabilit'
may he good

2.

Pathotypenon-specific
major gene
resistance, NR

nil

oligo-

good but NR
rather rare or
specialized

:3.

General or
horizontal
resista i(',
II R/GR

nil/low

poly-

high

soMe

hetero-

probably good

1.lnteractior, or
mixtuore resistance, II/MR

geneoUs

oligo-a/

a/ Some authors 171 are inclimed to attribute son1c weight to heterogeneity for
t)olygeicie systems. but this matter seems to me to he undecided
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First. vertical resistance (VR,
Vanderplank's term) or specific
resistance(SR) is due to major genes
highly specific to matching
pathotypes (gene-for-genc
correspondence). VR genes are often
dominants and often control seedling
hypersensitivities but not always:
semi-dominance (heterozygous
expression), recessiveness and adult
plant resistance are fairly frequent
[1, 2]. VR genes. xhen looked for,
are numerous, so numerous that
estimates seem to be largely
bounded by the patience of
investigators. Given specificity and
pathotype adaptability (by migration,
mutation, recombination under host
selection pressure Il]), VR often fails,
Against highly mobile pathogens
(rusts, mildews. downy mildews.
many asconycetes, some insects),
failures have been very numerous
but some instances of long-lived
persistence of a vulnerable VR gene
are known and some successes have
been achieved by the use ofmultipie
and/or sequentially deployed VR
genes (see below). By contrast.
against immobile (soil-inhabiting)
pathogens, VR systems have often
been very successful (as against
potato wart, Svnichytrimn, and cyst
eelworn, Globodera rostochiensis).
Thus VR is typically (but not quite
always) non-durable against mobile
pathogens but may have very useful
durability against immobile ones.
Second (Table 1), NR is that rare

event, a pathotype-non-specific
resistance oligogene. Such genes are
few and the only examples I can call
to mind relate to a few fungi and
several viruses: thus there are

comprehensive resistances (NR) to
potato viruses X and Y as well as

several VR genes effective only

against specific strains. I shall igno-e

NR hereafter though perhaps one
should note that Sr2 in wheat [1. 2,
9 and see below] seems to have

something of this charactcr:
however. Knott (pers. comm.) is
doubtlul of this in the Canadian
context.
Third (Table 1). horizontal resistance
of Vanderplank (HR) or, as preferred
by many writers, Lfcner-,! resistance
(6R), or field resistance Inot iavored
nowadays), or partialresisti.nce (of
Parlevliet [5]) are all terms that mean
at least nearly the same thing,
namely: a polygenic resistance that
is pathotype-non-specific and acts,
typically, by a rather complex
mixture of inhibition of infection.
long latent period, slow lesion
growth, and reduced sporulation. HR
is typically highly durable (4). It is
th1 rule rather than the exception
and most plants are protected thus
fron most diseases, a fact which
often becomes apparent only by way
of new-encounter events: a variety
carried to a new place and meeting
an unlaniliardisease or a new
disease introduced to a population of
unadapted varieties. Genetic and
operational features of HR are
discussed further below.
Fr urth, interaction or mixture
resistance (IR fbr the present
purpose) (8) occurs when a
helerogeneous pathotype population
meets a heterogeneous crop and the
result is a clamping interaction that
reduces overall epidemic intensity 17.

8) (and see (5), (6)). The effect has
been likened to the damping that

seems to be characteristic of
(heterogeneous) wild populations 17J.
Typically, an effective IR looks like
an HR epidemiologically and might
be expected to be durable (though

this can hardly be said to have been
thoroughly tested).
Complications-The simplicity of

Table I needs some qualification
(Figure 1). The intersections of the

figure make several useful points.
First, if polygenic FIR is based on
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indeed, had better be functionally
classified as an NR even if the
appropriate pathotype is known to
exist but fails to ! ;ult~ply, for
whatever (usuall, ,rKnown) reason.

relatively few genes (which is
probably often true because pol3"
does not have to mean many [4. 51).
then a monogenie NR is the limiting
case. Second a weak VR gene that
allows some infection and
sporulation (as with diverse Sr, Li
Yr genes in wheat [i. 2, 4, 61) can
look very like an HR until
investigated genetically and,
conversely, there can be VR
components of seeming IR that may
be difficult to detect [6]. Third, ifa
VR gene remains effective for a long
line and no virulent pathotVpe
appears it will look like an NR and,
VRZ
is very often
non-dhrable

Genetic features
Major gene. -The major genes,
whether VR or NR oler no unusual
features: they segregate in normal
Mendelian fashion and numerous
examples are available in the
literature (e.g.. (7)). For the wheat
rusts we have an example in this
volume (leaf rust, one or two genes
a surviving VR
looks like NR
NR
is rre

a weak VR
gene gives
partial resistance
and
11R. mlay look like

NR

VR/SR

IR/MRHR/GR
,

'nature's way'?
-heterogeneous
population, with
interactions

~be

/

may
polygenes
few

most resistances
to most diseases
here

Figure 1. Relation between the four main kinds of disease resistance (see
Table 1). Modified from (7).
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segreg iing [9]) and hundreds of
other
.'xiscs have been recorded.
Linkages, of course, sometimes turn
up [1. 2] and may be useful or not,
depending on circumstances (e.g. the
black chaff associated with Sr2 I1)
and the yellow flour associated with
Lr19 [21. Sometimes, tih very relinecd
cytology available in wheat permits
exact allocation of gzenes to
chromosome armis (e.g. for r gtenes
[6]: and see also [2] Tables 2 and 3
for Sri and Lr genes).

segregating generations;.
environmental variation in
expression (statistical error),
necessity for biometrical rather than
Mendelian anaivsis, evidenc- of a
significant genetic component of
variance (i.e. heritability) and,
finally, the need (if starting from
inbred lines at leastj for four
generations it"
the general nature of
inheritance is to be unambiguously
stated (see 14, 51).

Polygenic inheritance-Analysis of
polygenic IIRl
has, until recently,
been rather little studied, as Knott
[41 points out. -lowever, with the
increasing recognition of its
importance in the past 20 years,
studies multipiy and examples
demonstrating the key features will

Two examples will illustrate these
points. The first (Figure 2) is from
Cluruln wheat in North Dakota, USA.
I have selected one cross out of three
for illustration. It is between a
susceptible variety A and a resistant
one P. The F2 mean resistance (R)
was almost exactly intermediate
between tile parents and the

.

be found in (4,7, 8, 9). Those
features are: continuous variation in

distribution continuous and very
nearly normal. So far, we could be
F2

f

_

- --....
40 ..

_

_

F 2 genetic range

*

R

Iii

40

i|

60

80

Figure 2. Horizontal resistance to stem rust in durum wheat In North
Dakota, USA. Ordinate f is frequency, abscissa R is resistance on a scale
0 (very susceptible) to 100 (immune). Parent A (Akrona) susceptible,
parent P (Pentad) resistant. For details see the text. From ref. (10).
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dealing with a semidominant gene
(segregating 1:2:1) plus minor genes
and error. However, the F3 was also
continuously distributed, with no
trace of the discontinuity that could
surely have been detected had a
major gene been segregating. There
is no means of estimating the
number of genes concerned; in
general, there is no biometrically
satisfactory way of doing so. As
remarked above, poly does not have
to mean many. In this case
heritability is obviously high, as
evidenced by: the calculated genetic

range in F2 (R ± 2 fG), the top end of
which is high but not transgressive
of variety P; and the offspring-on
parent regression (RF3 = 23 + 0.66
RF2) which shows that excellent
progress would be made by selecting
among the F2. Progress by selecting
among F3 ines would probably be
even better.
The other example (Figure 3) refers
to barley mildew and it shows
broadly the same features, namely:
hybrid generations with means
intermediate between parents,

R

14

-

G

GV
G

±

2

10

6-----t--

__

KU

-......

+..... 2C~p

........
~..

o

F3
Figure 3. Horizontal resistance to mildew in spring barley in the UK.
Ordinate R is resistance (Parent KU very susceptible, parent PR middling,
parent GV resistant). Parental and F 3 means and ranges with indications
of genetic ranges. KU, Kuusamo; PR,Proctor; GV, Gloire du Vellay, From
ref. (3).
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continuous, more or less normal F3
distributions, evidence of wide
genetic spans in the F3 and of good
heritability, potential for roughly
equaling the resistant parent (GV)
but not transgressing it. These were
UK barleys and variety PR has an
HR roughly at the threshold of
accel)tability: clearly, GV and the
better F3 lines from both crosses
would be acceptable in respect of
resistance.
The above examples were chosn for
heuristic reasons as showing. with
textbook clarity, the main t'atrcs of
more or less additive polygemhiC
systems. Complications are possiblc
of course: chosen scales may
themselves be non-lirear and
therefore might need transformat ion;
ifappropriate scales wvere ('hosen,
dominance/recessiveness would tend
to produce skewness at F', aol,] later
generations but the point about
continuity still holds tsee, for
example [4, Figure 11):
soe
distributions defy any simple
interpretation (e.g. [6, Table 51). but
still leave Ihe fact of polygenic
inherite.nce and hcritability rathcr
plain. (Thedata of [6, Table 5] look
like additive recessive resistances
from both parents giving a
susceptible F 1 and transgressive F2.)
Strategies

General
The general objective of all disease
resistance components of plant
breeding programs must be to
provide adequate levels of resistance
that are reliable over the years. If
varieties are individually expected to
survive in cultivation for many
years, the need for durabilitY is
implied and this would suggest the
need for HR or. perhaps, IR: if
immobile pathogens were concerned,
then reasonable durability could
sometimes be provided by VR. For

mobile pathogens, VR would
sometimes simply be a foolish
choice, as against leaf diseases of
evergreen perennial crops in the wet
tropics (2). Even for annual crops,
VR is,in general a risky choice, if
durability, in the sense of long
survival of specific genotypes, is the
object. The accumulation of several
VR genes together (pyramiding) has
sometimes been useful but often it
has not (as in potatoes against
blight, in rice against blast, and in
ot her inbred cereals against rusts
(e.g.. [6)). It may take several years
tor a new virulent pathotype to
appear but it is prudent te assume
that it will appear, how,-ver many
VR genes have been accumulated,
and that it will do so sooner rather
ihan ialcr.
Thus VR per se, even pyramided,
cannot be expected to provide
durability but it may still be
operationally fairly reliable if
deployed effectively over time, new
pathotypes being anticipated by
appropriately resistant varieties. To
do this implies a high degree of
pathological and genetical
understanding and control, as is
evidently available for wheat rusts in
Australia [1], but is by no means
universally feasible. One should note
that, although skillful deployment of
VR genes can, in favorable
circumstances, give long-continued
protection of the crop at large. this
situation cannot be described as an
example of durability.
VR in single, specific genotypes
remains, in general, non-durable. VR
alone thus has both uses and
limitations. If its use has to be
abandoned or supplemented or if,as
is true of many host-pathogen
combinations, itis simply not
available, what remains? The
primary recourse is to HR and, as
remarked above, this is the means
by which, infact, most minor plant
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diseases are kept down to minor
status and many major ones are
controlled well enough. Despite
much speculation to the contrary,
there is no clear evidence of
significant erosion of polygeniC 1iR.
that is, of pathogenic adaptation or
increase in aggressiveness. There are
innumerable examples of varieties
that continue at an unchanged
moderate to good level of resistance
for decades, tihus satisfying
Johnson's 161 practical criterion of
durability, namely survival.
Polygenic HR is a perfectly general
source of durability that VR per se
cannot offer (4,7, 8. 9).
IR/MR (7. 8] remains an attractive
possibility which is yet too little
investigated to allow .judgment as to
general utility. Obviously. it offers a
chance of using VR genes which
would otherwise be useless or, at
best, of transient litilitv. But better
understanding is essential with
particular reference to the following
features (5,6): optimal (or necessary)
numbers of resistance genes: their
disposition between and within
component lines: the relative
importance of VR and HR among
components; durability: and
agricultural features. such as seed
supply. Whatever the problems,
though, the prospects are exciting.
If durable resistance be the object,
therefore, the general strategy is
fairly clear: prefer polygenic IHR as
the basic approach and tise VR per
se only if (as against immobil:
pathogens) there is a clear prospect
of durability. Consider the
development of populations that
exploit IR/MR as a stlpl)lemcnt to a
basic HR. For airborne pathogens.
this means, in effect, that HR is
fundamental and that VR should be
avoided or deployed only under
rigorous scientific control or
exploited as an element of IR/MR.

Particular
Features of VR/SR breeding-A
program committed to this approach
would have to accept the risks
inurred. That these risks are real in
respect of tile rusts of inbred cereals
is abundantly documented in several
chapters in this book (e.g., [1] for
sten rust of triticale in Australia. [61
for yellow rust in Europe. 171 'or
recent leaf rist outbreaks in Texas).
The breeder would try to pyramid
\VR genes, recognizing tile need for
exact genetic control of host genes
and good knowledge of pathotypes if
this were to be done efficiently and
safely [1.21. lie would, further, try to
enhance tile genetic background
against which the VR genes work.
though this is, in general, a difficult,
sometimes virtually impossible task
15. 61. The breeder would make use
of a battery of methods, including
shuttle breediug selection,
multiloc:Ition testing, hot spots,
glasshouse tests, and so lorth but he
would recognize that, in tile limit.
none of these can guarantee
prolonged survival of the -roducts.
Further, the breeder wot.. J hope to
impose some discipline upon the
users of his products, avoiding,
above all, the deployment one-at-a
time of VR genes which nlight be
much better pyramided (see example
in 13]). Finally, the breeder
committed to VR/SR would have to
accept the idea of a potentially rapid
turnover of varieties, sometimes
under great pressure. and, along
with this, the idea that a large part
of his resources would have to be
devoted to disease resistance.
working hard to keep ahead of the
pathogen's evolution.
Features of HR/GR breeding-A
program cotumitted to this approach
would, in general. try to get rid of
VR genes in parental stocks or, if
this xere impossible in the short
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term (which is likely), the breeder
diseases and too much emphasis
would take care to use appropriate
can, I believe, be laid on the farmer's
virulent pathotypes for testing (as
desire for an absolutely clean crop.
potato breeders have been doing for
Immunity is very rare. The breeder
many years: see also examples in
would generally have to be aware of
this book 14. 5. 61). The breeder
the need for adaptation to varying
would accept slowness of progress
local levels of disease, of the use (and
relative to VR in the initial stages
misuse) of hot spots (it is all too easy
but he would recall that the
to over-select), and of interactions
heritability of HR usually turns out,
between neighboring plantings such
when studied, to be high. even very
that variation of disease scores
high, so progress would be faster
between genotypes tends to be
than many workers might imagine,
diminished, the extremes of
High heritability is documented in
susceptibility and resistance being
(4,7,9), in Figures 2 and 3 above,
damped. But errors tend to be
and in the striking selection
enhanced, thus depressing
experiment on barley leaf rust
heritabilities.
described here by Parlevliet [51. One
recalls also that maize breeders have Features of IR/MR breedinglong recognized the high heritability
Little strategic thinking about this
of HR to the leaf diseases (RIsts and
subject is yet possible because our
Helminthosporiurn)with which thev
knowledge is but rudimentary.
have to deal. Once several cycles of
relating mainly to oat multilines in
HR have been accomplished, the
the USA and barley mixtures in
disease resistance problem decliiis.
England 17, 8). The very idea of non
because parents with fair HR and
uniformity of crop varieties, though
more or less additive genetic
not new, has only recently begun to
variance jointly ensure good average gain wide acceptance, however
levels of HR inprogeny. In the
sensible it might seem biologically
absence of VR (or with its
171. Superficially, then, it looks as
nullification by the use of virulent
though the breeder of multilines
tester-patho !pes) breeding then
would have to have access to diverse
simply becomes a matter of throwing stocks at a good level of field
away the worst in each generation,
performance, carrying diverse VR
as emphasized by Parlevliet 151 and
genes. He would have to accept that
as has long been known to
the backerossing programs to form
sugarcane breeders (2). Thus the
constituent lines would take time,
longer term condition tends to
might have to be extended to use
stability, with only small resources
new VR genes, and that multilines
being devoted to resistance per se.
would therefore be liable to be
This is not the least attraction of a
overtaken in yield potential by later
well established HR system.
pure lines. He would also have to
accept that there might be sone
The breeder exploiting HP would
(maybe not great) problems of
have to accept the' idea of enough
maintenance and seed supply.
resistance rather than immunity as
the objective and his farmerThe breeder exploiting variety
customers would usually have to
mixtures 18] would face somewhat
accept the presence of at least some
different, and perhaps slightly lesser,
disease as being normal. In practice
problems. Hie would have to have
this is true of very numerous
access to good varieties carrying
diverse VR genes, so such a program
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would fit naturally into a program
that already had a large stock of
failed VR material (as for
narley/mildew and wheat/yellow rust
combinations in Europe 16, 8]). h'e
breeder would have to ensure that
constitu.ents of mixtures were
compatible as to maturity and
quality (though the latter sometimes
might not matter) would face heavy
experimentation in choosinrg good
combinations, and would have to
work out ml;ain1tenailnc- anda seed
production methods (which arc vet
unclear),
In general, IR/MI looks Nart icularly
attractive as a means of exploiting
VR genes that have already lost their
effetiveness: thus it would help
greatly in effecting the transition
from a VR systen to an IIR one. But
further speculation is vain. The
fundamental requirement is tbr
better understanding (5, 6), for
serious research. :,Ipecially in
agriculture at low latitudes and
particularly in regard to durability. If
one had to guess as to a choice
between mixtures and multilines. I
suspect (with Browning [7]) that the
former might be pref'ered because:
first, diverse mixtures could often be
composed straight out of a breeding
program without the necessity of
much laborious backcrossing:
second, there might well be merit in
heterogeneity per se besides the
disease control element: and. third,
there could sometimes be
opportunity to control two or more
diseases simultaneously [8].
potentially a feature of great
importance with the wheat rusts. In
connection with the second point
above, one notes that, in Wolfe's
work with barley 18], the proportion
of the average yield gain of 8% that
is to be attributed to mildew control
is undeterminable (though possibly
large).

Wheat Rust Context
In this section I attempt to
summarize, from the inlormation
presented in preceding chapters,
what I take to be the main features
of the three wheat rusts in relation
to their control by breeding.
Stem (black) rust (P. graminis
f.sp. triticl)
Ecologically, stem rust is
characteristic of areas where wheat
matures in hot, dry conditions. It
has, on occasion, been devastating
ut, in the last few decades,
epidemics have been pretty well
controlled (sometimes even averted
1!) by the systematic use of VR (Sr)
genes built up over many years by a
huge body of research in many
countries. STR is probaby the best
researched of all plant diseases.
Many of the 30-40 Sr genes known
have failed, some of them more or
less immediately, but a few have
lasted longer. Sr2. isolated decades
ago in Hope from an ernmer cross,
seenis to be exceptional in having
persisted usefuilly for a very long
time (i.e. seems to be durable) [1, 2];
it has an incomplete adult plant
resistance type of reaction and is
very widely spread (e.g.. in CIMMYT
wheats 191). It has something of an
NR about it and is presumably not a
single locus but a linked block. It is
normally not strong enough by itself
but is valuable in a pyramided
background. Of the other Sr genes.
Sr24. 26, 30, 31, and 36 have been
more than averagely useful [1. 2].
Many Sr genes are exotic, having
been transferred from eight species
other than T'. aestivuni 121, a sign of
the superb cytogenetic control
possible in wheat, unmatched in any
other crop.
The multiple Sr system has worked
pretty well, by virtue of excellent
genetics and critical pathotype
surveys especially well developed in
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Australia, even to tie point of
identifying the next pat hotype before
it happened [I]. This is far from
random assortment of pyranided VR
genes. Surveys show tWhat
innamtiphe
pathogenicities are con mon in rust

isolates: for examl)le ip to cighl ill
Mexico in 1984-86 [9, Tahl 11).
Mere pyraniding, of ilself, is clearlv
helpless in only the slightlv loigur
rntll
against stem rust (anld indeed for
the othIer two rilsts, as veli). Tlihi t
seciniingly gfood resistalilcs ('all 11o
through extensive iilehriiatiboal
testing successfully and still fall to
all unexpected new pathogcnicity is
evident from ree'nt Australian
experience with Si-27 in triticale II].
Theiw is n1o cxidclI reason to ie
why the sainc should not hapl)ln to
durunm and bread xvlicats and more
such el)isodcs 1 usi stUocl, bC
expe tedl.

important of the three rusts 12].
Some 30-40 Lr genes are known;
they resemble tIe Sr genes in
coming fron diverse sources (seven
Sp)ecies other than T.aestrvillv
and
three genera other than Triticum

[2]). Pathotypic complexitv seems to
bc as great as for stein rust [2, 9]. Of
the Lr genes in use, Lil3 associated
xxith several other elements
(especially Lr34) is prominent [9] and
lrJ9 is is thought by some workers
(but not all) to be promising [2],
t hough not yet intulcl exploited. The
CIMM'I'T xvorkers tend to regard
Lr13 in much the saIme light as Sr2,
having something of an NR about it.
Tlhe control exereised by breeding
aippl'ars to be less sectuirelv
established than for stein rust and
the longer term durability of
pyramided Lr genes must be
regarded as dubious. It is
uil'ortUate that this meeting
accorded relalively little atteition to
the disease despite its importance
and despite the faict that there is a
good deal of information available
ahout it, especially fronl North
America (McIntosh, pers. comm.).

The quest ion for Ol hit.rC is
xvhetlher eontiinuation of' tie
historically l)lrt tv sUcCCssIlI VR
progran will bc aplpropriatc. Will tie
breeders run out of Sr geneS? Or c ll
one foresee an iilcfinite
colntiiiial ion of the current
piroccdlure, addinlg new Sr geiis
Yellow (stripe) rust
(of'teI fl-m1 a11CII SOUes)
(P. striiformis)
successively, as diCtatcd by
This disease is characterislic of
patholvpe sllrves.? Al aIten mat ive,
cooler places than tile otlher two
not vet seriouslyN entrt'ained, I think.
rusts. It is xvorldwide in temperate
would be to initiatc a lloxe towar(ls
latitudes and at high altitudes in the
the use(if fHR. This \volId involvc a
tropics, but it only reached Australia
maior re-orientation but might
in 1979 13). Somewhat fewer VR
develop irito anm important provision
genes are known than lor tile other
for theit iture. IIR against stem rust
rusts: YIJ-15 have been identified 16)
is not yet deeply researchcd but
but no doubt many more could be
there is clear cvidecnce that it can bc
picked up or brought in from alien
dvelol)cd 141 and also a strong a
sources if required. The Yr genes
)riori )rcsuniption to that effect,
have a long history of failure [3, 6)
and no signs of either durability or
Leaf (brown) rust
sustained control by pyramiding are
(P. recondita)
apparent [6]. The race structure is
Lcaf rust is a disease of"warmn rather
complex and, as for all the rusts,
than hot places, worldwide in
constantly shifting; it is repeatedly
distribution, and generally judged to
apparent that the new athotypes
be, nowadays, economically tile most are evoked by the YV genes
in the
cultivars groniv [3].
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So complele has been the failure of
VR breeding against yellow rust that
serious attention has been paid to

pathogenicity tests on standard
lungal isolates. The procedures used
are essentially shuttles in Mexico

alternatives. The historical evidence
in favor of durable resistanice in
wheats (lmotstly but not exclusivelV
European) is set out by Johnson [6]
and is, in my o)inion, persuasive.
The genet it natire Isnot wuil
established but a substantial FIR
element secens clear, probably
vII is(ellalleoUS
.eonllpalIlied by)
residual efttts connecccld with Iajor

(Toluca-Obregon, with special sites
Also For leaf rust), international
shuttles, and nultilocational testing
of the more advanced stocks. So far
;s they are available, mixt ties of
(.olll)lex pathot ypes and s)reader
rows are used.
Soic race surveys arc done in (see
Mexico fox- ste i and leaf rusts

genes. Son icof tile durable
resistance oce.urs in Itirolpeat land
race matcrials which would not
norimal]v be favored by breeders as
l).rclltll lnaerial. Johllsol 1(1 lakcs
on simple
valnable observatioI
bIrCdiTI g strategies wherebv sutch
iresistance could be buill tif) ito a
fol-ni usable in modern t-ceding
progt-ns. lie also makes
suggestions its tofhow usele:ss (or
ge ics call I)tgot rid of
illisance) V
or nullified. tlie bette:" to exploit IR
(see also 15]). Broadly. t he irospcct
for l)ractical levels ot I Hrlitilltcly
inicorli)orated illcvccllclit varietics
seelll good.

191 Tables 11 and 12) and
considerable gentic complexity of
ttie fungi is thereby revealed: but, as
cnerged in discussion, there is not,
and caninot ie, any guarantee that
citlher shttling or multilocational
t .,stit!g will always revceal all the
(solnctilncs critical) specific
pathI ogen icities. The selection of
itljaterials on the basis of low average
coelficiet ts of infection and the
absence of high average coefficients
of infection, but with little s)ccific
ktowledge of host genetics or
iv)Ithogell spc(ificities. illeallS that
tlie l)yranlicling )ro(ess is essent ially

Aln analogous ,itliatiotl holds it
barley in i'clation to its leaf rust.
Parlevjliet's 15] observation of durable
IR in established cultivars and of all
outstandingly good response to joint
resistance and vild (15].
selectionlor
Table 3) )oints the way to nl118nagi l
the disease ill barley and ncatl

01 tit" lirt'" rusts. leaf t-list cturently
litoSI \weigl:: yCilow rust
r,.cCivCs till'
is iarelatively rececIt addition to the
)ograill 19]: and ilie seitI rust
sittiltulion at )resent seills to bt
failv stable [I]. At least a pa\rt ial
reasoti tor tile last )oi t sCeems to be
t that lianv C IM MYT inatetials carry
Si-2 and lr 13 whicl, unlike iost of
tlhIotheir genes with which we are
t'0c,1Cd. appear to have solelth ing
O1 the ihii'acter of' all NR (see Ael
,tust tlnder the "Wheat Rust
Conii text'' section above) and worry
well with other coilpoIcilts. As to
Ilie recent history of durability, one
recalls that. in Australia and tIse
USA, really damaging outbreaks of
stein rust have largely been
)lrevemitcd in the past 30 years (but
sonetines fairly tiarrowly I1]) by
timely genetic analysis of' wheat

('(olllitleli'it s

JollnsOIn's 16]

o)bservattiolls oil cxplotting I-IR in
otherwise unexciting Iparents.
CIMMYT Rust Programs

Outline of practice
Based on Chapter 9 and referenees
therein, the bulk of the CIMMYT
effort is bMdCd uOti p)yramliding
major genes (whether hypersensitivities or adult pl)ant
resistances) rather few of which are
strictly identified l)y reterence to

ralndoll.
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varieties and of fungal races,
followed by appropriate varietal
substitution. There was, however, an
outbreak in southern Australia in
1973 due, not to failure of VR. but
simply to growing a susceptible
cultivar [McIntosh, pers. comn.). On
the whole, control has been rather
good. but the recent [1] experience in
Australia of triticale susceptible to
stem rust with pathogenicity for
Sr27 should surely serve as a
reminder that much mav depend
upon unforeseen (usually
unforeseeable) vulnerability of major
genes (VR). It is by no means clear
(to me, at least) that pyramided VR
to stem rust should generate any
confidence in durability, as distinct
from some years survival followed by
enforced varietal replacement,
As to leaf' rust, this is earlv

CIMMYT's greatest current preoccupation. As I read the literature
and heard tne discussions, resistance
seems to depend much upon
combinations of Lr13 with other
genes (e.g., Lr34 12]) The cultivars
Ciano 79. Tonichi, Pavon 76, and
Genaro 81 which have been standing
up well to leaf rust 191 depend upon
the above in part and in part upon
othet genes such as Lr16 and Lr26
(McIntosh, Roells, pers. comm.). The
potential of Lr19 may be
considerable [2), but it carries an
undesirable association with yellow
flour color. As to yellow rust,
epidemics since the mid 19 70s in
wheats in California and Pakistan
and in Andean barleys serve as
reminders that thi,: rust seems to be
as adaptable to host VR as the
others, a repeated experience
elsewhere, as described by Stubbs [3)
and Johnson [6].
As a complement to the pyramiding
process, the CIMMYT program also
seeks slow rusting (termed dilatory
resistance)of a major gene (adult

plant resistance) character
mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2.
Thus Pavon 76 and Genaro 81 have
at least some VR genes between
them [9. Table 101 and also slow
rusting components [9, Figure 21.
Some effort also goes into attempts
to backcross VR hypersensitive
genes into a slow-rusting (dilatory
resistance) background.
There has, in the past, been some
effort to construct nultilines (eg.,
materials based on backcrosses of Lr
genes into 8156 derivatives such as
Siete Cerros) and the work continues
with the present use of Seri 82 and
Genaro 81 as recurrent parents [9).
So far, varietal mixtures have not
been exploit, d in this context but it
was good to learn that a joint
CIMMYT/Cambridge venture
in this
area was in hand

(Q8j and see also

section on particular strategies).

Alien sources of resistance genes are
also being exploited, as they have
been very extensively exploited in
the past 12, Tables 5 and 6]. There is
no reason to think 161 that they will
provide genes that confer re.istance
any more durable than usual VR.
Observations
Social context-It would generally
be conceded that, for small farmers
in the Third World. and even for
many not so-small ones, not only
high yields but yields stable ovci
seasons are important. Occasional
disasters can be very damaging.
Epidemics that the farmers of a
developed country could bear or
could afford to control by spraying
could be economically hurtful, even
disastrous, to the small farmer.
Furthermore, in developed countries,
an unforeseen epidemic can often be
quickly met by variety substitution
in the next season. so that the effect
is transient. In the Third World,
there can but rarely be any
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guarantee that. resistant successor
varieties and the means to distribute
them will be available quickly
enough. In general, by intense
scientific effort and much
expenditure, the developed countries
have kept the wheat rusts under fair
to good control and when things
have gone wrong (as they not
infrequently have) cich agricultures
could bear the losses. It is otherwise
in the Third World; the same
intensity of scientific effort is not
there and the socioeconomic
consequences of failure are worse.
One must conclude, I think, that
deliberate attention to long-term
stability of disease control is well
justified.
Technical features-Broadly,
CIMMIYT breeding produces a good
flow of high-yielding wheats that are
responsive to high inputs, well liked
by growers, and reasonably rustresistant at the lime of release,
However, the resistance breeding
strategy has heretofore rested on
pyramided VR genes with little
genetic control of what genes are
used, limited pathotype information,
and therefore little chance of
anticipating epidemics in the manner
sometimes possible in, say, Australia
[1]. Efforts to introduce more durable
resistance also rest. as we have seen
above, on the use of adult plant
resistance-type major genes which, it
would be prudent to assume. arc
likely to be as much pathotypespecific in effect as typical seedling
hypersensitivities 11, 2]. One has to
concltdc, I think, that risks of
unpre(dicted, indeed unpredictable,
epidemics are real. Some, not so far
very damaging ones, have happened
in the past and more must be
assumed possible in the future.
Of the strategies that might promote
longer term stability of crop
performance by promoting durability

of resistance, one (IR/MR) is receiving
some attention and the other (H-R)
apparently none.
Conclusions-I conclude that, in the
interests cf stability of cropping,
some shift of emphasis would be
desirable. The following elements are
apparent:
(1) Commit a substantial effort to
building up polygenic HR in a
proportion of breeding stocks by
deliberately discarding major
genes, by using appropriate land
race materials [5, 6], and by
testing with virulent races. These
methods have worked in diverse
crops (4) and are already being
applied to wheat in relation to
yellow rust [6). The products
would have jo be worked up on a
broad genetic base, under
enhanced recombination, to a
level of performance at which
they would be acceptable as
parents; that good progress is
indeed possible without
prohibitive labor is well known
in potatoes and neatly illustrated
here by Parlevliet's 15]
experiments with barley. Wheat
could be more difficult because
of the complex background of ill
defined VR genes but cannot be
impossible to handle, as
indicated by Knott's preliminary
results 14].
(2) Test the potential of IR/MR for
controlling wheat rusts at low
latitudes. Since some work is
already in hand, little is implied
here beyond an enhanced effort
and a very deliberate effort to
determine what has long been
the subject of speculation but
not yet of test, namely durability
of resistance. Much research on
this, on principles of construe
tion of multilines and mixtures
and on their deployment and
maintenance is needed.
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(3) Strengthen the genetic control
exercised over the VR genes
because this would be valuable
in three respects, nanely: in
enabling more critical
deployment of VR genes in
relation to pathotypes during the
period (which must extend over
a good many years) in which the
program is
11till
dependent upon
pyramided V!R; in assisting in
tile elimination or nullification of
unwanted VR genes in the }IR
programns: an c in ,;iWtng in the

If these arguments be accepted, a
considerable shift of emphasis, a
moving{ of resources from practical
breeding tow ards strawtgic research,
would be implied: strategic research,
not basic because no agricultural
research can ever sensibly he
described as basic.
Two implications followv (Figure 4).

Wider Context

First, the practical breeding eflort,
tie, flow of varieties, would decline
as resources shifted, leaving the
national systems (Figure 4) with
gr-,i!er local responsibilities for
donmestic progress. This ha; long
been lorescen by tihe international
(enters as .a.
whole as a natural long
term progressicn. As national
programs develop, the Centers'
responsibilities would move,
according to conventional doctrine.
awav from short-ternl practical
endeavors towards becoming centers
of scientific and training excellence,
supportive of tile national programs'
activities. My suggestion would thus
seem to be concordant with offIcial
doctrine. Second, the scientific tasks
are substantial and it cannot be
expected that even a great institute

The general style of the CIMMYT
wheat program has so far been
intensely practical and,
overwhelmingly, the biggest output
has been a stream of excellent new

relevant field of strategic research on
its own. CIMMYT already has
numerous collaborative research
projects with laboratories in
developed countries. There must be
very many scientists and skills in

construction of populations thai

exploil VIR genres in multilines or
mix tures.
In sunmmry, the conclusions are
that there should be a move away
from the exploitation of l)yramided
VR towards- research on the
development of I-IR and IR/MR. Il
the long term, it would be socially
f['voiable but, so great is the
commitment worldwide to
pyramided VR in wheat, that tile
shift could not come rapidly: there is
theref'ore all the more reason to start
SoOn.

wheat varieties, having, in total, a
huge practical impact. A strong
advance in underlying yield potential
having thus been secured, I believe
that tile time is ripe for a shift
towards enhanced understanding of
wheat breeding strategies, including,
of course, a substantial element
relating to stable disease reistance.
The concIlsions outlined on this
point in the preceding section might
seem far-reaching but are not in Ihct

at all remote from current CIMMYT
pre-occupations 191 with the

importance of stability of resistance,
the need tor HR,and the exploitation
and study of IR.

such as CIMMYT could cover the

those laboratories that could be
adapted to CIMMYT's emergent
strategic research needs. Lest I be
Misunderstood here, I should
emphasize that I am not talking
about molecular biology or genetic
engineering which is yet, I believe,
irrelevant to plant breeding,
whatever the long-term promise
might be. The research, however,
could well have biotechnological
cnmponents since this field is

starting to throwtup )owerful

diagnostic techniques of great

potential for routine applications.
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Ihe conclusion is plain: ,adapt the
existing network quite eXpli(itlv to
supportiligl and cn hanci rig CNI NIYTs
it-house research program (Figure
4). At present. Iprolee(ts often conot, to

ollOre olten] than
inli)licd herc is that,
hterietroure, (AMM'I ideliilics( a:t
ar,;, Cedinlg studV and gos ollt to
it iicc(s in
I
Iiodand lise the explcise
oversas.
:a Ia)or;tlor

(,IMMYT from outside: all tliat is

iit-hotse researel(h

at strategic level

C IM MYT
bl-cc(linlig
shut'Ics
ill tilt ilo ca t io I l
stig

tolht ora tivcellid
r ' I ( tiC
t work

!

rescarch
instittes- in
developed

________________

(Oilil

tt

l

_____________

I'

a grietil Iural
developtenit
Figure 4. CIMMYT: The general context of breeding and research
programs.
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The change proposed is not, in fact.
profound. Rather it represents a shift
of emphasis, as Figure 4 makes
clear. I am confident that, in the
longer run, such a shift would
benefit, not only the customers,

wheat growers, and consumers, but
also CIMMYT itself, adding scientific
luster to a name already famous
for
great practical achievements.
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Capitulo 1
para
La funci6n de genes especificos en el mejoramiento a la roya
durable
resistencia
obtener en el trigo y el triticale
del tallo
Australia
R.A. McIntosh, Instituto de Fitogen~tica, Castle Hill,

Resumen

resistencia a ]a roya.
Han tenido Oxito los intentos fitot~cnicos para oblener
dependido de genes
han
agricultura
]a
en
Los tipos de resistencia logrados
El gen de resistencia
genes.
esos
de
combinaciones
de
o
i'nicos
identificables
una resistencia
de
obtenci6n
]a
a
en la planta adulta. Sr2, ha contribuido
del tallo para las
roya
la
a
resistentes
trigos
Los
zonas.
durable en muchas
basado en el
han
se
Australia
de
zonas de cultivo dcl cerral en el nordeste
detectar
de
despuc's
reemplazan
se
que
empleo c'e tipos de resistencia
encueotas sobre ]a
requiere
genes
de
tal
imanejo
Un
virulentos.
pat6genos
ei. las variedades de
palogenicidad, el conocimiento de los genes presentes r~pido de las
reemplazo
un
para
industria
]a
de
cooperaci6n
trigo y la
en el programa de
variedades. La vulnerabilidadgen6tica a ]a roya del tallo
obtenida en
inforrnaci6n
utilizando
reducir
podria
se
triticale del CIMMYT
ampliar
podria
se
resistencia
Australia. La estrecha base gendtica de la
No obstante.
trigo.
y
centeno
triticale,
de
europeas
recurriendoa variedades
triticale.
el
y
trigo
es preciso conservar ]a diversidadgen~tica entre el

Capitulo 2
el trigo
Resistencia a las royas de la hoja y del tallo en
de Investigaciones
A.P. Roelfs, Laboratorio de Rovas de los Cereales, Servicio
y Universidad de
Unidos
Estados
los
de
Agricultura
de
del Departamento
Minnesota. St. Paul. Minnesota

Resumen

un gran n6mero de las
Si bien las rovas de los cereales han logrado dominar muchas otras
aiios,
80
fltimos
variedades resistentes obtenidas en los
de tierra. Se
variedades se han cultivado con 6xito en grandes extensiones
que
resistencia
de
ha combatido ]a roya del tallo usando combinaciones
variedades
las
a
escanda
la
de
McFadden
por
incluyen el gen Sr2 transferido
Sr26 (proveniente de
Hope y H-44 en 1923. Las resistencias conferidas por (de Triticum
Sr36
y
cereale)
Agropyron elongatum). Sr31 (de Secale
un solo gen mis
timopheevii) parecen ser las resistencias causadaspor
proveniente
resistencia
(con
eficaces en todo el mundo. La variedad Thatcher tiene tambien un grado
1934,
en
al.
et
Hayes
por
de T. durum), obtenida
Se ha combatido con
adecuado de resistenciaen ]a mayoria de las zonas. los genes Lrl3 y 34.
de
combinaci6n
una
exito ]a roya de ]a hoja mediante
en las variedades
Se usaron por primera vez estos tipos de resistencia
1918). Se continia
(Uruguay.
Frontana (Brasil, 1934) y Americano 44D
recientes como
durables
variedades
en
genes
de
utilizando esta coinbinaci6n
la gen6tica y
de
acerca
Chris. Era, Ciano 67, Pav6n 76, etc. Las suposiciones
la selecci6n
obstaculizado
han
resistencia
de
]a durabilidadde algunos tipos
y obtenci6n de variedades resistentes.
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Capitulo 3
An~lisis de la patogenicidad de
la roya amarilla (lineal) del
trigo y su importancia en el contexto
mundial
R.W. Stubbs, Institito de lnvcstigaeiones
piara la Protecei6n de las Plantas,
Wageningen,
Paises Bajos

Resumen

El Instituto de lnvestlLaeiones para
la Protecei6n de las Plantas (11'O)
a nivel intcrnaciona!]a ro'a amarilla
estudia
Westend. lr:f. tritici). En condiciones (lineal)del trigo (Puccinia striiformis
controladas, las razas (virulencias)
identifican en las phintulas de un
sC
amplio conjuntto de uariedades
dif'rreneiales "anti

uas""nuevas ' con ciertos genes dC
resistencia, algunos
conocidos, ptro en su mavoria
desconovidos, En viveros para
observar las
razas (parcelasseparadasdel
campo), so analiza a viruleneja
vinculada con
]a resisten(,ia de la planta adulta.
especifica para cada raza. Aunque
lodavia
no se ha estucdiaclo sufieientenet,,,
es evidente la relacio5n entre la
distribtuci6ui do Ia virulencia de
los agen tes patOg'eInos u los grados
resisteneia de los humspedes.
dc
Se presentan los resultados dc
un estudio de ]a
rova amarilla que inlecta los
triticales v
del centelro v se describe la distribucionvariedades con resistencia derivada
por zonas de las razas de
amarilla on Europa, Africa, Asia
v Anui:rica del Su. Se reeoniendarova
investigar
en tbrima continua las modilicaciones
de ]a pabogeneidaden las poblaciones
de las razas eon el proposito de
inejorarla resistencia y evaluarla
en los
hu~spedes en distinios mnedios.

Capitulo 4
Empleo de la resistencia polig~nica
para mejorar la resistencia
a la roya del tallo en el trigo
D.R. Knott, Departamento de
Cieneia de los Cultivos v Fitoecologia,
Universidad

de Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada

Resumen
Desde hace muchos aijos sC conoce
la resistencia multigonica a las
tallo. Sc ha postulado Ia existencia
royas del
tie una resistencia no espeeifica
cnfermnedad, pero es dificil demostrarla.
a ]a
Varios genes que producen
elbetos a rnenudo detcrminan
Ia resistenciaparcial v Ia resistencia pequeilos
dilatoria a
la enfermedad, 'uc a veces se
consideran no especifieas. En
investigaciones
realizadasen Saskatoon, se obluvicron
Jineas de trigo que como plintulas
earecian de resistencia a ]a raza
15B-1, pero que mostraron buena
resistencia a Ia inisma raza en
el campo. So comprob6 que su
resistencia
estaba determinada por tres a
cinco genes recesivos, cada uno
de los cuales
tenia un efecto pequeflo. Los genes
reducian el periodo de latencia
v el
numero y tamafho de las p6stulas.
Es probable que Ia resistencia
determinada por varios genes
de eketos pequehos sea relativamente
duradera.sin importarque esa
resistencia sea o no especifica.
Aunque es
dificil su empleo, Ia resistencia
polig6nica podria ser cle gran
utilidad
en los
programasde litornjjoramiento
de trigo.
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Capitulo 5
Estrategias para utilizar la resistencia parcial en la lucha
contra las royas de los cereales
J.E. Parlevlix, Departamcnto de Fitogendtica, Universidad Agricola,
Wageningen, Paises l3aos
Resumen
En los cercalks, toda rcsistencia a las rovas quc los aluctan es de tipo
cspccilico para la cspccic, us decir, la resistcnciaes eficaz s6lo en rulaci6n
' Sc pucden distinguirdos tipos de rusistencia
('on 111aI ,specic de r.0 va.
cspcieia para Ia especi contra cada agrent pat6gucno de ]a rova: I) tn tipo
hipcrsonsiblc dcl rcsistencia, deturminada por gencs mayores, qiu se
calraIcterizapor bajos nivelcs de inl'cci6n, la especilicidadpara una raza Y ]a
hfla de durabilidad;ii) on tipo cuantitativo dc resistencia (resistuncia
partial). caractcrizadopor una tasa rcducida de acumulaci6n cpidrmica a
pesar (it, ser susceptible _s'prescntaron allo nivel dc inf ccin, In aoscncia de
grandcs cicclos osJ)tcficos para In raza (si ien sc producen cc'tos
wa'ores,. CS lkcil a
crt'nus
pcqucfos) v la durabilidad. Cuando no inturvieren
pOCO rigurosa
sciucciOn
una
parcial.Ann
rcsistencia
obtcncr
pra
sclecci6n
para clinfinar la sensibilidad resulta, cuando se aplica sistemiticalnente,
zny cficaz para acumiularg'nes qwc determinan Ia rcsistenciaparcial. Esta
scl;cci6n poco ri urosa pcrmitc al fitogenctista obtncr al nisnio tiumpo
otras caractIistiZa. Cuando sc pretrlendc atoicntar]a rcsistnciaparcial en
prcsenciL (it, gces ma 'orus quc no han sido neutralizados por conipluto por
0I agenttc pat6gno, la eficacia de ;a sclecci6n es considcrableunentemenor.
Sicunprc que s(a posible, el fitogeneista debc exponer la poblaci6n huLsped
a 1na sola raza del pat6Ageno. Una raza que neutralice una cantidad maxi.rna
de ticnes ma vors. En cada ctapa de la scleccidn, ul hitogenutista debc
liminardc esa poblacion hu6spucd los gunotipos rmis sensibles .v tanbin
aquellos qlic prCsentun on bajo nivcl de intucci6n. Cuando us deinasiado
dificil clasificar de manura conflable los nivcles de inl'icci6n, el fitogenetista
dcbe clininarlos gunotipos mis rusistentcs Junto con loS nuis susceptiblus.
va que se supone quc los primcros son portadorusde g-unes inai'ores. En
algunos casos. no(us posibl' controlarIn poblaci61 1,atuI'ca Ia qw. esfi
expucslo el Iuspcd porque sti constitinda por una muzla de razas. En
ustas circunslanciasus muy dificil la selecci6n para obtener resistuncia
parcial.La climinaci6n continua de las linuas mis suscuptibles .v de las que
la r sistencia parcial,pero el progreso
casi no resultan at'ecladas 'avorceri
puedu ser mis lento de Io esperado.
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Capitulo 6
Resistencia durable a la roya amarilla (lineal)
en el trigo y sus
repercusiones en la fitogenitica
R. Johnson. Instilit

)de

Filogen(tica, CanbridgC, Inglaterra

Resumen

La rova amarilla (lineal), causada por cl tiarasito
obligatdo Puccinia
striifornmis, so (tlCuentra condcquicra quw s,
cultivc cl rigo en climas
fIeseos. S ilall ideltil'cado 1wrios genes
dle resistencia -speciica para cada
raza, e[l,tces cii las phinltilas de trto. pero
ait resta ideltilfcar otros. iP.sos
genes dc resistmuia pueclen ser doilntes
o recesios V tanto cl inedio
col1o el Iondo gectico it'lluvcn 1 m)ho
en la
La resistencia quc se de.sarrolla dcespwus do cxprcsi6n de algunos de ellos.
la uaa de phIntula a menudo es
rainbin especilica pali-a a raza. La col bitmwit-5n
do genes d o resistencia
e.;peciwicos para ('ada raza no ha lenido exito
como ietodo para coinbatirla
roi'a amarilla en Gran IBretaji:. No ohstante,
desarrohadadespucs do la etapa de phlitiuda a vc-es la resistencia
no mucstra especilicidadpara
las razas inchiso dcespmus do prucbas prolongadas
"en diversos ]ugares. Esa
resisttnecia durable s1o pucde distinguirscdo
la
adultas cspc.ilc; para a raza inediante pruebas resistencia dc las piantas
prolongadas. Si bien esa
resistietcia Ilcdc stai sooltida a on con)trol
gcnt'tico
conplefjo. se puede
iis;ar en jro4ranas dc tllljoramicntocotlno los
dtlscritos ent eSte capitulo: sil
c-inbartgo, no es posible ga-antizarha durabiliclad
en tales programas. En consecttencia, es prociso de la rusistencia producida
resistentes nmevas, clalqcijura qpu sea ci imtodo tigilar todas las variedades
cle mejoralniento empleado.
para dctectar la existencia do razas pat(5gcnas
con putogenicidadequivalentc.

Capitulo 7
Ideas actuales sobre el empleo de la diversidad
para proteger
los cereales de agentes pat6genos foliares
muy
epid6micos
y
variables: Problemas y perspectivas para
el futuro
J.A. Browning, Deparlamento de Fitopatologia
y Microbiologia, Estaci6n
Agricola Experimental de Texas, College Station,
Texas

Resumen

Las poblaciones ant octonas do progenitores
de cereales y sus parisitos
obligados,

que han evolucionado paralelamnente, son estabilizadas
por la
resistencia dilatoria epidemiol6gica, producida
resistencia general que incluye genes mavores genticamente por la
de resistencia cspecifica en
distintas configuraciones g6nicoespaciales.La
resistencia general protege a la
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pianla; Ia resistuncia especillca prt-hcL(;. i LA pobiaciot a) ininimijiaria
agrecsividad dci agecnW pa tqgeno ajustando li dciicacincnitvarinizada
in icraccieon dc rcalirnintacion)cnire Jos sistenas gvnci icos ci h uspcd ' 0
aLacitt patgcJ4'cn. 11111,'I vinlcuiarios cntrc si. Tantce ha rcsiskencia gceneral COnIc)
la cspecilica Cici)t'li sarsc eni sistcrwis a4grico/as cohere-nites con sits oriLgencs
t'/ltivi'0 . Noc 0l)5Iiic. conl Incc ii a la aigriculmtrahia ciepundidoc dc Jos
4c11c5 du -csiStccae-sPcciica Ino pait pflottgcr la J)oblic)O5, comlo ocurrt. eni
In natuicza. sit) pira dcclndtr he jphinta cdc J)atcgvj~~os lc~iarcs 111111
cpidc icos. comic ha stuccdil() cuialio sc clinplt( ci gvni dutrt-sistcncia en1
varn cIdadcs cul1tivac/as cI) polht cionc'. 1/iog,c)Lcas eni ;onas cxttnsas. I'or tci
Ios I'aiscs Bit, os.
cfltrario. ,t pro.4ramaus rcai/acl). cn (Clombhia. Inilatra.
hl Inc/hia v Jos E'tuidt)5 UiJJIJ 'olva ,I WVasiuiroll). sc hall micorporaic g4tcs
dc rcsistclili octtifica (.11 p(Jlhie-iocs cii i'rsas ,v sc ha Ingrado Ia
-siStll(ia
(lci scasaiiltcitc tin tt-rc1o.
prolccci(5i dic "a Jpohi(Itili cohilti fllm
E',; t a
'I p c -);I rc,;hstc n u hIa tstaoilizado his Ipcbluiciolics eni tin cccosistt mla
s'tgh1iciltc. la cilia pa ncc real. Los dates
mittiraii ariaicit) V. Jc)Fr
co(lrtobvritivcs ocilttidos eni (ccsiswcnias naturaicsy' agricolasinditaui qui

sisiciiia c/c inilju iiohi c los L~cvncs (pit itichiI~a ]it ditcr-sida,
logrcJ c unai rcslstcnt'ia
suicclc enlihlitura.a v'alicillzi c-i
cit ic. A p-sai dc los imin ro)St)S bvci/Uio c/pit apciiia ht
Icic
ivaincncltc lliti /oct). tii cst-ncua a catisa (ici)
11fli/a
11in
tri-or (rilJticel dc li cxpvrinlcntacicnt.
J~alich~ilatiy) it)

un

cino

ncrclarcraniciitc

c/ivcrsk/ad . Ila
in pro!bicinal

cpic atiiicnuco ha
ci %aicor powtn'iaI c hitesistcicia 'v sc dcsis;a de sit
sc satislatwc c micra aclcctada
tros variciac
cilipico. ('on 1;".; mtczclas (it,
LitIcititlla fleets i(hici c conis(ra Mi t11niliclaci ag~rcil1lica .1 al nnlsmlo
i h~lctictio cic 1;1 ciii'trsicad.
tliipc) S aprove c/ian Jos
Ilitci cpIc sc sihstiliui

Capitulo 8
Uso de mezclas variletales para combatir enfermedades y
estabilizar el rendimiento
M.S. Wclfe. Ithitituto c Fit ogcnt

Re sumen

t

ea, ('aturidclg.

Inglawr

Joics prilncipalt s la'c'tcrcs qc/lt tonduitcii a hi pt'lrdida
Sc ciescribcrn hr-civit,t
cnirinccacs 'v dc los hingicicias en ia
c/c fcilcacia d/c hi rt'sistt'lii a lats
acLruiciittra ttircijlca actual. St anlaha con cictic cictalieclci p/co tdc
ogcnctista ci
1r1czchis varicta/cs. 11i1a cit las opciolics d/c c'. it, cispollel ci lit
agflcth/tor para mtciorarli sit taciOn. Nuinierosels datos obtt'nidos cri tisa VOS
lais Ivcntajas qtlic cstc sistenna senclillo aporta ai
socil
ci tcrrt'll) i'ca
control d~c las cni'CrintcicsY al alillictitc) Y cstabiiidad dcl rt-ndimniento:
dichc sistt'na pticie stiniar-3 a c'uniquirr otro int'todo d/c tic'ha contra ]ias
('ilerniechi cts.
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Capitulo 9
Mktodos actuales del CIMMYT para mejorar la resistencia
a la
roya en el trigo
S. Raja'am, R.P. Siglh y E. Torres. Progrania de Trigo.
CIMMYT. Mexico

Resumen

En mwis de 50 millot,.s de liectireas del miundo en desarrollo
variladvs de trigo derivadas dcl gernioplasllma del CIMMYT. se c.-Itivan
Como estos
ni. 'eriales se siernbrati en una superlicic tan extensa. que
probablemente

incrcninta eli el litturo. li politica de injoraniecnto
del CIMMYT ha
consistido ei't cons'i'arv aumentar
Il diversidad dc la resistencia a las rovas
eln el gertnophisana dc fri4o. Las pruebas interncionales
en sitios tnt'ultiples
hll represciiadotoml iiportantecontribucion para veriicar
csta diversidad
gcnum'ica. Adornis (fe esaS lprfibas. (l CIMMYT" enplea
alg'unos anilisis
ent'ticos cii su estratcia dc nttjoraiicinto.En el CIMMYT
sv piensa que la
utilizacioh tid
h rsistnija
e rtiCal (RV) cspecifica para el pntogeiio
producida por ()(,eis tnavorcs. conlo i describe Sinnoicds
(Capitijlo 10).
podria l11'"ara sit iae~tO
predias:
una alternativa par In
iterminlble ilnorporaci6ndie genes o(0o11o
cotmbinciones de rgenes dc
resistencia, l CIAIMT" ha itctimado .v reconfienda
efllejoranlicnto pani
obtetier lo (flit Sintnonds describ
es
e en
('alito
10 coino resistencia
horizontal (Rff) poligt;nica. im cspecifeca pam el pat6gcno,
q(Ie prometc
durabeidead. En cl cone.to nmndial. la
5sistencia dtirable to estabilidad) v
/a liie'rsidad,.e'etiea tienen ina enorn- iitlmortanc'ia
en el programa de
IM forlalin to del CIMMYT. La situaci6n ideal seria
identificar como base tin
getn o un (-otillmo dc genes que qtizi ha va proporcionado
resistencia
durable.
t v hego conhinnr eon tinunmente genes dc, resistencia
adicionales
Para ascgu Mnetien.
i divetsitiad
La rsisten'i a la rova del tallo
(cotnphe/o S-2) dcrivada dc la variedad H-ope y, la resistencil
a la rova tie Ia
hoja (coniphjio Lrl13) dcerivada d, In variedad Frontana
sot) la base de In
dumnhilidad d la resistencia a csas ctos cnlnrletcdades
en el gerrmoplasnn del
CIMMYT. En tlanto a la rova atnarilla (lineal), st ha
inortniado que In
variedad Anza producida por el (IMMYT tiene resistencia
durable, a ln
enf-er-nmclad. El CIMAYT ordinariamni, identila
en'i
el canmpo lineas eon
resistncia partial avancec hnwo tic la enlferiedad)
v se opina
estierzo ha eeotnttribuido m~tna;o a flnntener los rendlimientos que este
del trigo en
todo el inclndo. El CIMMYl" ha busendo in resistencia
basada en ni iltiples
gters main1ores s6lo (,o
tmin estrategia cotlnplen'enftri' v aihora investiga
netivatncnte, i posibilidaddu. vover a dcsarrollar ' tisar cotnpuestos
de
nultilineas v nwhlas varict,es.
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Capitulo 10
Sintesis: La estrategia para mejorar la reistencia a las royas
N.W. Sininonds, Escuctla de AgriCultura de Edimburgo. Edimbiurgo. Escocia

Resumen
El objeto dhe rnjorarIa rusistuncia a las unluerimndadcls es protgcer Iabioinasa
Y. por consgijieijt, el rendimiento del cultivo. La rcsistencia es simplemente
fl estado de "munos nl'erinedad" v la ausencia dce en'emcdad (inmnidad)
rara vCZ COstit'f ''c t1n bjctivo realista. lari line's liicti'os,se pucden
distinguircuatro tipos dc resistflcia: 1) la rt'sistell'iavertical (RV) -spuciliua
para cl patoegno. producida pot .genes nlavorcs: 2) la resistemcia horizontal
(IM) pohgenica, no espcili'ca para el pat(,4eino; 3) Ia resistetncia producida
lior gfunc's mavores no uspecifica para el patOgeno (RN), ' 4) Ia resistuncia
c'ombintadd o de interaction (I). La RV a menuco ,'s elicaz 'ontraagcntes
t);Agcios inmrnviles, pero en g'ncral no inucstra uleetos durablos contra los
:gi'iutt's patde'gnos ni6viles, transniticlospor ul air,: n) C)bstdn te'. a1't's
es
Iposible el control continuo de !as cnll'rrncdacls incliaritu c urn pleo de genus
rrieiple's (acurnulados) de RV. ineorporadosco1 im cstricto man io gcnetico
v paOl. igo. La Rtf us durablu y. por lo gencrird. cn .granmedida heredablc:
en11 lIIIl0llo

cu'ltivos S.- controlan las

nljrnieidadcs ('

este modo. La RN us

vadiosa pero poco Ire'i-'tnte. Se'sabe po('o acc''r'ai dc la RI. ('ausada
-.,cnC'ialincnic por elenentos hctcroo'(;,itcos de' RI?. Pero Cs probable que
tenga izmis valor del qu'enligeral Se' Icatribuiec.
En cudito a las ro'vas del trito, Itintc afios sce ha conibatido con Axito Ia
ro-va dhl tallo en tedo el ntiundo emple'ndo genes aiinuladosde RV,pero es
prc-iso tuner e'n c'cnta que adin podrian prcsntarse brotes epidcmicos le la
cie'rcdadsi se" intcrrulmpicracl control gun' ti'o y patoldgico estr't,.La
rova de hiIioja us probabl'inent lIrwis perjudc'ial du las tres rovas en la
act ualidad: ]a base ,e'nt('tica de a RV es estrccha 3' se pui'den esperar mis
cpifiitias. E'n cl caso dh. la ro'va ainarilla.a dilercnicia C 1o quc sucde con las
otras dos royas, hiRV parec' haber fracasadopor completo .v. en
'OrISt'C('llCicia, los ltogictistascullropeos han comenzado a a bandonarla.St'
r.c'oiocc'' la c'ieaia de
ea i1I v se Ila 'omunzado a explotarla.
La labor fitogt'nitica dhl CIMMYT hasta ahora se ha centraclo principalrniciwe
en ac'u iular
RV a las trcs royas, pCro el control gtlun;ico no ha sido tut'
cstric'to. S' po(tria argilirqut usta estrateg'iaus peligrosa, ya que los
1icqulCos agricultorCsdc los paise's inenos dcsarTollados no pucdcen afrontar
v'pii'tiasqCe scrian tolrablespara los agriculttoresde los paises ricos. Se

scfialla
hiai inv'sttilci(5n ' explotaci6n de In Vii In RI stria un cambio
razonabl ' 1hictible de' estratugia:aibas resistuneiashan sido poco
estudiadas en relaci6n Ctoil las rovas del tallo v dc la hoja. pero es lgitirno
suponCr quc tivi-;'n flln gran potential. No se iograri trasladart'on rapide': Ia
atnc'iOcn dudicacla a la RV a ]I RI!
H v haI, pero usc eanbio ofr'r'e g'andes
posi.;1 idadcs a largo llazo y cs t' en orne importancia pr~ietica. Esto implica
que i estrat'g!iag'ncrra del Centro cambiarzi, dc modo pnrah'lo,del
nijoramic'ntogen('tico d' las varicdade'sde trigco a Ia investigiwicn
cstratktgled (no bisica), mnodi't'caci6n qu parc'e concordar(til I politica del
Grupo Consultivo pare kvcstieacionus
In
Agricolas Intcri acionales.
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Chapitre I
Le r6le dc ghnes sp~cifiques dans I'am~lioration de varift6s de
bl6 et de triticale dotees de resistance durable A la rouille
noire
R.A

M'clntosh, Iiistitti

dcI(plivttigciitiqti.

(Castle lull, Atistralic

R~sum6
ia sctiii ('tliilitc J)UWiljtcli

ill(
111ccsisaItcc d h? rotiilht ijtfir (oil roliit
CS!.tS
Lte
'J)CS (IC rteSiS~IMICCeCIIIIPIOVCS
Jcisqccalo.-s en agrIct'l r (k~p'cilaicint d'll] sceidg,4CJI ci(eitiiablcoil dc
conilbjinaisnI.' (ICgL~Ctcs ideintiablcs. Daiis bcaucoupi)J dc regionls. Ic gOlitC
Sr2
a cocntribm'u ai euicrer wite r~sisimitce (cra hi. i1M plantc achitc. Dans Ics
/Olit's eCfreaIi(cs clit(I r-ocest dc IAu~strahic. (((IC rtCsislIct a In roijilc a
0tv Las~c sur / i ai,'e cIt brine s rt.sislan(Cs (liii .50!nt ucilaees aul Iir ct
meIsure dc i (LicuinicI pathlypei-s vir-1cits. IDans cc sceas. Ia -,( 1ctuiol de
gi&Ucs est 6'troilemncnit+ c i
cli ctes en] mlati~re dc IjatIog*llici(. ;) In
t'ollnakssanc,e
g(ItS
ic
pa'st'iits datis Ics ctuIi':irs dIC WOlct ") I t't)(p .ratiol

(de i tO.I a (.( con Imnicc(I

(de 1iflihistric pJoiir rclllIac-r- rap/iCJCmenil es (Itrni(*rcs. L~a chnljje
gecltiqcie J)ki rtlciic dans /cproLrramnc triticaic di C M'!' l)17oulraiI c'Ire
rcklciucitt
en ictiant, proit Iniibormation proi'cnailt d~lustaic. I.ctroirr baisc
gt~enetiqccc a550(~ct aux mucanisiucs dec aesislant' fourraif elre (Vaic
£ricc
) / 'inploi dc 1'aric Ws cciropt'ccnes de hi' ci (If, tritict'It
c I Si4
Tociclois,
il est boll dV J)R' Scri'r Ia divcrnsitt gC'ae~tiqc
c~iidi.h'rcticiecvbi cl Ie

tritic.,,lc.

Chapitre 2
Resistance du b16 At la rouille brune des feuilles et de la tige
A P). POVlfS. CereA RLst Lab~oratory. Servie de receirelics dui WXpartecnent
c I'agricultuire des Etats-[Jnis ct Univv'rsitc dui Minnesota, St. P~aidl.
Minnel(2so)taU

Resumi6

Bi/en qi aij clrs decs 80 dcrniwrcs armaces Ics rouillts dcs crealcs Went sa
alticei ncjailrc dc varic't~s stzppostecs rt'sislantcs. bica ci 'acirvs 1'ar/ts ont
ett(' culiv, -s a vec suecs stir degi~randcs Ocaclcjcs. La roajillc de Ia tige a et6
('ontrolec
1hi Thc'cur de cmibnyjsoiis de g-enes rt's/slans, doar Sr2 transmis
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Hope vt H-44 de 'ainidonnierpar McFadden en 1923. Sr26 (en provenaiie
de Agropyron C10h1ngiatum). Sr31 (de Secale cerealc) et Sr36 (de Triticum
tin-ophecvii) seniblent etre les geniies siniples de rtsistaliwe I's plus eflicaces
dars le monde. La varite Thatcher (dont Iart'
sistalne est due a! T. durum)
prodite par havcs et al. en 1934 olrfe line rsistanice satislaisalteclans 1I
6

plupart des r giotis. La roullic' dcs leuiles a ('t(
combatlle av'ec slocct's al
ino"ve d'une coniialdisoi de Lrl3 et 34. Ces gO'nes r(sistants o OtO utilisds
pour coninieicerdarts les vailtWs Fronta.na (I3r(sil, 1934) et Americano 44D
(Lrt'tun
av, 19 18). Leur combinaison con titnue ;! 'tre emploVcyde dans Ia culture

de'cartes off'rait une rdsistane" durable. telles qiw Chris, Era, Claim 67,
flavon 76. etc. Les hypoth"oes 'ocuhant l la .]i)(rtique
ct J la dtirabilitW de
certaitls t fpes de r'sistanceon( fitobstaclt' 1 Iaselection Ct au
dvchlfppctnlenlt de
'ari(;tfs
r'si'.tat'.s.

Chapitre 3
Analyse de la pathog~nicit6 de la rouille jaune (stride) du bl
et son importance dans le contexte mondial
R.W. Stul)bs. Instittil s1r la plrot ction des platites (1P0). Wageningen.
lPavs Bas

Re~sume
La ro fileja one- (.strit') do 1h; (Puct'inia st iiforiis Westcnd. lsp. ti'itici) Ml-it
lol)jet d'tudes a o ?iveau international de In part de I'11O. En conditions

Ctrole(hcs. certaiiies tactes (virlctce,.'s) son t iden tili,'es dans des plattiles
dll large eitscnble te' varidtts diflrvntii'lls "anciennes" et"nouvelles"
I)oItati

des ,i0Z's dc r-sistance dlon

quelques tills sout

conn u1IS. llais enl

majorite; iicontius. La virulence lie 'la r(sistancc des plntes adultes,
'pccifietic 1)0o1" chaqtc r-ace, est iudtie en parcolhes stlpar&os. La relationi
qcli C'xistc ciitC hlaCistributiot d IavirIlencc dhes ,tI!tlts p;itlog'ti's et la
resistace des phlaites ltitcs est Pvidente,. tais (.1h continue J filire I'objet
d'tldes. Soili doituis ici les r'stiltats tI'tone rccherche stur Iaroille Atne.
laqtuelle alfecte It's
lriticales cI hos ctiltivars dotes dohresistanre driv'P du
sefuhe, ainsi que i distribution des races (It
rnidlejatine dans divtses zones
d'Europc. d'Alrique. d'Asie ct cI'A wriqie di, suid. 11ost tr"s souhaitable que
h's Ptlides visant ) coniafitre los mnodifications dc I pathocg('nicito daes
divc'rses populations do races se polti'slii'etl active'tieut afim d't'evr le
degr'IT do r'sistaee et tlluesorcr
vIla capacilt de rsistancc des plait tes-lttes
dahis des conditiots c'mliro cineititales dilffteiites.
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Chapitre 4
Utilisation de la r6sistance polyg6nique pour accroitre la
r6sistance du b16 it la rouille noire (rouille de la tige)
D.R. Kliott, D( paf-fullivli( dc scicm-cs agiicolvs et phyto6cologic, Universit&
cle Saskatchcwan. saskoto(m. cami(Ij,
R6sum6
Depuis phi:4iciirs aim('ws (hj.') /a n'si.stalluc IIIII1I g( I)iqIIf- ii ce typc dc llla;adiv
cSt collillic. Afais hicil (111c Sill')/)()S( .'c. 1'cVjSIatIcv (1,1111c I-(SiSt;IIIcc rioll
sp cfflqllc cSt difficilc i pi-olivcr-. (III(, n'-sistaiwc partit-11t, ot ime inlicclioll Z)
c1(' %'cIoppcIIwII1In"S IcIlt Sollf Sollivill ch'tcl-Illim"cS pal-"a pn'sellec dc
Plilsicill-S LL,)("11(-S consid('n's pal-16is colmlic noil Sp'cific/lIcs. Lons de

I-cchut-ches 01'ecim-cs ;) Silskatooll. oil a pli (h'veloppe' ccl-taills
bl('-S lioll
RISistallis i) la racc 1513-1 ;111 Stadc Ch. phillolic, Illais (Illi PoSS( (kiiellf
mic
bolille
;III c1l;m1p. 11 a Ott pl-olln' (Im, ccUc n"Sistalicc (-Iail
d0cl-illillt'-c Pill- hI pl-t'scticc dc "3 ;) 5 g*("Ilcs 1-(ccssifi dollt c"mcill).jolic
III)
ceI-laill I-ole. Ces
1-c(luisaicia la p'i-iodc hacnic ;;1:iisi (pic Ic nombrc ot
la tailIc dc plistIlIc.s. I"'I I-e Sistallcc dIIc ") hI pl.('sellce dc phisicill-s
gO.Iws
a vaill c1lacill) dc pt'lits clicts cst sans doutc, iviativement diii-abic. t1m,
cctIc
1*0sismilct. soil oil lioll SpOcili(pic. Bicii rju'il soit difficile cl'avoii-rccours
;, la

I-Osistalltw poh-OlliqlIc (!,ms Ics PI*0.j'I*dIII1II('S (Vallu'liol-atioll dll blo. Ole
-I.alldc litilitt".
Chapitre 5

Strat6gies pour l'utilisation de la r6sistance partielle dans la
lutte contre les rouilles des c6r6ales
Pallrvlict. IN'partemew dc pliviog("Ilt'llique, Ullixcl-SH& aglicole,
wagelliligell. PaYs Has
R6sum6
Tolite I-Osist"IlIcc
lollilics (Iiii all'Cettvit Ics c( r(alcs ost de typt-sp(.cMqiw
au regai-d de 1' sp cc, c'csi-iI-dh-c (pic la 1-0sistanev ii't-st efficace qti',! 1'( 4ard
(I'llil Scill typc (Ic I-ollille. Cown, cha(lac agent paffi( gonc de la roijille cleux
t-ypes dc rt'sistance pumcm cti-c ideritifi(s: 1) im tYpc de n-sistaiice
]I'vpersciisibIc (W-tei-iiiiii0c pat-clesg('ijcs maictirs 0 canictOris6-par wit,
illf'c('Noll IiIIIiI( c. In Sp( cfflciI(, scloij ];I racc ct inic durabilit( t ph('vm iv: 2) im
jpc quantitaiii(Ic t-(sistaiwe (r(-sistmicc partivile)carack'rim't,pai-im i"Oble
t
talix de pi-opag"ition ('q)id(iIIiqtIc. cil (1(;Pit (111 Iliveall ('1en' cle l'ililicsiatioll.
P'll- I'absellce Wcffi ts SpOcifiques impot-laias potir ];I racc (Weii qm.- certaills
Petits vffi ts p1lisselit avoil- Hell) et pai-s.i din-,ibilitO. E-n Vabscijec cle g(nes
Majenns, il cst 1."icilc d'opei-cr mw s(-lectim pour obtunir mic i-c'sist,1IiICC
partielle. E1 meme mic s0lvction moYcimemcm rlgotjrctisv, mals
, vsWimjIiqiwnjviit elkcm0c ct visatit i 01iiiiirierla sensibilik'.est tn s
efficact., accliIIIIIIallt des.lievics pi-opres ;) conhu-cr J la varit W-mic r6sistatice
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partielle. Cotte selection douce permet "AI'amtiliorateurde sclctionneren
tnme temps d'autres earact6ristiques.S'il s'agit d'accroitre]a rosistance
partielle en presence de gt nes majeurs qui n'ont pas 6t6 totalem1en
njutralistospar l'agent pathogKnc., li'cacitO de ]a s6lection est
consiclrablement dirninuoe Dans toute la nesure du possible, I'aincliorateur
devra exposer la population-h6te " tine soule race d'agenl pathog ne. capable
de neutraliserun nomnbre maminut do genes majeurs. De cette population
hOe, I'anu'liorateurdcvra c1irOiierIs gtliotypes les plus sensibles a chaque
Otape de la solc-etion de m11(
ine que los ',-,notv'pesqui ne prtsentent qtlulle
illcotion pl llportlan1. S'ii sav'&ere diflhile c'ope'rcr cette dornirc
separation, I'anelioratcurdevra Ohlimincr les g6notypes los plus r(sistantsen
1110111
mllps qlo los plus scnsibles, puisque lcs premiers sont suppos6s
porter d(s gcnes nl j rs. Pans certains cas, la populationi patlhog ,o a
laquolle ..
Sl expost"V ]a population-hloc nest glre contr6lable e constitue ell
hil ninllnge do races. 11ost alors trt's dilficil d'op~rcruine sOlectioll en
vuC d'obtenir ine rosistazico partiello. L'limination constante des lignes les
plus sensiblos on mOm temps quc do celles les moins affectes lavoriscra
lapparion d'iitie r(sistanveparillo, nais los progr s dans cc sons sont
plus leits qll 'on Il Ie souhailorait.
Chapitre 6
R6sistance durable du

16 h la rouille jaune et ses

repercussions en phytognitique
R. Johnson, Institut de phytog~nitiquc, Cambridge, Angleterre
R~sum6
La rouille jaulne (strihe)causee par le parasiteobligO PucCinia striitormis,
aflctl los cultures de bl dis
toutes les rcg'ions de climat frais. Plusieurs
gtones do rosistaicc,spccilique A chaque race, ct efficacos dans los plantules
du bl ont OWttidentifi's, mais il on reste encore beaucoupA identifier. Ces
Li-nos do resistance pouvent Otre dominants ou r'cessils e I'expression de
ccrtains d'entre oux ost grandemnnt influencec par le milieu amnbiant et leur
patrimone g(ntiquc. La resistanco acquise quand la plante a dcpass6 le
stadc de plantule est soivcnt aussi spcifiqu pour la race. La eombinaison
de genes do resistance spc&'ilique selon les races n 'a pas el de succes ell
Grandc Iretagnc dans IMlutte c'ontre la rouillejaune. Ceoendant, la
resistance acquiso uihoicuremont ;I I'Otapc de plantule ne lait pretive
'allcultln sp&cil'it pour les racos, mtmoj apres des essais prolong(es et tros
Otcldls. Cutte rsislance durable ne petit se distinguerdes rtsistances
spcililues des planics adultes qu'au mnoven de tests prolonges. Bien qu'lle
puissc t"Ire
soulnise a) in controle genetique complexe, cette r6sistance peut
0;tr mist ilprolit daris des programmes d'amniorationtels que ceux decrits
i-i. mais la durabilitt'de I rc-sistanco obtenue danis ces programmles ne peut
etre .4aralie. I1lhuit done suivro de tr's pros I'6volution de touites ls
nouvelles varitOs r(csistanes,quelle que soil le mthode d'arliulioration
appliquv, pour dt'teter l'existence de races pathog~tes de pathogtnicit6
(quivaln to.
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Chapitre 7
Ides actuelles sur le parti A tirer de la diversit6 pour prot~ger
les c6rales d'agents pathog~nes foliaires 6pid~miques et
variables: Probl~mes et perspectives d'avenir
J.A. Browning. Departenicnt de tphytogcnctilt.? el mi('crobiologie.
Station
agricole

xCl)iu-inentale du Texas. College Stal ion. Texas

R~sum6

Les populations attochtoInes de pru(:.Ilitvurs de c(
(rcalrs ct heurs parasites
naturels, qui ont 6voluO parallolerzent,sowIl stabilis s par
],I i'sistalc'c
dilatoire 6pidoniiologique produitt ge,'-t tiqucunittpar la r(sistance
gt(cierale
qui irnpliquc la pr6sence de gnes d'une grand elficacite pour
la rdsislalce
spccifique dans des configurations genico-spalialcsdistimcies.
Si la rsistance
,g'enraheprotege Ia plante. la rosistance specifique prolog¢ Ia
population (
mininlisant I' atgressivitO de 1'Fagent palthogOne parajustement
de In
retroaction parlaiteniet harmoisc'e dtes svslOnes g(', .tiqucs
dc 'hote et de
I'agent p)athlloc n.
etn
g
era l resislance s)ef'ique del,
raient e'11trc
inises z) profit cans dt's svst encs agricolis 'olirentsau'ec letirs
origines
evolutives. Toztlelbis, IagricultuI- a O'tO souvent dependantc
de gones dc
resistance spcil'que, n1on pour ptotgcr Mapopulation., 'olnt
iel
enest dclls
Ia nature. inais pour d(l'ndre In plante c'
tns patllu.getnes 1bl1
aires
epideniiqucs. Ainsi en a-t-il ('C' lors dc I'cinploi de genes de
in;siztncc dmans
des variktts cultiv~cs dans dc,; populations hninogC'tnes sur
dc vastes
Ctvenducs. Contrairrnent ;) 'cla. dans des programn iies
ralisls en Coloinbie,
en An leterre, aux Pays Bas, en ltde ct aux Elats-Unis (Iow
et Wlashington),
ont OtW di)'cloppds des gt"nes dce rsistanccspcilique dlans
des populations
diverses et Ia protctlion de la poptlation a rtt assur(ce avt,
lune rsistance
d'in tiers ) peine. Cotte petite rt'sistancea stabilis6 les populations
dls
I
ecosvstnic natue), vari; et le chiffre parait done r&.-d. Des
donnces
concordantcs obtenues dans des ecos Vstrnes iiaturels el ag
coles indiquen
qu 'un svstdnim global de manipulation des gines qii inchc
Ia diversit'.
comine il en est dans la nature, perrnettraild'obten;.- une
rtsistalnce
vOritablecnent diirable. En d6pit des nonbreux atvantages qu'ol'r
Ia
divursith, clie n'a (t que relativenent peu Inise .4 profit ell
raisol: 1) Wl'ul
problnie paradi , atiqu, et 2) d'unic crrcur crvptique dails
I'experimentatiotn oU Ia valeur potentIlIe de ]a resistance a
e'10 sous-estinie,
cc qui a dccourag6 son emploi. Les combinaisons de trois viridtC's
constituent tin coinproisacdquat entre ]a egit lic ntWcessit
C d'uniform ito
agronorniqueet les avantages dce ]a diversitl.

Chapitre 8
Le m6lange de vari6t6s comme moyen de lutte contre les
maladies et de stabilisation du rendement

M.S. Wolfe(,lusunut de phytognlc"tiqte, Cambridge, Angleterre
R~sum6
Ce chapitre coinporte une description sotninaire des principaux
laclemiirs
conduisant ! une perte d'efficacit6 de Ia rcsistancc aux maladies
et des
fongicides dans I'agricultureeurop6enne. L 'enploi de m6langes
de varit6s
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est expos6 en d6ail conine tant l'un des niovens dont disposent les
an6lioratcursct les agriculteurspour aineliorerla situation. Noinhre de
donn6es obtenues dessais au champ rcvtient jes avantages d'un !tl systmnic
pour lutter contre les imaladies. augmenter et stahiliserls rendemtrts: c'e
svstmc pout (,trc ; pplicqu( parallementJ lout azure nt thodc de lutte
('ontl'e it's maladies.

Chapitre 9
Mthodes du CIMMYT pour am~liorer la r6sistance du bW6 A la
rouille
S. Rajaurna.

R.P. Singh ct E. Torrcs, Programme b6, CIMMYT, Mexique

R6sum6
Des 'virit't('sdc blC provenant des ressourcesgm nrtiqi s du CIMMYT stnt
(ultiv(cs stir plus de .50 millions Uhectares clans le monde ci,
cieveloppcincit. L'Otenduc hierie dc c'cs cultures appclc'cs prendrc encore
plus d'exlcusion iI 'aFi'ctira amellne Ir Cl IMMYT a oricntcrV:! politique
d'ain'lioratioivc'rs la conservation ciI 'accroisseInciil de 1', capacit de
r;sistanceaux rouillcs diu natCrielgOnc'tique de bU'. Les essais entrepris au
livcau internationaldaris cl mnltiples sites ont lkra'cnient coniribuc i
conlrnierret tc
. cnetiquc. Diersit"
D) plus. lc CIMMYT dans sa stratgic
dani'liorationa rciours ;I des analvses 4g'n(;tiqties. Les chercheurs du
CIMMYT pcnseill quc I'utilisationdc ;a resistance verticale (RV) sptcilique
pour lc pathotypc ct prociuite par dcs gtnes majeurs comine la d&crit
Simlunonds (chap. 10) pourrait condlaire i) des situationspr6caires.A titre
d'allurnative;i Ia oerpeturlle incorporationon combinaison dc gnes de
r'"sistalrce,lc CIMA YT a essay" ct reconunaiiel'z:nlioation pour obrcnir
cc que Simnmonds dtcrit (chap. 10) cominme rtsistance hor.zontalc (RH) non
sptcif'qzie pour Ic patlhot peCet ciorigine polygt7niquc, laquelle lavoriseraitha
dlurabilittk' dc a r(sitance. Dans Ie conte'xue iondial. ]a r(sistance durable
(oil stabilitV ct la civersiWt( tenctique oit une t'norme importance dans le
programme d'amnuliorationdu CIMMYT. L'idal serait de pouvoir icicntiller
ing 'e ou lit cnsemiible dc gieiies dont on pourraitprouver qu'il comiicre une
resistalil'c durable. et ensuite combiner de fChoui continue dautres gnos de
resistancean d'assurerla diversit(e g(ntiquei. La resistance i) la rouPe de
de tig (complexe Sr21 dlri'vc dc la vari.'t( Hope et Ia rc'sistance a Ia rouille
des leuilles (coniplexc Lr3) deriv dce lia varilte Frontanasont la base de Ia
durabilitl( de la rosistancc ! ces deux maladies dans Ic matOriel g#rntlique du
'IMMYT.ln cc qui 'onierne I roidlle jaune (strie'),st'lon des inlrinations
fo1rnics ;I cc suiit. li variet; Anza produite par Ic CIMMYT ('st doi'
l'une
Resistance durable ;1 cet(' inaladi'.Ix CIMMYT proctcdc ordinairrienitz!
I'idcntilf'ation sur place dc li£gan c's oflirant une resistance partielle (avance
lnic'dc hi maladic) ct a. de la sorte. largement contribue i) maintenirles
rcdenits
dans le mnonde. Le CIMMYT poursuit ses recherches sur I
rt'sistalicc basi' sur dre multiples gc'nes majeurs mitill-c de strat gie
compliicnlair' ct cherche activement il obtenir le dl veloppemnent et
I'mploi de comnposts de plisieiirsligrntes et de mulanrgcs de variOtis.
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Chapitre 10
Synth~se: Strat~gie visant A accroitre la resistance
aux rouilles
N.W. Simmonds, Ecole d'agriculture d'Edimbourg, Edimbourg, Ecosse

R~sum6

Accroitre la resistance aux maladies tquivaut j assurer]a protection
de ]a
biomasse et. par suite, ' clever le rendement des cultures. La resistance
n'est autre qun
tat de "moindre maladie" et ]a suppression de ]a maladie
(immunit6) constitue rarement un objectif'r6aliste. On distingue quatre
types
de resistance: 1) la resistance verticalc (RV) sp6cifique pour le pathotype,
provenant de genes majeurs: 2) la resistance horizontale (RH) non
specifique
pour le pathotvpe et d'originepolygdnique; 3) la r~sistance due 6
des genes
majeurs, non sp~cifique pour le pathotype (RN) et 4) la resistance
dinteractionou combine (RI). La resistance verticale (RV) est souvent
efficace quand il s'agit d'agents pathogbnes immobiles, mais peu
efficace
dans le cas d'agents mobiles, c'est-l-dire transmis par lair environnant.
Toutefois. il est parfois possible de contr6ler durablement les maladies
! ]a
faveur de g'nes multiples (accumules) de RV obtenus au moven
d'une
rigoureuse manipulationg~nttique et pathologique. La RH est durable
et en
g~ncrale en grande mesure hr6ditaire;nombre de maladies sont
contr6les
de la sorte dans beaucoup de cultures. La RN est appreciable, mais
peu
hr-quente. Mal connue, Ia RI est due essentiellement i des 6lements
htcrogtnes de RV et a probablement plus de m6rites qu'on ne
lui en
attribue g'2,niralement.
De toutes les rouilles qui alfectent le bW. ]a rouille de la tige a t6
combattue
avec succ s dans le monde enticr au moyen de genes accumules
de RV,
mais il ne faut pas oublier qu'il peut toujours y avoir des pousses
6pidnmiques de ]a maladie en cas d'interruption du contrile g6n~tique
et
pathologique. La rouille des feuilles est probablement Ia plus prejudiciable
de
ces trois maladies; la base g~n~tiquc de Ia RV est 6troite et il y a
lieu de
craindre de nouvelles epidemies. Quant 1 Ia rouillejaune, contrairement
i ce
qu'il en est des deux autres, la RV semble avoir totalement 6chou&
pour en
venir a bout, et cet 6chec en a motive I'abandonpar les am~liorateurs
europ~ens. L 'efficacit6 dtsormais reconnue de la RH fait qu 'elle commence
i
Otre misc i profit.
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Le CIMMYT dans ses programmes d'am~liorations'est jusqu'* pr6sent
employe 1 accumuler RV pour hutter contre les trois rouilles, sans toutefois
que le contr61e g~n6tique ait 0t6 tr~s rigoureux. Sans doute cette strat~gle
peut-elle 6tre jug~e dangereuse, car les petits agriculteursdes pays moins
d~velopp~s ne sont pas en mesure de fairc fice au risque d'6pidmies que
tolkrent plus facilement les agriculteurs de pays riches. Cette stratogie
pourrait6tre modifi~e au moyen de recherche ct d'exploitation des
resistances RH et RI qui,jusqu'6 present, n'ont pas fait l'objet de recherches
tr~s poussees en tant que moyen de lulte cont-re ]a rouille de la tige et ]a
rouille des feuilles, sans cependent que leur potentiel ne puisse 6tre
16gitimement mis en doutc. II ne faut pas esp~rer que l'attentionjusqu'alors
accord6c z a RV soit rapidcment d~tourne au profit de RH et de RI, bien
que cc changement d'orientationoffriraita long terme de grands avantages.
Paralklement. Ic Centre devrait adjoindre i sa strategie d'am~lioration
gnttique des varikt6s de bie la recheiche strat6gique (non de base)
co'ncidant avec la politique du Groupe consultatifpour ]a recherche agricole
internationale.

